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Existing approaches to monitoring wildlife with wireless networks have not taken into
account the vast heterogeneity inherent in the Animal Kingdom, especially with respect
to bodyweight (and hence tag carrying capacity). This has resulted in a single design of
tag which is only suitable for placement on larger animals. Thus, with existing technol-
ogy, small animals cannot be monitored using the wireless network system.
Motivated by the diversity of animals, a hybrid wildlife tracking system, EcoLocate,
is proposed, with lightweight VHF-like tags and high performance GPS enabled tags,
bound by a common wireless network design. Tags transfer information amongst one
another in a multi-hop store-and-forward fashion, and can also monitor the presence of
one another, enabling social behaviour studies to be conducted. Information can be gath-
ered from any sensor variable of interest (such as temperature, water level, activity and
so on) and forwarded through the network, thus leading to more effective game reserve
monitoring. Six classes of tracking tags are presented, varying in weight and function-
ality, but derived from a common set of code, which facilitates modular tag design and
deployment. The link between the tags means that tags can dynamically choose their
class based on their remaining energy, prolonging lifetime in the network at the cost of
a reduction in function. Lightweight, low functionality tags (that can be placed on small
animals) use the capabilities of heavier, high functionality devices (placed on larger ani-
mals) to transfer their information. EcoLocate is a modular approach to animal tracking
and sensing and it is shown how the same common technology can be used for diverse
studies, from simple VHF-like activity research to full social and behavioural research
using wireless networks to relay data to the end user. The network is not restricted to
only tracking animals – environmental variables, people and vehicles can all be moni-
tored, allowing for rich wildlife tracking studies.
To transfer the obtained data effectively through resource diverse nodes, a network
protocol, termed the Adaptive Social Hierarchy (ASH) was designed that ranks nodes
according to their resources, such as energy or connectivity. ASH provides a scalable
and adaptable method for nodes to discover the role within the network, inspired by
the way animals form linear dominance hierarchies through dyadic (pairwise) interac-
tions. Three different methods of forming the social hierarchy are presented. In the first
method, pairwise ASH, pairs of nodes exchange their attributes and their estimates of
rank in a two-way exchange. Although this is a simple method of forming the hierarchy,
it does not take advantage of the broadcast nature of the radio channel. In light of this,
a one-way method of updating ranks is proposed and shown to be able to estimate the
node ranks faster than pairwise ASH, due to multiple nodes receiving the same beacon.
However, both methods are unable to form an accurate social hierarchy in a stationary
network, due to a limited visibility horizon. It is shown how to extend the horizon by cre-
ating pseudo-connections between unconnected nodes, using an agent based approach.
Simulation results are presented that demonstrate how the ASH concept can be used as
a network underlay to enhance existing protocols or how it can form a cross-layer proto-
col in its own right. ASH is simple, scalable and has a negligible load on the network as
ASH data piggybacks on top of existing network discovery packets.
The focus is shifted from the network design to considering how to better schedule lo-











fixes at constant time intervals. This leads to undersampling of high speed motion, and
multiple redundant fixes when the animal is stationary. Uniform distance sampling
of GPS locations is thus proposed. A low power, neck mounted, accelerometer is used
to capture brief acceleration snapshots. An adaptive model, relating the snapshots to
host speed is trained when the GPS unit is active. When the GPS receiver is powered
down, the model is used to predict the speed of the host, and thus schedule GPS fixes at
uniform distance intervals. The proposed scheme is implemented on low power 8 bit mi-
crocontrollers, and demonstrates that it is able to automatically learn the habits of the
host animal or person. This technique can reduce collar power consumption by as much
as 50%, whilst generating more accurate traces than uniform time sampling, as well as
creating a detailed speed-time profile as a byproduct of the speed estimation process.
This work has considered the problem of tracking and monitoring wild animals and their
interaction and dependency on their environment. A scalable, modular and adaptable
solution has been proposed, that allows small and large animals to be monitored using
the same system and which automatically sends data through the network to the end
user. Thus, this work has the potential to greatly enhance the understanding of animal
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ADC — Analog to Digital Converter
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GSM — Cellular network standard
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RS-232 — A simple asynchronous serial interface protocol
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Definitions of symbols used in this thesis:
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This dissertation describes a new approach to wildlife tracking using heterogeneous
wireless networks. In particular, the diversity of the Animal Kingdom is exploited in
order that both small and large animals can be tracked and monitored using the same
system. This research presents the design of a system that can acquire information from
a wide range of sensors (not necessarily attached to animals) and deliver it to an end
user. The thread that runs through this thesis is that of adaption to provide resilience
in an uncertain and dynamic environment.
This chapter provides an overview of the thesis. Firstly, the need for this research is
discussed in Section 1.1. Next the scope of the problem and its design space is considered
in Section 1.2. Following this, the main contributions are outlined in Section 1.3. Lastly
an overview of the structure of the dissertation is provided in Section 1.4.
1.1 Background
Tracking Modalities
To determine the behaviour and location of wild animals, they need to be monitored in
some way. Typically, to be able to detect animals remotely, an electronic tracking device
(or tag) is attached to the animal.
The first such method that was used was VHF tracking, first used in 1963 [1]. A tracking
device placed on the animal periodically emits a radio signal. The position of the animal
can be determined using triangulation. Triangulation involves taking bearings (heading
angle relative to North) to the tracking device from multiple locations – the position of
the animal can be deduced to be at the intersection of two or more bearings. VHF tags
are light and inexpensive (ca. U$100 each [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]), but the tracking process












researcher needs to be in the field to obtain tracking data, there is the possibility of bias
introduced through habitat disturbance [8]. More recent systems alter the pulse rate
of the VHF signal in relation to some measured parameter, such as temperature [3, 5].
Thus, not only can an animal’s location be determined using VHF tracking, but they
can also relay telemetric (sensor) data. VHF tracking is suitable for monitoring a wide
range of species, from small to large, as the tags can be made very small (the lightest
tag currently available is 0.2 g [9]).
Space based tracking, in particular using the ARGOS system (launched in 1978 [10]),
allows researchers to automatically determine the position of animals anywhere in the
world [11]. This system is similar to VHF tracking, where the animal is equipped with
a transmitting device. However, unlike VHF tracking, position is inferred from the
Doppler shift of the carrier wave received at the satellite [10]. From this data, approx-
imate position can be determined. As the signal has to be strong enough to be received
in space, satellite tracking devices are consequently larger than VHF tags (the smallest
tag available is 15 g and solar powered [12]). In addition, ARGOS tags are expensive (ca.
U$3000 each [12]) and annual data processing fees have to be paid (ca. U$3000–U$5000
[10]). Location accuracy can also be quite poor, often with errors in the region of a few
hundred metres [10]. However, satellite tracking allows animals to be located globally
and the position to be known within a few hours of reception at the satellite, making
them especially useful for migratory species. Small amounts of telemetry data can also
be uploaded to the satellite.
The third method, which has revolutionized the field of wildlife tracking by providing
excellent spatial accuracy (typically< 5 m) with a high sampling rate (up to 4 Hz) is GPS
tracking, first used for wildlife tracking in 1994 [5]. Unlike the two prior methods, the
animal is equipped with a receiver which is used to determine the animal’s position by
determining the time-of-flight from multiple satellites. However, the power consumption
of a GPS receiver results in a large tag for long deployments (approximately 500 g for
a tracking device that can take 24 fixes a day for a year [5]). This precludes their use
on smaller animals. In addition, as the locations are determined by the tracking device
itself, they must somehow be transferred to the end user. One method is to use an
archival tag, where data is stored on board for retrieval at the end of the study. However,
loss or destruction of the tracking device will result in complete loss of the dataset. Thus,
GPS tracking devices have been equipped with wireless communications links (such as
UHF modem, GSM or satellite upload [13, 2, 3, 5, 7]). All these options, whilst providing
remote downloading, add size and expense to the tracking device. In particular, the UHF
modem option requires each animal to be located to download the data – this can be time












Wireless networks for wildlife tracking
ZebraNet (deployed in 2004) was proposed in order to minimize the effort involved in
obtaining animal tracking data [14, 15]. Each tracking device was equipped with a radio
transceiver, which allowed tags not only to transmit but also to receive data. Collars
shared tracking data with one another, forming a wireless network. Thus a researcher
can obtain data from many animal tracking collars, by downloading information from
only a few. ZebraNet is an excellent proof of concept – that wireless networks can be
used ‘in the wild’ to transfer information. It also pioneered in the actual deployment of
an animal based tracking collar, leading to a spate of related work in addressing com-
pression [16], middleware design [17] and hardware issues [18]. ZebraNet is specifically
designed for attachment on zebras [18]. Whilst the collars can easily be adapted to fit
on other large mammals, the size and weight (138 g for the latest devices [18]) of the
collars restricts their usage on smaller animals. This is as a result of the 5% guideline
which recommends that collar weight should not exceed 5% of the bodyweight of the host
[19]. Another recent wireless network for wildlife tracking is TurtleNet (2006), which is
designed for monitoring the positions of turtles [20].
1.2 Research Objectives and Solutions
Existing research into wireless networks for wildlife tracking has resulted in homoge-
neous solutions. This is the ‘one size fits all’ approach, where a single type of tracking
device has been designed. This has segmented the solution space into animals which
can be tracked using wireless networks and those that cannot, due to weight restric-
tions placed on the tracking collar.
The objective of my research is to design a single wireless network based system that can
be used to track and monitor both small and large animals. I argue that the vast diver-
sity in the Animal Kingdom, especially with respect to bodyweight, should not be viewed
as a hindrance, but rather something to be exploited. My philosophy is that devices with
low functionality (due to weight or cost restrictions) should use the capabilities of more
complex devices in order to result in a powerful network solution.
The research objectives of this dissertation are:
• To design a system that is able to monitor a wide variety of animals, in a typical
gamepark environment (areas of tens to hundreds of square kilometres).













• To make the system adaptable to device insertions and removals.
• To make the system modular and flexible.
• To make the system energy conscious to maximise lifespan.
• To validate the system design with real world tests.
To address these objectives, research was undertaken in three main areas, namely in
the system design of a wildlife tracking network, in the formulation of a network man-
agement protocol that can deal with large amounts of heterogeneity and in the proposal
of a uniform distance sampling based approach to GPS tracking.
1.2.1 Ecolocate: A heterogeneous wireless network system for wildlife
tracking
The first avenue that was considered is how to design a wireless network system that
is able to monitor a wide variety of animals. The operations that are required to be
undertaken in a network of this nature are first examined. Data relevant to the ani-
mal’s behaviour (which is not limited to location, and can also include biophysiological
parameters) needs to be sensed. As the network exists over a vast geographical area,
node density will be typically very sparse, resulting in a (complete) lack of end-to-end
connectivity. Thus, a store-and-forward approach has to be adopted. Hence, the sec-
ond operation that must be undertaken in the network is that of storage. The data
acquired from one node must then be relayed through the network, possibly through
multiple hops, before it reaches the end destination. The network (termed ‘EcoLocate’)
is designed for data gathering (as opposed to peer-to-peer transfer1) and thus the end
destination is a gateway or basestation (of which there may be more than one). Hence
the third operation is that of sending data. With these required operations in mind, a
wireless network was designed that is able to sense a wide variety of information, store
it onboard and send it to the end destination.
To achieve these aims, a modular solution is proposed. It will be shown how multiple
classes of nodes can be implemented, where simpler classes have a subset of the func-
tionality of complex devices. Thus, only one code base needs be maintained. The device
class can be specified at design time, or dynamically adjusted at run time depending
on energy constraints and availability. Extra functionality, such as sensing devices or
memory options is implemented as plug in modules. Any variable which can be digitized
1In a peer-to-peer network, data is shared or flooded amongst all nodes in the network, it thus has a
flat structure. In a data gathering network, a super-node or base-station collects all the information that is












can in theory be transferred into the network (subject to memory and bandwidth con-
straints). Thus, GPS locations are treated simply as another type of data, rather than
requiring each node to be GPS capable. Simple specification of tags and their function,
highlighting their modularity, is accomplished using a graphical representation of the
system.
By equipping nodes with transceivers, they can not only transmit beacons (similar to
normal VHF tracking) but also receive beacons from other nodes or tags in the network,
which can be used to create contact logs. This data can be used in a number of ways. It
can be used to analyse social relationships and dependencies between individuals (which
need not be of the same species). The contact logs can also be used to determine visit
frequency to focal points of attraction, such as waterholes, which can be used to monitor
resource usage. Another use of this information is to infer the coarse position of non-GPS
equipped nodes, when in range of a device with a known position. Techniques that have
been used for many years in VHF tracking, such as triangulation and homing [21] can
also be carried forward into this system. Thus, by using a wireless network approach,
it is shown how conventional VHF tracking can be enhanced using many automatic
transmitting and receiving devices. The other purpose of beacons is to update network
parameters and discover nodes within range, this is elaborated on further in the network
section. Based on the modular representation of the tracking devices, a graphical, block
based approach to designing tracking devices is proposed, in order that the users of the
technology can specify their own systems in a simple manner.
1.2.2 The Adaptive Social Hierarchy (ASH): A Network Ranking Sys-
tem
Due to the wide heterogeneity supported by the EcoLocate system design, a method of
providing scalability of resources (such as energy or connectivity), regardless of their
distribution, was required. As a motivating example, consider the two networks in Fig.
1.1, both containing three animals. For both networks, assume that the animals carry
tracking collars which have an amount of battery energy that is proportional to the
bodyweight of the host. In the first network (Fig. 1.1 (a)), the lioness collar has the least
energy in comparison to the larger elephant collars. Thus, in this network scenario, the
lioness collar should use the capabilities of the elephant collars to transfer information
to the end user. It should not be active in routing tasks and should conserve its energy.
Conversely, in the second network scenario (Fig. 1.1 (b)), the lioness collar has the most
energy with regards to its peers. Thus, it must assume the most active role in the













This simple example demonstrates that the role of a device is not related to absolute
resources or attributes, but rather their relationship relative to their peers. Essentially,
what is required is a means for nodes to determine their ranking (e.g. ‘best’, ‘good’, ‘poor’,
‘worst’) within the network, based on some attribute. This cannot be specified a priori
as wireless networks operate under dynamic conditions and need to be resilient to node
insertions and removals. Central control is one option, where one node informs other
nodes of their rank within the network. However, this results in a single point of failure
and leads to poor scalability with increasing numbers of nodes. Instead, a method is
required where each node discovers its own role based on information from obtained
from its local neighbourhood.
Figure 1.1: Example scenario demonstrating the need for a ranking system. Assume that
animals carry tracking collars with battery reserves that are in direct proportion to their
weight. In network (a), the collar on the lioness has the lowest energy in the network,
whereas in network (b), it has the greatest amount of energy in the network. Thus, in (a),
the lioness collar does not need to be active in network tasks like routing, whereas in (b),
it will need to adopt an active profile so that the network functions well. Hence, the role
of a device in a network is not dependent on the absolute amount of energy but its energy
relative to its peers.
To achieve these aims, the Animal Kingdom itself is turned to for inspiration. Animals
form societal groupings – these are such a common feature that collective nouns exist
for different species. A pervasive structure in animal societies is a linear dominance
hierarchy [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. In these structures, the fittest individual (as measured
by some attribute such as bodyweight) is the super dominant or alpha member and dom-
inates all other animals in the group. This means that the alpha individual will have
preferential access to resources, such as food or the right to mate. The next individual,
2It must be noted that energy is not necessarily a good indicator of usefulness in routing information
towards a basestation. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, any attribute (such as hop-count or remaining












the beta member, will dominate all other individuals but be submissive to the alpha and
so on. The last member of the group, the omega individual, will be dominated by all
other members of the group. The relative ordering of individuals in social dominance hi-
erarchies in natural groupings are by no means static, and alter as a result of variations
such as injury or the introduction of a new member. Social hierarchies are not limited to
the Animal Kingdom, and many human organizations resemble a dominance hierarchy
(military ranks, academic ranks and so forth).
The idea of a linear dominance hierarchy is taken and applied to a wireless network, in
order that individual nodes can determine their rank. This has been termed an adaptive
social hierarchy (ASH) to highlight the way it adapts to changes. Energy is a prime
example of an attribute to rank, but it is shown that any network variable that can
be measured on a per-node basis (such as connectivity and so forth) can be cast into a
ranking.
A number of methods of forming the ranking are presented, starting from a simple
pairwise exchange. Assumptions about the behaviour of the nodes and restrictions on
medium access are removed, resulting in an agent based approach to forming the ASH
ranking. Through simulations, it is shown how nodes can determine their ranks, and
adapt to changes in the rank order, using information obtained from their peers. The
methods presented are lightweight, and the focus is on formulating simple rules to al-
low nodes to discover their own rank within the network.
It is shown how the ASH methods can be used as an underlay for existing routing pro-
tocols, helping to provide resource scalability and reduce reliance on application depen-
dent tuning factors. It is also shown how ASH can be used to form a simple cross-layer
protocol.
1.2.3 Uniform distance GPS sampling
GPS receivers, whilst providing unsurpassed location accuracy anywhere in the world,
have a relatively high power consumption (in the order of 90mW [28]) and take some
time to acquire a fix (best case is a few seconds, but in reality more often in the range
of 10–30s [29, 18]). They are thus responsible for a large component of a tracking de-
vice’s energy budget. Existing GPS enabled wildlife tracking devices acquire fixes at
constant time intervals (for example, every 15 minutes [5, 3]) in order to reduce the
power consumption of the tracking device and prolong its life. However, this method
does not take into account the variable motion patterns of the host animal. Animals are
stationary for a large proportion of time (some animals, such as lions, are only active
40% of the time [30]). Using constant time sampling, multiple fixes will be taken at the












Conversely, when the animal undertakes a high speed foray, such as a predation related
event, constant time sampling will undersample the detail, leading to a possible loss of
information.
A shift from constant time to uniform distance sampling is thus proposed. To estimate
the distance travelled, the motion of the neck of the animal is sensed using a low power
accelerometer. As animals have different gait patterns, a model of the relationship be-
tween the summary statistics of the acceleration snapshot and the speed of the host is
constructed. The model is dynamically adapted when the GPS receiver is active, such
that the collar, over time, learns the relationship between the speed of the host and the
acceleration of its neck. Results from tests on humans and animals are presented, show-
ing that the learning algorithm is able to adapt to the gait patterns of the host, even
though they might be markedly different. An adaptive distance triggering threshold is
proposed, for the case where the average distance travelled by an animal over a period
of time is not known prior to deployment. Simulations of energy conserved by using
uniform distance sampling are also presented.
1.3 Contributions of this work
Specifically, the original contributions of this research are as follows:
• The design of a wireless network based tracking solution that can be used on a
wide variety of animals, where small animal collars (with limited functionality
and small energy reserves) use the capabilities of large ones (with high function-
ality and large energy reserves) to send information through the network to the
end user. The network is not restricted to animal deployment, and can be include
environmental sensing and vehicle and human monitoring.
• The proposal of six different classes of tracking devices with varying degrees of
complexity that are based on a unified hardware and software design. Simpler
devices are implemented by limiting the functionality of more complex devices.
This can be done dynamically in the field, allowing devices to alter their class based
on their remaining energy reserve, leading to a longer lived network. Devices were
fabricated and tested by the author in order to demonstrate the flexibility of the
modular approach.
• Developing a system that allows social relationships (contacts between animals),
location and proximity (presence or absence of the animal within a certain area) to












• Developing a lightweight, adaptive network management protocol that is able to
handle large degrees of heterogeneity in resources, allowing a device to determine
its ranking within the network (which can be fixed or mobile). This provides re-
source scalability and can be used as an underlay to enhance the performance of
existing routing protocols.
• Proposing a novel way of acquiring GPS samples, based on the accelerometer de-
pendent estimate of distance that the host has travelled, rather than at uniform
time intervals, leading to an increase in device lifetime without loss of location
information. A method that learns and adapts to the way the host moves is also
developed. As a byproduct of distance estimation, a detailed speed-time profile is
generated, which can be used to characterize animal behaviour.
1.4 Guide to the thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized in the following chapters.
Chapter 2 reviews currently available tracking technologies for wildlife tracking, their
uses and constraints imposed upon them. This reviews the state of the art and places
this research in context of the existing body of work.
Chapter 3 presents EcoLocate, a modular approach to wildlife tracking and moni-
toring using wireless networks. A number of classes of tracking devices with varying
degrees of functionality and energy consumption are introduced. The modular design is
presented, showing how different tracking studies can be built up from simple blocks.
Chapter 4 introduces a novel network management protocol, that provides resource
scalability. This is inspired by the way animals form social dominance hierarchies, such
that each node is able to determine its rank within the network according to a certain
attribute or attributes. A number of different methods of forming these hierarchies is
discussed, with particular emphasis on scalability and rate of convergence. The use of
the ranking systems to enhance the operation of existing routing protocols is shown, as
well as how they can be used to form a simple cross-layer network protocol.
Chapter 5 considers how to implement uniform distance GPS sampling. Existing
methods acquire GPS fixes at constant time intervals which leads to undersampling of
high speed data and oversampling whilst the host is stationary. An adaptive model is
used to learn the relationship between the gait of the host (as measured by a low power,
neck mounted accelerometer) and its ground speed. Using this information, the GPS












Chapter 6 discusses the design of the hardware and firmware that is used to vali-
date the approaches of the prior chapters. The focus is on modularity, both in terms of
the firmware and hardware design, and it is shown how simple devices are formed by
restricting the extent of the state universe.
Chapter 7 details real world testing and deployment of some of the various classes
of nodes. It is shown how the same basic firmware can be adapted to perform multiple
studies, with very different aims.
Chapter 8 is the concluding chapter, where the main findings of the work are summa-












Taxonomy of Wildlife Tracking and Telemetry
Technologies
2.1 Introduction
Wildlife tracking involves acquiring information about the behaviour of animals in their
natural habitat. This information is used both for scientific and conservation purposes.
The primary form of information that needs to be obtained is the location of the animal
at certain points in time and this is generally referred to as tracking or radio–tracking
[31]. Other forms of information such as physiological parameters (for example: heart-
rate [32, 33]; body temperature [34]; vaginal temperature [35]) or activity (for example:
head tilt [5] or defecation [36]) can be acquired and this is referred to as telemetry [31].
However, due to the similarities in obtaining the information, the terms are frequently
used interchangeably. Essentially, tracking involves determining where an animal is,
and telemetry refers to recording data that can be used to infer its activity, at certain
points in time.
For the most part, due to the difficulties in locating a biological entity over large areas,
the creature is augmented with a tracking device (generally electronic). There are re-
mote methods that can be used to track and identify animals visually [37, 38, 39] and
through acoustic signals [40, 41]. The drawback of these methods is that they are only
suitable for some species and their detection range is limited. However, as they do not
involve disturbance to the animal, they are an attractive option in the situations where
they can be used.
In this review, the focus is mainly on terrestrial tracking and telemetry techniques, but
reference is also made to the large body of work on marine and avian species. In the
next section, constraints common to all affixed devices are examined, imposed both by












the location of an animal are presented, discussing their relative merits and drawbacks.
Following that, in Section 2.4, an overview of various sensing techniques and options are
examined. Lastly, in Section 2.5, a summary of the chapter is provided.
2.2 Real world constraints
The decision to attach a tracking device to an animal is one which must be carefully
weighed in terms of the benefits (generally to the researcher) and the drawbacks (gener-
ally to the animal in question). In light of the impact of humans on animal populations,
habitat and behaviour, there is a pressing need to understand more about animal biology
so that informed conservation decisions can be made [42]. Considering how long animal
tracking has been undertaken (since the 1960’s [1]), there are still o globally defined
regulations, or even guidelines, on the restrictions on tag attachment [42]. In part, this
is because it is difficult or even impossible to quantify what corresponds to baseline per-
formance, as the very act of attaching a tracking device affects the behaviour of the host,
as ‘measurement affects performance’ [43]. In this section, some of the factors that need
to be borne in mind when deciding what (if any) type of technology suitable for tracking
a certain animal species are examined. Some constraints are imposed by the animal
(such as the shape of the tracking device), and others are imposed by the tracking device
itself (such as the length and orientation of the antenna). Clearly, these need to be bal-
anced, such that the device chosen provides the best possible amount of data with the
least impact to the animal1.
2.2.1 Size, weight and shape of device
A tracking device comprises the following components: the electronics, board and an-
tenna associated with the tracking device, a source of power and a method of attach-
ment. Together, these result in an overall device weight. A ‘rule of thumb’ has been
proposed stating that the weight of the tracking device should not exceed 5% of the
host’s bodyweight in order to avoid detrimental effects to behaviour [19, 44]. Other work
has suggested that this be revised downwards to 4% [45] or as low as 2% [46]. Still other
research has demonstrated no adverse effects on fish when swimming when tags were as
high as 12% of bodyweight [47]. Wilson and McMahon claim that a bodyweight guideline
is naive, as it does not take into account the behaviour of the animal [42]. They propose
that the impact of the device on the energetics of the host be considered [42]. As an ex-
ample, a bird which spends more time in the air flying is more likely to be detrimentally
affected by a large tag than one which flies less frequently.












Using the 5% bodyweight guideline, the allowances for the real weight of the tag result
in orders of magnitude differences. For example, at one extreme, an adult, bull African
Elephant (Loxodonta africana) can weigh 6000 kg [48], resulting in an allowable tag
weight of 300 kg. On the other hand, for a small mammal such a Deer Mouse (Per-
omyscus maniculatus) which weighs 22 g [49], the tag can be a maximum of 1.1 g to
satisfy the 5% bodyweight rule. This has the implication that tag weight is a critical
factor in dictating the type of technology that can be deployed on small animals.
For flying and aquatic creatures, not only is the tag weight important, but also the tag
shape, in particular the front cross-section profile2 [50, 51, 52]. This is because the drag
of the device, which is often attached on the animal’s back, can dramatically increase
the amount of energy required to move, resulting in increased foraging times and other
deleterious effects [53, 54, 55]. For example, it has been shown that an antenna which
weighs 0.16% of a penguin’s mass resulted in an 80% increase in drag whilst swimming
[56, 57]. This demonstrates that it is not only factors such as the weight of the tag that
must be considered, but also the impact of the shape of the device. Studies on implanting
tags into eiders [58] and penguins [59] showed that there was little or no effect of the
device on animal behaviour and mortality. It was hypothesized that implants have less
of an effect as they do not alter the hydrodynamic profile of the animal [58].
Protruding artefacts from the tracking device can also present issues to animal be-
haviour and mortality. Birds have become tangled in vegetation as a result of the an-
tenna and harness [60, 61, 62]. In one reported case, electrocution occured as a result of
a wire whip antenna coming into contact with power lines [63].
2.2.2 Methods of attaching tags
According to Mech et al. [64], there are five criteria that should be satisfied in order for
a collar to be regarded as ‘ideal’, namely:
• Minimum weight.
• Minimum effect on animal.
• Maximum protection for the transmitter.
• Permanence of attachment.
• Maximum protection of transmitter from mortality related incidents.
2For aquatic creatures, it is also important that the tag has neutral buoyancy so as to not detrimentally












In addition to these recommendations, White and Garrott also advise that tags should
not alter the cryptic coloration of animals and that tags be tested beforehand on captive
individuals [8].
These criteria can be used to help decide what method of tag attachment to use. The
type of method selected must be considered very carefully, as an unsuitable method can
result in death or injury to the host animal or destruction or poor performance of the
tracking tag. For mammals, the tag is generally attached to a collar which is fastened
around the neck of the animal [65, 21]. Collars can be made from a variety of materials
such as nylon, leather or brass depending on the host species [2]. In some animals,
particularly social carnivores, the collar needs to be reinforced or armoured to prevent
destruction [21]. An example of a collar which was damaged by a captive lion is shown
in Fig. 2.1. There are also various methods for fastening the collar, ranging from screw
attachments to cable ties [2]. To retrieve collars at the end of the study (essential for
archival data-loggers and desirable for expensive satellite tracking devices), collars can
be fitted with drop-off or remote-release mechanisms [5, 66]. To protect the tracking
device itself, it can be encased or potted in a rigid, waterproof substance such as epoxy
resin [2, 6].
However, some animals, such as hedgehogs, cannot be equipped with a collar as they
lack a distinct neck. Tracking devices have been successfully attached to hedgehogs by
clipping an area of spines and gluing the tracking device to the animal [67]. Velcro can
also be used for easy removal of the tag - one piece is glued to the animal and another
strip to the tracking device [67]. Another method of attaching a tracking device to an
animal is to use a backpack harness [52, 68]. Specialized structures on animals can
also be used to attach the tracking device. As an example, tracking devices have been
placed within the horn of a rhinoceros [69]. In marine animals, tracking devices can be
attached using suction cups [70].
Where external attachment is impossible or not suitable, tags can be implanted within
the animal [71, 72]. Davis et al. implanted radio-transmitters in the peritoneal cavity
in ten beavers, as previous studies failed within a few weeks due to the destruction of
tail mounted transmitters [73]. A follow up necropsy found that one animal had died
as a result of adhesion between the tag and the intestinal organs, whilst there were no
adverse effects for the other animals [74]. An issue with implants is that the radio range
can be significantly reduced, sometimes to less than 50% of the original range [75]. In
addition, there can be issues associated with the implant, such as post-operative infec-
tion and pathological complications [72]. The method of attaching the tracking device
within the incision also is important, with free-floating devices showing less negative
effects than those using retaining sutures in armadillos [72]. An alternative to surgical












Figure 2.1: A damaged heavy duty tracking collar, showing internal construction and rein-
forcement with steel mesh. [Photo courtesy K. Stratford]
size of the implant must be carefully chosen so as to avoid discomfort to the animal [42].
The animal’s behaviour can be detrimentally impacted by the method of attachment. If a
radio-tracking collar is improperly attached, it can lead to irritation and fur loss [77, 78].
The weight of the tracking collar is also important, as elaborated on in Section 2.2.1, as
heavy collars can result in increased foraging time and altered energy budgets [78].
2.2.3 Power sources
Most tracking devices are powered by primary3 batteries, as they provide the highest
energy to weight ratio [79], which is of critical importance in reducing the weight of
animal tracking devices. In particular, lithium batteries are frequently used, as they
operate over a wide temperature range, have a good energy density and a long shelf
life [79, 7, 5]. In general, there is a proportional relationship between the weight of the
collar and its lifetime, due to the contribution of the battery to total device weight (often
3A primary battery refers to one that is not rechargeable. Secondary batteries are those that are













measured in the number of fixes as opposed to a lifetime measured in days or months
[5]).
For some animal species, solar powered tags are an attractive option. With a solar
powered tag, a small photovoltaic module is used to charge a secondary-type battery,
allowing operation even when the tag is not insolated [7, 5, 80]. This theoretically al-
lows indefinite operation of the tracking device but, in reality, is checked by the limited
number of charge/discharge cycles of secondary batteries [79]. Whilst solar modules add
bulk, they can reduce the overall weight of the tracking package, by allowing a smaller
battery to be used [80]. However, solar powered tracking devices are only suitable for
species which are regularly in bright sunlight and are unlikely to damage or obscure the
panel. Solar tracking devices are particularly well suited to tracking birds [81, 82, 83], as
the panel can be oriented towards the sun by placing the tracking device on a backpack
harness [80]. Conversely, it was found in a test on turtles, that the amount of energy
received from the solar panel was significantly reduced when the animal was submerged
[84]. Furthermore, tests showed that turtles spend 98% of the time underwater, leading
to a very much reduced energy budget in practice [84]. Solar powered tracking devices
also have reduced performance in polar regions, especially during winter when there are
few hours of daylight [12].
In human-powered systems, there has been progress in thermoelectric generators which
are powered by the thermal gradient between the wearer and the ambient environment
[85, 86]. In addition, another area of research is in mechanical or vibration powered
systems [85, 87, 88, 89]. Although the energy density of these systems is quite poor rel-
ative to solar powered modules, they are a possible option for powering tracking devices.
One possibility, although it leads to a bulkier device, is to use a hybrid solar/thermal
renewable power source [90].
2.2.4 Animal capture and sedation
A major factor in tracking animals is in the initial deployment. The animal has to be
located, which can be problematic for elusive or cryptic species and then immobilized for
long enough to attach the tracking device. Wild animals generally react to capture by
humans the same way they react to predators - as a ‘matter of life or death’ [42]. Cap-
turing techniques vary according to the species - some animals such as penguins can
be instrumented without the use of sedatives [91], whilst large herbivores such as ele-
phants [92] and buffalo [93] require helicopters and ground teams. The use of helicopters
to dart animals makes the capture and handling component of the study a significant
contributor to the cost [93]. Animals panic when distressed and will flee from the source












capture myopathy [94]. For this reason, the stress imposed on wild animals during cap-
ture and handling should be kept to a minimum and loud noises and movement should
be avoided [94]. During handling, stress hormones (in particular, cortisol) are produced
at an elevated level [95]. There is also a danger to humans during the capture process
as:
‘the injection or consumption of only a drop of M-99 is sufficient to kill an
adult man within a few minutes if the correct antidote treatment is not ad-
ministered immediately’ [94].
M-99 (Etorphine Hydrochloride) is a powerful immobilizer used to sedate large herbi-
vores [94]. Access to M-99 is highly restricted as it is opiate based and can only be
administered by a trained veterinarian, further increasing the cost of affixing a track-
ing device to a wild animal [94]. In addition, handlers can be gored if an animal is not
completely restrained or incorrectly tranquilized [94]. As a result of the dangers both to
the animal and to people during the capture process, it is important that the tracking
device generates sufficient data to warrant the danger. Recapture collars have thus been
designed to minimize stress if an animal needs to be recaptured. The collars are fitted
with sedative darts which are injected into the animal upon reception of a remote signal
[96].
Another approach to reducing capture trauma is automatic tracking device attachment.
Such a device for attaching a coloured (non-electronic) tag was described in 1962 for
deer [97]. A snare or noose containing the tracking collar is placed in the field. When the
animal walks through the snare, it tightens the collar around the subject’s neck. Another
study attached color-coded cable tie collars to squirrels, using both a mechanical and an
electrical fastening method [98]. However, a recent attempt to deploy self-attaching
VHF tracking collars onto deer showed a poor success rate, with less than 17% of tags
successfully attaching to the host [99].
2.3 Tracking Technology
To remotely determine the position of the tracking device, there needs to be some sort of
signal (in general, a radio frequency (RF) signal) either transmitted or received by the
device. This can be undertaken in a vast number of ways, each with relative advantages
and disadvantages in terms of cost, size and suitability. In this section, the three main
technologies in use today for tracking wild animals are examined, namely VHF (Section
2.3.1), Satellite (Section 2.3.2) and GPS tracking (Section 2.3.3). Lastly, in Section 2.3.4,













Very High Frequency (VHF)4 technology was the earliest modality used for tracking and
identifying individual wild animals electronically. The first successfully tested system
was demonstrated in 1963 [1]. A VHF tracking system consists of two components – the
transmitter (mounted on the animal) and the remote receiver.
Transmitters
A VHF tracking device consists of a power supply, a transmitting device and a radiating
element or antenna. The device periodically emits a short RF burst (typically 15 to 50
ms, depending on the transmitter bandwidth and technology [2]) on a dedicated narrow
band frequency. The transmitted signal pulse rate is generally in the range of 30 –
120 pulses per minute [2]. The reason that the transmitter is pulsed and not operated
continuously is for the purpose of battery conservation – a lower duty cycle results in
a lower average current consumption and consequently a greater tag lifetime. Tags in
a study are tuned to different frequency bands (typically 5 - 10kHz apart [2]) so that
individual animals can be identified and tracked by a receiver.
The first transmitter units used were simple one stage units (essentially an RF oscil-
lator), which are light but have a low output power [65]. Two stage units comprise an
RF oscillator and an amplifier to boost the output power at the cost of increased power
consumption [65, 2]. Modern units have the transmitter frequency precisely controlled
with a quartz crystal to reduce drif due to temperature variations [2]. Microprocessor
controlled transmitters have greatly increased the flexibility of VHF transmitters [6].
Controlled activation (for example, 8 hours on, 16 hours off) can be used to dramati-
cally increase the lifetime of the tracking device and align it with typical tracking times
[6]. These times can be programmed in by the user, along with the digitally controlled
transmitter frequency [6].
Depending on which country they are used in, VHF transmitter tags use different fre-
quency ranges. Common bands are 148 – 152 MHz, 163 – 165 MHz, and 216 – 220
MHz, although frequencies can range from 27 MHz to 401 MHz [21]. Lower frequen-
cies require long antennas (for example, a quarter wave whip at 148 MHz needs to be
50 cm long) which are often impossible to place on smaller animals. Higher frequen-
cies, although requiring a shorter antenna, suffer more from ‘signal bounce’ due to more
pronounced multipath effects from the environment, affecting their useful detection dis-
tance [100]. Transmitter power varies according to the requirements of the study, but is
generally between -10 dBm and +10 dBm [2, 6].
4A historical hangup - VHF refers to signals in the region of 30 – 300MHz, whereas with current tech-












The signal emitted by a VHF tag can be coded in order to communicate more informa-
tion. This is commonly effected by altering the interval between successive pulses in
relation to a measured variable. For example, a common feature of VHF tracking collars
is a ‘mortality indicator’ which alters the pulse rate so that a researcher knows that the
collar is stationary [2]. Another use of a variable pulse rate is to communicate the tem-
perature of the transmitter [101]. Thus, both location and sensor data can be inferred
from the output signal of the tracking device.
Receivers
In order to remotely determine the position of the animal, the tracking signal must be
received and detected. A typical receiver consists of an antenna, an amplifier and a
detector. The detector discriminates between the presence or absence of the RF signal,
and in some cases also gauges the strength. The detector can be a researcher listening
to the demodulated radio signal (this is called manual tracking) or a data-logger (this is
termed automatic tracking).
The various methods of estimating the position of an animal are discussed as follows.
Proximity Detection This is the simplest method of determining the coarse location
of animals, and records the presence or absence of tracking devices within the receiver’s
radio range. This gives the animal’s proximity to a certain location (which could be a
place of interest such as a den or a waterhole). This method is well suited to automatic
detection, as a long term monitoring station is relatively simple to deploy. An automatic
proximity receiver consists of a scanning receiver (which scans through the individual
frequency bands associated with the attached tags) and a logger which records the pres-
ence or absence of the signal at a particular time [102]. Antennas used in proximity
detection are generally omni-directional in order to determine the proximity in an ap-
proximately circular area around the detector.
Triangulation Triangulation is a method used to determine the position of an animal
by estimating its bearing (angle relative to a fixed reference, such as North) from two
or more locations [103]. The position of the animal is determined by the intersection
of these bearings [104]. This provides a much greater accuracy than simple proximity
detection, at the cost of more complex receiving equipment. To determine the bearing,
a directional antenna on the receiver needs to be used such as the Adcock (H) or loop
antenna [105], but the most commonly used one is the Yagi antenna [21]. The number of












Figure 2.2: Automatic VHF proximity detection. (a) A fixed station records the frequencies
(corresponding to unique tags) of all tracking devices within radio range. (b) The user down-
loads the data and can produce contact logs which indicate the times at which tags were
within radio proximity of the receiving station.
result in a heavy and bulky antenna which is not suitable for manual triangulation at
lower frequencies [106].
For manual triangulation, a researcher holding a directional antenna rotates in the di-
rection of maximal signal strength from a tag [21, 105]. This bearing is recorded, and the
researcher moves to another location to take a second bearing [105]. From the intersec-
tion of the bearings, the position of the animal can be determined. Clearly, if the animal
moves between successive bearings, the location will be inaccurate [21]. To avoid this
problem, two or more researchers can take simultaneous bearings to the tag in question
[21]. Manual triangulation can also be used in aerial tracking studies [107].
Automatic triangulation systems use either rotating or non-rotating antennas. The ad-
vantage of mechanically based rotating systems is that only one receiving element needs
to be used per receiver tower [103]. However, mechanically rotated antenna systems re-
quire frequent maintenance for continual operation [108]. Non-rotating direction find-
ing involves using multiple antennas and estimating the angle either through phase or
signal strength based measurements [109, 108].
A particularly successful automatic triangulation system is the ARTS (Automated Radio
Tracking System) which uses seven 45 m high towers each equipped with multiple fixed
log-periodic antennas, installed on Barro Colarado Island, Panama [101]. All the towers
are linked together with a wireless infrastructure to a central database which records
the positions of all detected tags [101]. Location accuracy is approximately 70 m, de-
pending on the number of bearings and signal strength [101]. This installation allows












Figure 2.3: VHF Triangulation. (a) The user obtains a bearing to the transmitter, using a
directional receiver. (b) The user moves to a different location and obtains another bearing
to the transmitter. (c) Knowing the locations where the fixes were taken, the user then
marks in the bearings on a map and estimates the position of the transmitter.
[101]. Of particular interest is the ability to detect predation events, inferred by the
convergence of location traces from predator and prey [110].
Homing Homing is the process of moving in the direction of the signal until the animal
is physically sighted or detected. Homing has the possibility of introducing statistical
bias into the obtained locations, as the animal may be disturbed, resulting in altered
behaviour [8]. Homing can also be used in aerial tracking – in this scenario, two direc-
tional antennas are placed on either side of the aeroplane or helicopter and the pilot flies
in the direction of maximum signal strength, generally in a spiralling circular pattern
[107].
Advantages and Disadvantages of VHF tracking
VHF tracking is a simple, relatively low cost method of tracking animals. A typical
transmitter tag (depending on options) costs in the range of U$100 to U$200 [2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7]. Manual receivers depending on the complexity vary between U$500 and U$2500
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Because of the low transmitter power and duty cycle of the VHF tags, bat-
tery capacities do not have to be large. The smallest VHF transmitters available weigh
approximately 0.2 g, but these have a limited output power and a very short lifetime
(two – three weeks) [9]. For longer studies, a tracking collar that weighs approximately
500 g can transmit an RF signal for over 4 years [5]. VHF tracking is applicable to a













The main disadvantage of VHF tracking is the labour (and costs associated with labour)
involved in triangulation, leading to a paucity of fixes [103]. Although the cost of the
equipment is the lowest of the three tracking methods (being VHF, satellite and GPS
tracking), the cost per fix is very high – one study found that the cost per fix for VHF
was U$65 in comparison to U$8 for GPS [111]. Homing also has the possibility of dis-
torting locations through disturbance to the animal’s habitat [8]. Automatic tracking
systems provide a vast amount of information with very little labour input but the ini-
tial deployment costs are high [101]. Interpretation of location data is also complicated
by the non-uniform error distribution – the further an animal is from the receiving an-
tenna, the greater the size of the error polygon5 [112].
2.3.2 Satellite Tracking: ARGOS
The drawback of VHF tracking is limited coverage - a researcher needs to be within
radio range of an animal in order to determine its location. The maximum extent of
practical tracking areas vary between 50 and 300 km2 [65]. This precludes the use of
conventional VHF tracking on wide ranging species such as wild dogs [113]. Satellite
tracking provides truly global location estimation by using space based receivers (as
contrasted to GPS tracking (see Section 2.3.3) which uses space based transmitters).
The system that is in widespread use at present for tracking wildlife is ARGOS, a
joint French Space Agency and US National Oceanics and Aeronautics Administration
(NOAA) satellite constellation [11]. These satellites localize and identify the signals sent
by transmitters (called Platform Transmitter Terminals – PTT) [12].
Two NOAA satellites are currently deployed, with plans for a third to be added [10].
These orbit at an altitude of 850 km in sun-synchronous orbits [10]. Each satellite has a
look down field of view of approximately 5000 km in diameter and the orbital period is
approximately 102 minutes [10]. ARGOS provides global coverage, however it does not
provide continuous access at all locations due to its orbital trajectory [10]. Furthermore,
as the satellites are in a polar orbit, location estimates and coverage towards the equator
are poorer than those nearer the poles [10]. Depending on the terminal’s location, a
satellite will be overhead for between 2 and 12 minutes per orbit [10]. The number of
times in a day that the PTT can be localized depends on the latitude and varies between
7 (equator) and 28 (polar) [10, 12].
The tags all transmit on the same frequency, 401.650 MHz, and for this reason there is
a limit on how often tags are allowed to transmit in order to avoid interference between
PTTs [10]. The satellite records the Doppler shift of the incoming signal, for instance,












Location Class Estimated Accuracy
3 < 150 m
2 150 m to 350 m
1 350 m to 1000 m
0 > 1000 m
A No estimate of accuracy [Only 3 messages received]
B No estimate of accuracy [Only 2 messages received]
Z Invalid location
Table 2.1: Typical accuracy of ARGOS location fixes [10]
if the satellite is directly overhead, there will be no Doppler shift [10]. However if the
path of the satellite is advancing towards or receding from the PTT, the frequency will
be shifted upwards or downwards respectively [10]. The best position estimate is ob-
tained if four or more transmissions are obtained from the PTT [10]. From the known
position of the satellite and the Doppler shifted signals, a location can be determined
[10]. Depending on the signal strength and the location of the PTT and the satellite, the
accuracy varies as shown in Table 2.1. In practice however, researchers have found (by
comparing the ARGOS fixes to those simultaneously acquired from GPS receivers) that
the accuracy was worse, with a mean error of 5.0 km for Class 1 fixes, which is a factor of
5 greater than specified by ARGOS [114]. A filtering algorithm has been proposed which
discards erroneous satellite fixes from the data-set – approximately 30% of data fixes
for gray seals were removed [115]. A more recent approach uses a correlated random
walk mobility model to filter and reject outliers for satellite tracking data from turtles
[116]. In addition, the authors found that ARGOS accuracy degraded with changes in
sea-surface temperature, which is possibly related to thermal effects on the stability
of the transmitter carrier frequency [116]. Small amounts (32 bytes per transmission)
of telemetric data can be uploaded by the PTT to the ARGOS system, allowing for the
real-time upload of sensor data [10].
The transmitting power of PTT tracking devices varies from 0.5W to 2W, which is sig-
nificantly higher than for VHF tracking devices with a typical power output of 10mW
[10, 12, 6]. Thus, PTT transmitters are larger and heavier than VHF tracking de-
vices due to the increased battery requirements [80]. Although PTT’s are designed to
be tracked from space, it is also possible to detect them using ground-based receivers,













Figure 2.4: Satellite Tracking. (a) The animal carried PTT emits a signal, whose Doppler
shift is calculated by the satellite. (b) The satellite receives more signals from the PTT. (c)
The position of the animal is estimated from the known position of the satellite and sent
electronically to the end-user.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Satellite tracking
ARGOS provides truly global tracking coverage, with near real-time updates of position
available. Once deployed, locations acquired from the PTT tag are relayed directly to
the user, meaning that no labour is entailed in tracking the animal. This has the added
benefit that there is no habitat disturbance either.
The drawback of the satellite tracking system is the cost of obtaining data – the tags
themselves cost U$3000 [5, 6, 80] and the user has to pay service fees to the data pro-
cessing centre in the order of U$3000 to U$5000 per year [10]. The location accuracy
of ARGOS tracking tags is poor compared to VHF and GPS tracking [10]. In addition,
the percentage of successful location fixes is often low (one study found that percentage
fix probability to vary between 11 % at the bottom of a valley and 56 % on the top of a
mountain [118]). Furthermore, the number of fixes that can be taken per day is small
compared to other methods such as GPS tracking, due to the limited time window where
the satellites are overhead [10]. The main drawback of satellite tracking devices is the
weight of the PTT unit, due to the high transmitter output power, necessitating large
batteries for extended lifetime [5, 6, 80]. PTT tags generally weigh in the region of 200
to 400 g, but solar powered units as light as 15 g are available [12, 80].
In the quest for a global tracking system that is able to monitor smaller animal species,
Wikelski et al. have formed the Icarus initiative that aims to deploy sophisticated tech-
nology on Near Earth Orbit satellites that can locate sub-gram tags [119]. However,













The completion of the Global Positioning System (GPS) in 1993 heralded a new era in
wildlife tracking [120]. GPS enables precise (within 5 m) location of a receiver anywhere
in the world, 24 hours a day [121].
Principles of GPS
GPS uses a constellation of 24 satellites vehicles (SV) orbiting the earth in precise 12
hour orbits which broadcast signals on the L1 (1575.42MHz) and L2 (1227.60MHz )
high frequency bands6. There are plans to introduce three more signals (L3, L4 and
L5) to improve accuracy for both civilian and military purposes. The L1 signal is a CA
(Coarse Acquisition) code modulated to carry information that the GPS receiver uses
to calculate its position, namely a pseudorandom code, ephemeris data and almanac
data. The pseudorandom code uniquely identifies each satellite. Ephemeris data is
transmitted by each satellite which indicates the precise position of all the satellites,
and is valid for 4-6 hours. Almanac data is status information for each satellite in the
constellation (such as healthy or unhealthy and coarse orbital information), as well as
current date and time.
A GPS receiver needs to acquire signals from at least four satellites in order to determine
its three dimensional position. The receiver determines the time of flight from each of the
satellites by performing cross-correlation in the time domain. From the time of arrivals,
and knowing the exact position of the satellites from the ephemeris data, the receiver
can be located precisely in three dimensions. The ‘extra’ variable that the receiver solves
for is time, as all the satellites are precisely time aligned and contain on-board atomic
clocks to maintain accuracy. Thus, precise time synchronisation occurs as a byproduct
of locating a receiver, which is useful for timestamping acquired data.
A GPS receiver takes time to obtain a location fix however, and this depends both on
the technology used in the receiver and when last the receiver obtained a good fix. For
instance, when a u-blox NEO-4S GPS receiver [28] first starts, or it has lost synchro-
nization (that is, no ephemeris, time or almanac data), this is referred to as a ‘cold-start’
and takes an average of 34 s [122]. A ‘warm-start’ occurs when the receiver has valid
ephemeris and almanac data and a previous position estimate, but the receiver has been
powered off for some time (up to a few hours) and thus has lost precise time synchro-
nization and typically takes 33 s on average [122]. A ‘hot-start’ is when the receiver
has valid position, ephemeris, almanac and time data, and has been powered down for












a short amount of time (a few minutes), and this takes 3 s [122]. These figures are from
the manufacturer’s datasheet and are:
‘measured with good visibility and -125 dBm signal strength’ [122].
In reality, many factors affect the accuracy and availability of GPS estimates - these
include foliage cover, multipath effects from strong reflectors, Ionospheric delays, the
number of visible SV’s and the accuracy of the oscillator in the receiver. Whilst tracking
wild wolves, Coelho et al. found that GPS fixes were more likely to be successful at night
when the wolves hunted in the open, as opposed to day when they slept in dense vegeta-
tion [123]. They also found the fix probability to be in the region of 90% [123]. An earlier
study only obtained 5% of attempted fixes on tags attached to Pacific Walruses [124].
The effect of environmentally induced biases (such as thick vegetation) on the probabil-
ity of obtaining a successful fix can act as a distortion in habitat selection studies, and
the effect of this must be taken into account so as to not draw invalid conclusions [125].
GPS receivers have a relatively high power consumption (in the region of 100mW when
active [122]) due to the high-gain radio front-end and also the multi-channel cross-
correlation searching process. In addition, the receiver needs to be active until a fix
is acquired, which can take a few minutes in some cases [13], resulting in a high power
cost per fix. As a result of the high power consumption of GPS receivers, it is not prac-
tical to operate them continuously for long term studies and they are thus duty-cycled
by only powering them up at uniform time-intervals (typically between 5 minutes and 4
hours [5, 6]). However, short term studies (less than 24 hours) have been undertaken us-
ing always-on GPS receivers to examine the fine details of foraging behaviour in African
Penguins and demonstrated that reduced sampling rates (greater than 10 minutes be-
tween samples) had the effect of significantly underestimating the actual length of for-
aging trips [126]. In addition, they found that the re-acquisition performance of the
tracking devices was poor - with a 10 s sampling rate, the lag between samples had a
median time of 44 s [126]. In light of the long acquisition times of GPS receivers, in par-
ticular when attached to diving marine animals which spend a short period of time on
the surface, a recently introduced (2006 prototype) acquisition strategy (with the mar-
ket name FastLoc) has been designed [127]. Greatly reduced acquisition times (< 100
ms) are possible, at the cost of reduced accuracy and an increased message size [127].
The GPS receiver does not calculate the position of the receiver, but measures the time
of flight from the visible satellites for further post-processing to generate position fixes
[127]. Accuracy is also degraded and depends on the number of visible satellites [127].
Contrary to satellite tracking (See Section 2.3.2) where the ground based unit is a trans-












Figure 2.5: GPS Store on board device. (a) The ground based receiver determines its po-
sition by calculating the time of flight from the signals transmitted by the satellites. (b) At
the end of the study, the unit is retrieved from the field. This may involve resedation of the
animal. (c) The data is downloaded to a computer via a communications link for analysis.
somehow be transferred from the GPS receiver to the end user. There are a number of
different methods which are discussed as follows:
Store on board This is the simplest option, but has the greatest possibility of com-
plete data loss [5, 6]. Store-on-board collars log the acquired position fixes to non-volatile
memory. At the end of the study, the collar is retrieved and the locations are downloaded.
Whilst this is a simple strategy, it means that the collar has to be retrieved to obtain any
data. For this reason, these collars are equipped with a VHF transmitter (generally with
its own, separate power source) so that the collar can be located [5, 6]. If the collar is still
attached to the animal, then the animal must be re-sedated/captured so that the logger
can be retrieved. Some collars are equipped with a ‘drop-off ’ mechanism that physically
breaks the collar so it slips off the animal’s neck [5, 6]. The steps involved in acquiring
locations from a GPS datalogger are shown in Fig. 2.5.
The main drawback of the system is the threat of data loss through collar failure, loss or
destruction. However, due to their simplicity and power efficiency, they are an attractive
solution for some species. A lesser issue of the logger approach is that there is a long
time lag between the deployment of the data and the retrieval of the collar. In light of
these problems, various wireless upload options are available.
Wireless Upload Options To solve some of the problems posed by the GPS logger,
some units are equipped with VHF modems to upload data to researchers in the field [4].












Figure 2.6: GPS with UHF upload. (a) The ground based GPS receiver estimates its posi-
tion based on the time of flight of signals from the overhead satellites. (b) At periodic time
intervals, a user locates the tag (via VHF/UHF homing) and with a field based-receiver,
downloads data from the tag. Some collars allow configuration parameters to be uploaded
as well. (c) The field receiver is later connected to a computer and the data downloaded.
by GPS), the tag will upload a subset of the last cquired GPS locations. Researchers
can receive this data, and obtain recent positions of the animal. These tags also have
VHF or UHF beacons so the animal can be tracked and found in order to download its
data [13]. More complex tags have two way modems that enable the tag to be remotely
interrogated and reprogrammed [5]. At the end of the study, the tag is retrieved in the
same way as an ordinary logger, and all the acquired data is downloaded. In this way, by
providing a VHF uplink, the time lag between acquiring the data and retrieving it can
be reduced, and the impact of logger failure is reduced. However, these devices require
a larger energy source than a simple logger due to the power requirements of the VHF
modem, leading to a heavier and bulkier collar [5]. The steps involved in obtaining
locations from a UHF/VHF collar are shown in Fig. 2.6.
Tags can also be equipped with a GSM module that allows data upload to a cellular
network [3, 13, 5]. The tag acquires GPS locations, and buffers them up until it is
in range of a GSM tower, at which point it sends the data, either by SMS or GPRS
[3, 13, 5]. GSM modems have a high power consumption (1 W peak transmission power),
and need to register on the network before they can send data, which can take up to 30
s [128]. Many areas, especially remote areas where wildlife needs to be monitored, do
not have cellular coverage, which precludes their use. As the GSM interface is two-way,
data can be queried from the collar (such as the current location), and alerts (such as
straying outside a particular area) can be delivered to a user automatically [13]. GPS-












and also to increased power requirements, necessitating a larger battery [13].
In order to provide real-time access to data with global coverage, GPS tags are available
that upload position data directly to satellites. Depending on location, satellite constel-
lations such as the Inmarsat [13] are used, but the most commonly used is the ARGOS
system as it provides global access [5, 12, 10]. In this way, highly accurate position es-
timates can be determined anywhere in the world and uploaded from anywhere in the
world. One advantage of the GPS unit is that it provides time-synchronization which en-
ables the satellite transmitter to power up only when the receiving satellite is overhead
(in the case for ARGOS, Inmarsat is geostationary), reducing power consumption [12].
These are the most expensive (in the region of U$3000 to U$5000 [12, 80], excluding
data costs) and bulkiest tags, but provide excellent accuracy with global coverage.
Advantages and Disadvantages of GPS tracking
GPS tracking has had a significant impact on wildlife research by enabling the acquisi-
tion of detailed location information anywhere in the world with excellent accuracy. A
GPS receiver is able to acquire locations on demand, something which is impossible with
satellite tracking (see Section 2.3.2), due to the sparsity of satellite coverage. The loca-
tions obtained by GPS tracking are much more accurate than Satellite tracking (typical
accuracy for GPS is 5 m, whereas the best satellite tracking accuracy is in the order of
100 m).
A great advantage of GPS tracking in comparison to VHF tracking (see Section 2.3.1) is
that minimal time is needed in the field. As the GPS unit calculates its position itself, the
labour costs associated with GPS tracking are substantially lower [111]. In addition, the
possibility of bias introduced through disturbing the habitat of the subject being studied
is greatly reduced [8]. VHF tracking also has very limited coverage – it is not suitable
for wide ranging animals, as the maximum range that an animal can be detected is 8
– 10km [8] (or 15 – 30 km from air [107]). GPS on the other hand is a global tracking
system.
The main drawback of GPS tracking in comparison to VHF tracking is the power con-
sumption of the GPS receiver. For this reason, GPS receivers are duty-cycled such that
they spend the majority of their time in low power sleep mode [13, 5, 6]. As a (simple
and optimistic) example, a GPS receiver acquiring locations every 10 minutes, with an
average time-to-first-fix (TTFF) of 20 s, consumes an average power of 3.3 mW, if the
power consumption when the receiver is active is 100 mW. In comparison, a VHF beacon
transmitting at a power of 10 mW every second for 30 ms at an efficiency of 40% will












have more than four times as much battery capacity as for the VHF unit. As the major-
ity of the weight of the unit is due to the energy source, this has the implication that the
GPS unit will weigh approximately four times more than the VHF unit.
Due to their complexity, GPS collars are more expensive than VHF beacons. A typical
VHF transmitter costs in the region of U$100 – U$200 [2], whilst a GPS collar will cost
in the region of U$2500–U$4500, depending on which options (such as satellite upload)
are installed [80, 6].
2.3.4 Miscellaneous Tracking Technologies
This section overviews other technologies which can be used to track wild animals.
One such technology is the use of heading based sensors in order to reconstruct the path
taken by the animal in two or three dimensions [129, 130, 131, 132]. A sensor measures
the heading (bearing angle relative to North) of the tag and another sensor measures the
distance the tag has travelled [133, 129]. This approach is referred to as dead-reckoning
or path integration [129]. Dead-reckoning systems provide unparalleled short-term (in
the time frame of seconds to hours depending on sensors, errors and animal movements
[134]) position accuracy, but suffer from offsets (and drifts due to sea currents for the
case of marine creatures [129]), leading to large long term errors [135]. As the acceler-
ation signal is integrated twice to determine displacement, any errors/noise will propa-
gate rapidly. Dead-reckoning is a relative location determining system, as the position of
the host is measured relative to the starting position [132]. In order to avoid some of the
errors associated with the rapid error accumulation, dead reckoning can be combined
with absolute location techniques such as GPS [136]. The GPS receiver is periodically
enabled and the acquired locations are used to ‘calibrate’ the dead-reckoning module
[136].
Passive (Radio Frequency Identification) RFID tags, also known as PIT (Passive Inte-
grated Transponder) devices, are uniquely coded transponders that emit their ID in
response to an interrogation signal [137]. PIT’s are very lightweight (0.6 g) and small
as they do not have a power source of their own - they are powered from a reader [137].
As such, their range is poor (between 20 cm and 2 m depending on the tag size and
reader technology) compared to other tracking technologies, and are more useful for
presence/absence detection in a certain area, as opposed to fine-grained location [137].
PIT’s however are inexpensive (U$3 each in quantity), providing one of the most cost
effective methods to tag large numbers of animals [138, 137]. The readers are relatively
expensive (U$500 - U$1000) each and have heavy power requirements, in the region of
10 – 20 W for a continual scanned system, limiting the extent of their deployment[138].












and operation, leading to interoperability between manufacturers, something which is
rare in animal tracking applications [139, 139]. As there is no power source to be de-
pleted, PIT’s can be regarded as having an ‘infinite’ lifetime. In addition, the frequencies
used for animal tagging (134 kHz) are not affected by water or flesh, making implanta-
tion and underwater operation a possibility [138]. Active RFID’s contain a power source,
and so have a greater read range and the capability to sense and relay environmental
variables such as temperature and pressure [140]. Due to their power source, their life-
time is limited and they are bulky compared to their passive counterparts. Active RFIDs
can be regarded as intelligent VHF/UHF tags.
Harmonic radar can be used to track the position of animals [141]. A high power radar
illuminates a tag, which backscatters radiation at a higher harmonic [141]. A detector
records the presence of the backscatter which can be used to determine the device’s
position and the radar dish can be rotated in order to sweep the area and obtain the
position of the tag in three dimensions [142]. The devices placed on the animal can
be made very lightweight as consist of a diode, which through its non-linear switching
action generates high frequency harmonics of the carrier, and an antenna which receives
the radio signal [141]. Harmonic radar has been used to track the flight paths of insects,
as these tags are small enough to place on larger insects such as carabid beetles [141]
and honeybees [142]. However, the tag has a trailing antenna which adds aerodynamic
drag and limits the suitability of this approach [143]. To detect groups of insects, as
opposed to individual insects, traditional radar techniques can be used without having
to attach any devices [144]. In some regards, harmonic radar and PIT’s can be regarded
to be similar, as they are both powered by incident radiation. However PIT’s carry a
unique code and respond in the same frequency band.
Another method of determining approximate position is to use a global location service
(GLS) system [145, 146]. This device measures and records the incident luminosity on
a light sensor, and contains an accurate real time clock (RTC) [145]. The length of the
day (from dusk to dawn) is used to determine latitude, and longitude is calculated from
the local time of midday or midnight [135]. A filter can be placed over the light sensor
to restrict the incident wavelengths to the deep blue spectrum which is affected less by
cloud cover [135]. Although the accuracy of this system is poor (one study found it to be
within 31 km of the true position) and the number of location fixes a day restricted to two,
GLS devices are an inexpensive and lightweight means of determining global position
for wide ranging animals [135]. In research on albatross, the accuracy of the GLS was
found to be in the order of 180 km [147]. As a GLS device is a datalogger, it needs to be
retrieved at the end of the study in order to derive the positions of the host. Light sensor
orientation is also a critical parameter, but can be compensated for using tilt sensors












measurements of Sea-Surface-Temperature (SST) which is simultaneously sampled by
satellite [148]. GLS sensors which operate for two years are as light as 20 grams [135].
Many animal species have a distinct coat marking which can be used to identify in-
dividuals. Automated visual recognition has successfully been used to identify African
Penguins through their chest spot patterns [37, 38]. The problem with visual recognition
is its limited detection range and its susceptability to factors such as dirt, orientation
and ambient lighting [38]. However, it is a non-invasive method of monitoring large
populations of animals, as tracking devices do not need to be attached or implanted.
Remote camera traps can be used to record the presence of certain animals at various
locations - these are triggered to take a picture by motion or sound in the vicinity (for
an extensive review, refer to [149]). Although remote camera traps are simple and rel-
atively inexpensive due to the proliferation of low cost digital camera technology, they
require a large amount of manual interpretation to classify the recorded images [150],
although machine classification techniques can also be used on these still images. Like
passive RFID, visual recognition systems can be regarded as proximity rather than true
position detectors due to their limited range of operation.
Some animals (in particular birds [151], frogs/toads [41] and cetaceans [152]) emit loud
calls to communicate with their peers. An array of microphones can be used to triangu-
late the position of these animals and recognize the calling species [153]. In the case of
sufficiently distinct calls, it is also possible to identify individuals [152]. The drawback
of this approach is that animals can only be detected when they are vocalizing, however,
unlike visual recognition they need not be out in the open and visible.
There are other methods which can be used to identify individuals, such as banding/ringing
[154] and chemiluminescence [155] but these can be regarded as aids to manual identi-
fication rather than automatic tracking technology.
2.4 BioSensing Technology
In this section, what environmental variables can be measured and what they indicate
about the behaviour and state of the host animal are examined. This is not an exhaustive
review of all sensor modalities and technologies, but rather an overview of some which
are commonly used.
With all sensing technology, there are a number of factors which affect their usefulness
and suitability to accurately represent the variable they measure. Sensing systems are
characterized by their accuracy and precision. Closely related to the precision of the
sensing is the resolution of the analog to digital converter (ADC). An 8 bit converter












discrete steps. The obvious drawback to a higher converter resolution is increased stor-
age requirements, but with modern solid state memory, this is less of an issue. The
bandwidth or speed response of the sensing system may also be important if it is to cor-
rectly capture transient activities. For example, measurements of dive profiles in sea
birds was hampered by the slow response times of datalogger temperature monitors, the
best having a time constant (time taken to reach 63% of the final value) of 16 s [135].
The orientation or position of the sensor is also important, depending on the variable
being measured, which can have an impact on the design and suitability of the sensing
device.
Many data acquiring tags are equipped with temperature sensing capabilities [13, 3, 5,
6, 127]. However, in many cases, the temperature measured is not the temperature of
the host, nor the temperature of the environment, but rather the temperature of the tag
which is a combination of both [135]. Measuring the temperature of the tag is useful to
correct temperature induced bias in other sensors, in particular pressure sensors [135].
Measurements of the ambient temperature can be used to infer the animal’s habitat
and behaviour - in particular, it can be used on diving animals to measure when they
are underwater so the length of foraging dives can be determined [156]. Internal tem-
perature measurements help researchers understand how animal behaviour influences
their core temperature, especially for those species which live in extreme environments
[157]. Sensing internal temperature can also be used to characterize feeding behaviour,
as rapid decreases in stomach temperature are linked to the ingestion of prey in en-
dothermic marine species [158, 159]. However, Ponganis et al., questioned the accuracy
of the stomach temperature pill as a determinant of ingestion by using simultaneous
video recording of foraging Emperor penguins [160]. Internal temperatures can indicate
altered physiology such as oestrus or rutting or hibernation. Related to direct temper-
ature measurement is heat flux or the flow of thermal energy to or from an animal’s
surroundings [161]. This type of sensor can be used to determine how animals ther-
moregulate and their energetic output with various activities [162, 163].
Dive profiles can be recorded using time-depth recorders (TDR) which determine depth
from the increase in water pressure with position in vertical column [164, 165].
Acceleration sensors are a relatively recent introduction to the field of wildlife telemetry,
made possible through the minituarization of accelerometers [166]. These can be used to
measure position through inertial navigation (see Section 2.3.4) but can also be used to
measure animal behaviour, in particular gait and locomotor activity [167, 168]. Angle of
tilt can also be determined, which can be used to compensate for angle induced effects on
other sensors’ performance, in particular incident light level [135]. Acceleration sensors
have been used as a practical alternative to traditional respiratory gas measurements












recent study (March 2008) used tri-axial accelerometers to identify movement patterns
on 12 different animal species and demonstrated that this technique shows promise for
fine grained characterization and analysis of animal behaviour [170].
With the advent of miniaturised video cameras, it is now possible to visually record
an animal’s behaviour and its surrounding environment [171, 172]. A miniature video
camera is connected to a recording device (which can be tape, flash memory or hard-drive
[31]). Video loggers, as exemplified by the ‘CritterCam’ used in National Geographic
programs [172], provide a vast amount of data about animal behaviour, much of which is
difficult or impossible to capture using other types of sensors. For example, it has been
shown that emperor penguins engage in co-operative foraging behaviour [173]. Video
systems are also useful for placing other sensor data (such as depth or vocalization) into
the context of animal specific behaviour [31, 174].
Animals can also be equipped with sensors that measure emitted vocalizations and am-
bient noise [175]. This information can be used to determine the behaviour of animals
and also what class of food they are eating [176]. Nelson et al. found that sounds were
recorded most accurately when the microphone was attached directly to the cranium,
rather than being collar mounted [177].
Sensors can also be used to measure physiological parameters of the host directly. These
include heart-rate [178, 179, 180], blood pressure [181], respiration [180] and measure-
ments of muscle activity [182]. Heart-rate monitors (electrocardiograms (ECG)) sense
the beating of the heart by measuring the potential across the cardiac tissue. They
can either record the beats per minute (which can suffer from invalid detection of the
T wave instead of the R wave) or a detailed ECG (which has issues arising from the
volume of data generated by the act of sampling at 50 – 100 Hz) [183]. Respiration can
be measured indirectly from ECG data through spectral analysis [184], but can also be
measured from mandible angle [185, 186]. Using a hall-effect sensor on one half of the
beak and a magnet on the other, the inter-mandible angle can be determined, which is a
useful indicator of both respiration and feeding [186].
This brief overview of sensing options demonstrates that there are a vast number of
variables that can be measured in addition to animal location.
2.5 Chapter Summary
There are three major location finding techniques currently in use, namely VHF track-
ing, satellite tracking and GPS tracking. VHF tracking is inexpensive, and due to the












long term operation. Thus, it can be used to track a wide range of animal species. How-
ever, VHF tracking is labour intensive and accuracy dependent on the tracking method
used. Detection range is typically in the order of a few kilometres, but aerial tracking
can increase the range up to as much as 30 km. Conversely, satellite tracking allows
for real-time location of an animal anywhere in the world. Although the tags and data
costs are expensive, there are no continual labour costs associated with tracking, as lo-
cations are determined automatically. Tag sizes, unless the possibility exists for solar
power, are large due to the high power consumption of the transmitting unit. Accuracy
is quite poor, with the best case fixes being in the region of a few hundred metres of
true position. In addition, a limited number of fixes can be taken per day, leading to
possible undersampling of detailed motion paths. However, satellite tracking is ideally
suited for wide ranging or migratory animals. GPS tracking provides excellent accu-
racy (< 5 m), anywhere in the world, and on demand. GPS receivers have fairly high
power consumption, precluding continual operation for long term studies. Due to their
power requirements, they are only suited for monitoring larger animals. The overbear-
ing issue with GPS tracking devices is that the animal carried receiver determines the
location itself, resulting in the need to somehow download the data from the tracking
device. Store-on-board devices, whilst the simplest option, have the possibility of total
data loss if the tag is destroyed or cannot be found at the end of the study. The wireless
upload options reduce the criticality of tag retrieval, but further increase the bulk and
weight of the tracking collar. GPS tracking devices are also significantly more expensive
than VHF tracking devices, but can generate large volumes of precise location data with
minimal labour input.
With regards to sensing technology, there are a wide variety of parameters that can be
measured, ranging from temperature to detailed acceleration profiles. The sampling
frequency has to satisfy the Nyquist criterion on sensor bandwidth, but memory and
energy constraints must also be taken into account. To reduce memory requirements,
sensor data can be pre-processed by the tracking device itself, only recording summary
statistics (such as maximum and minimum values over an interval).
From this review, it is apparent that there are a variety of tracking technologies avail-
able, with different ranges of operation, resolutions and costs. Animal tracking is a
cross-discipline field, that requires careful analysis of the available technology and the
constraints imposed on it by the target species, to arrive at the best solution, with the
bias being toward minimizing risk to the host animal. The constraints imposed both
from the biological and technological sides have the result that there is no single tech-














• Excellent spatial accuracy.
• High sampling frequency.
• Global coverage.
• Long lifetime.
• Real time access to data anywhere in the world.
• High resolution data from multiple sensors.
• Low cost.
Tracking devices are thus specified such that some parameter (such as lifetime) is max-
imized, at the cost of a decrease in some other desirable feature (such as sampling fre-
quency). Thus, a ‘one-size-fits-all’ tracking device is not possible at this present point in











All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal
than others
Animal Farm, George Orwell (1903–1950) 3
EcoLocate: A heterogeneous wireless network
system for wildlife tracking
3.1 Introduction
As the literature review demonstrated, there exist a plethora of tracking and teleme-
try systems1. As a consequence of both technological and biological constraints, there
is currently no animal tracking device available that is suitable for deployment on all
species. This has resulted in a piece-meal approach to wildlife tracking, symbolized by
a characteristic lack of standardization. In order to monitor inter-species interactions,
researchers often have to use two or more different technologies, as the more complex
and heavier tags cannot be placed on smaller animals. The simpler technologies such as
VHF and RFID have some degree of interoperability between manufacturers, primarily
as a result of national communications regulators that assign frequencies of operation.
However, the more complex devices such as GPS receivers with UHF modems for up-
link show little promise of standardization – a receiver manufactured by one company
is unlikely to be able to interface to a GPS collar from another manufacturer, leading to
technological lock-in.
In addition, due to the vast diversity in the Animal Kingdom, severe constraints are im-
posed on the size, weight and form-factor of tracking devices. In general, the principal
contributor to tag weight is the weight of the power source. This has the result that
tracking devices with a large power drain are unsuitable for attachment to small ani-
mals. There are two approaches to designing tracking devices subject to this constraint:
design one type of tag which satisfies a minimum weight requirement (the homogeneous
solution) or to design multiple variants, which are different weights, allowing a greater
variety of animal species to be tagged (the heterogeneous solution). Although the ho-
mogeneous solution leads to a simpler design procedure, as only one type of tag has to












be fabricated, a wide variety of animals cannot be tagged, resulting in an unfair bias
towards monitoring larger animals. The heterogeneous solution appears to be the best
approach from the point of view of being able to monitor more components of the ecosys-
tem, but has the technological drawback of resulting in a wide range of variations on
tracking devices. This represents the current state of affairs, with a vast array of track-
ing technologies available to researchers, but no unification between them.
A third way is thus advocated: a homogeneous technical design that results in a hetero-
geneous solution domain. There are three primary functions that tracking devices need
to perform: they need to sense data, store and process the information and send the
data to the end-user. In existing tracking and telemetry solutions, each tag is treated as
an individual and distinct entity. This however places severe constraints on the choice
of communications device, as the high-end systems such as GSM modems and satellite
links are bulky, power-hungry and expensive. Rather, observe that if tracking devices
are equipped with low power radio-transceivers, a wireless network of tracking devices
can be formed. Data is relayed from collar to collar until it reaches an end-point (which
can be equipped with a high-end communications device) whereupon it is relayed to the
end-user, providing a common solution to the issue of transferring data.
A modular approach is thus proposed, whereby a complex tracking device is designed
which is able to perform all requisite functions, such as routing, sensing, replicating
data and interfacing to the end user. By disabling certain functions, such as routing,
a simpler and consequently lighter tag can be constructed. Note that this results in
a single technical design, but a proliferation of possible implementations, varying in
capability, functionality and sen ing options.
According to a paper on the state of the art and applicability of wireless sensor networks
for ecological monitoring,
‘there are many technical problems to be overcome in using sensor networks
(for ecological monitoring), such as sensor development, network scalability
and power demands to address the grand-challenge problems’ [188].
In this chapter, these issues are addressed and a system design for a generic and modu-
lar wildlife tracking and telemetry system, using a wireless network as a unifying factor,
is presented. As an example application, we take a typical African bushland, character-
ized by some very large animals (such as elephants) and many smaller animal species.
The large animal species can generally be equipped with rugged, robust collars that can
last for many years, whereas the lifetime of the attachment on smaller animals is less
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approaches for wildlife tracking. In Section 3.3, the use of a wireless network as a com-
munications medium is discussed, followed by the requirements of a tracking system in
Section 3.4. The various classes of components are presented in Section 3.5, along with
the beacon protocol which is common to all classes and allows them to communicate with
one another. Based on the observation that a simple tag is a complex tag with certain
functions disabled, a dynamic method of disabling tag functions to result in a longer life-
time is outlined in Section 3.6. The multiple uses of transmitted beacons is presented
in Section 3.7, followed by the modular approach to the design of the tracking system
in Section 3.8. Example deployments, from simple VHF studies to full network designs,
are presented in Section 3.9. Section 3.10 takes the modular design of the system, and
shows how it naturally leads to a graphical system design, where zoologists can specify
their own tag design and alter tag parameters. Lastly, conclusions are drawn in Section
3.11.
3.2 Related work
3.2.1 Wildlife tracking using Wireless Networks
To the best of our knowledge, the first presentation of a wireless network attached to
animals was the ZebraNet project, reported in the literature in 2002 [14]. The moti-
vation for the study was the difficulty in retrieving data from existing GPS collars, as
each animal had to been contacted individually in order to obtain the data. This is a
laborious affair when animals range over a wide geographical area. To address this is-
sue, zebras were equipped with solar powered collars that contain radio transceivers
(different versions of the collars had either one or two radio links with different ranges,
power consumption and bandwidth) [18]. The collars share tracking information (tem-
perature and location) with one another in a flooding manner. Thus, by coming into
contact with a few animals, data from the remainder of the group can be obtained. The
basestation in ZebraNet is mobile, carried in a vehicle (either ground or aerial). The
obvious drawback with the flooding approach is that data requirements grow as O(N2),
where N is the number of nodes in the network [14]. To try to tame the data load, a sim-
ple history based protocol was used, where nodes which recently were in contact with
the basestation were more likely to be receivers of information. In a further attempt
to reduce bandwidth and data requirements, two techniques (namely data compression
[16] and erasure coding [189]) were also proposed and demonstrated to reduce the power
consumption of the tracking devices.
A ‘middleware’ layer, named Impala was incorporated into the ZebraNet collars – this












providing features such as in-the-field reprogramming [190, 17]. The data traces from
the ZebraNet project have also been made available in the CRAWDAD online database
for other researchers to use real mobility data in their research [29].
ZebraNet made significant contributions to both the technical aspects of collar design
and also the recovery of biological data. However, it also was a successful demonstration
of the effectiveness of wireless network technology in the collection of animal tracking
data. The project also provided valuable lessons about the real world factors that need
to be considered when deploying a wireless network, both in terms of hardware and
software.
A shortcoming of ZebraNet however, is the lack of scalability, as transmission slots are
scheduled a priori [14]. Synchronization amongst multiple collars is provided by the
GPS receiver [18]. This restriction also prevents the incorporation of non-GPS enabled
devices into the network. In addition, ZebraNet is a completely homogeneous solution
and has not considered the vast diversity in the Animal Kingdom. ZebraNet also has
not considered interacting with stationary environmental sensors.
Another animal tracking project is the Electronic Shepherd [191]. This is a wireless
network designed for monitoring the composition and presence of sheep and reindeer
herds in remote areas. This is simpler than the ZebraNet project in that the leader of
the flock carries a GPS/GPRS capable tag that detects the presence of transmit only tags
from other members of the flock. Thus, this is not a true multi-hop wireless network,
but rather a one-hop network.
Similar to the Electronic Shepherd is the NEAT (network for endangered animal track-
ing) system. In this network, animal collars (which do not share data amongst each
other) send information to stationary devices. The stationary devices store the data on
board (i.e. they themselves do not form a wireless network) and upload it to a basesta-
tion carried by a field researcher. The contribution of this work is that it allows data to
be obtained from the wild animal, without having to be in range of it. This is essentially
a two-hop network, from collar to stationary node and then to the basestation, with no
routing or relaying amongst nodes.
A recent (2007) project is TurtleNet which is as the name suggests, is a network for
tracking turtles [20]. A commercially available sensor platform, the Crossbow MICA2Dot
[192], is used as the controller for the solar equipped GPS tracking device. As the device
is solar powered, the functionality of the device has to be adaptively controlled so as to
prolong its life using the eFlux energy aware compiler [193, 84]. Like the other animal
tracking projects, the deployment scope is homogeneous.
Another approach has been in the design of a network protocol for the acquisition of
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epidemics through a population, treating a packet of data as an ‘infection’. The differ-
ent states are susceptible, infected and re-infected. This was an analytical approach to
controlling epidemic routing, using the idea of a whale tracking network.
Work has also been undertaken in the area of domestic animal tracking using wireless
network technology, in particular those which are agriculturally important. A system
for the large scale monitoring of cattle has been presented which uses sensors (such as
pedometers) to monitor cow activity and determine physiological states such as oestrus
[195, 196]. As a test of their approach, cows were fitted with collars which carried mobile
phones and GPS receivers [197].
A more ambitious project is one which seeks not only to monitor animal locations, but
also to influence their behaviour through the creation of ‘virtual fences’ [198]. To in-
fluence animal motion, aversive stimuli or cues (such as auditory signals or electrical
shocks) are emitted by the animal carried collar [199]. In early experiments, the tracking
devices consisted of COTS (commercial, off-the-shelf) GPS devices linked to a wireless
network card, but demonstrated that cows could be made to herd as a group through the
application of various stimuli [199]. Custom sensor nodes, Flecks, have been designed
which can be augmented with various devices such as GPS and external FLASH mem-
ory [200]. The applications of the system range from preventing bulls from fighting [201]
to the prevention of over-grazing by monitoring soil condition using stationary sensors
[202]. The Fleck sensors have also been used in other projects such as water quality
monitoring [203].
3.2.2 Environmental Monitoring
A number of stationary environmental monitoring systems have been deployed, with
varying purposes and number of nodes.
A nest monitoring system was installed on Great Duck Island [204, 205]. This acquired
data on nest occupancy, as well as microclimatic indicators such as temperature and hu-
midity. Over 150 nodes were deployed to obtain data at a high spatial resolution [205].
This real world installation provided a vast amount of information not only related to
the biological application, but also the difficulties inherent in actual deployment. The
authors found that transmitting periodic health information (such as node battery volt-
age) aided in preventative maintenance and detecting node failures [204]. A related
project involved monitoring the microclimatic conditions of a Redwood tree, by placing
wireless nodes in a vertical column up the trunk of the tree [206]. Their results showed
the variation in humidity and radiation levels with time and height above the ground.
The authors used multi-dimensional analysis to extract information from the nearly one












To monitor a large volume of space, such as a forest, a huge number of sensor devices
would be required. In an effort to reduce the number of devices, a hybrid system has
been proposed [207]. Stationary devices are deployed as before, but augmented with
autonomously mobile devices. The mobile devices are suspended from a cable strung
between two trees, and can vary their height and their position along the cable. Thus,
these nodes can sample data over a two-dimensional plane. An adaptive sampling algo-
rithm was proposed for accurate spatial reproduction of a sensed variable [207].
Wireless sensor networks have also been used to monitor volcanic eruptions [208]. 16
nodes relayed siesmic data through a multihop network to a central server. A time syn-
chronisation protocol was used to timestamp the acquired data, which the authors found
to be a major postprocessing task [208]. Due to bandwidth and energy restrictions, nodes
do not send all their data via the wireless network, but only data of interest, correspond-
ing to possible siesmic events. A software error caused a three day loss of communication
between the network and the basestation. This network operated at a high sampling
rate (100Hz) to capture tremors and eruptions, which contrasts with microclimate mon-
itoring systems which have sampling intervals in the order of minutes or even hours
[204]. Thus, node lifetime is greatly reduced. Other environmental deployments include
fire detection [209, 210] and glacier monitoring [211].
Wireless sensor networks can also be used to record and localize creatures through their
vocalizations. An automatic recognition system for monitoring different species of frogs
and invasive cane toads is described in [41]. Low functionality sensor nodes relay the
acoustic data to a high end device which performs frequency analysis and uses a machine
learning algorithm to deduce the species that made the call. In this work, the authors
did not discuss the possibility of localization of the frogs.
A woodpecker monitoring and localization system has been proposed [212]. Calls are
monitored on wireless nodes, each equipped with four microphones in a square. The
direction of arrival (DOA) can be determined from the relative phase shift of each micro-
phone. Using multiple nodes, the position of the woodpecker can be deduced.
3.2.3 Proximity Detection
There has been recent work in the development of tags that are able to record when
two individuals are within range of one another [213, 214]. The earlier work by Ji et al.
on the ‘MateID’ system involved one group of animals wearing pulse-coded transmitters
and another group of animals equipped with VHF recorders that logged contact ID’s. A
commercially available logger that acts as a transceiver, allowing more detailed contact
logs to be constructed between individuals has been developed and used to study social
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vary from 0.5 m to 100 m by adjusting the output power of the transmitter [214]. These
have been used to analyze contact between raccoons [214], calf-cow interactions [215]
and possums [216, 213]. The main issue with these devices is that they are archival
data loggers, necessitating their recovery in order to download data [214]. In addition,
currently only a limited number of ID codes is supported (less than 255 [214]) and there
is no provision for data from other sensors (such as GPS or temperature) to place the
contact logs into context. The Ecolocate system allows tags to spot transmit-only tags as
well as other Spotter class tags. In addition, in Ecolocate, the spotting data is treated as
just another source of data that is carried by the wireless network. Thus devices need
not be retrieved in order to download their data.
3.3 Why a Wireless Network?
Obtaining data from tracking tags deployed in the field can be a time consuming and
laborious affair. In particular, archival loggers need to be recovered as:
‘the use of bio-loggers on free-ranging animals necessitates ingenuity in the
recovery of the recorder in order to download data. This had led researchers
to take advantage of natural behaviours (i.e foraging trips to sea and/or re-
turn to nesting or colony sites). A limitation of such experimental protocols
is the restriction of data collection to a particular season, age group or sex of
animal (i.e. maternal foraging trips of female fur seals).’ [183]
Moreover, for some of these systems (in particular manual VHF tracking), the presence
of the researchers in the field tracking the animals causes disturbance to their natural
behaviour. This disturbance is likely to introduce bias into the obtained data [8].
Some recent advances in technology have seen the deployment of a wireless communi-
cation module into the tracking tag itself. One such modality of communication is the
use a UHF modem [13]. At prescheduled times, the module wakes up and listens for a
command from a hand carried controller. If the command is not received, the unit goes
back to sleep. However, if a download command is received, recently acquired data is
transmitted wirelessly to the receiver unit. Another method of sending data involves
using the GSM cellular network [13]. Animal collars periodically attempt to contact a
cellular tower, whereupon they register on the network and transmit their data via SMS
or GPRS. With both of these methods of wireless communication, the collars can be re-
programmed in the field, as the communication channel is bidirectional. This means
that parameters such as GPS sampling rate can be adjusted mid-study if an event of












The incorporation of a two way wireless communication system enables data to be down-
loaded remotely2. However, with the UHF modem approach, a researcher needs to ‘con-
tact’ each and every tracking collar in order to download the data. Although the GSM
modem approach is automatic in that it downloads without intervention, it suffers from
the problem that by their very virtue of being unpopulated (with humans at least), game
reserves typically have very poor or no GSM reception. In addition GSM modems have
a high power consumption and thus result in a heavy tracking device compared with
store-on-board devices. The UHF modem method can in theory be turned into an au-
tomatic system by removing the need for a human user to interact with the collar and
placing a few downloading stations at strategic locations such as waterholes.
However, this can be taken a step further from one hop system (from collar to down-
load station) to a multihop system (from collar through multiple other collars/devices
to download station), forming a wireless network of animal tracking collars. This re-
quires more intelligence to be placed in the tracking devices, but makes acquiring data
from the field trivial, as information is sent through the communications network with-
out any human intervention. In addition, data can be collected from collars which are
never in range of a downloading station, but indirectly by forwarding the acquired data
through one or more intermediate devices. What is immediately apparent is that data
can be acquired from any variable that can be sensed (such as temperature or water
level) and not only from animal collars. Thus, the wireless network approach results
in a shift from an animal tracking solution to a park wide management system. An
overview of the proposed scope of the system is shown in Fig. 3.1. This demonstrates an
example scenario, comprising of animal carried collars, stationary environmental sen-
sors and vehicle based tracking devices. Data is gathered from low capability devices by
higher functionality devices and relayed to the end user, who can then collect and act on
the received information.
3.4 System Design Factors
In this section, the requirements for design of a wireless network for wildlife tracking
and monitoring are examined.
2In theory and according to manufacturer’s datasheets, this distance should be large enough to be prac-
tical in the field. Typical quoted distances range from 300 m up to a few km. However, in practice, field
researchers have reported download ranges of less than 100 m with collars out of the box. Some even need
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Figure 3.1: Overview of a wireless network for wildlife tracking. (a) The data from a water-
hole sensor is automatically uploaded into an elephant carried collar whilst the animal is
drinking. (b) The elephant walks through the reserve and passes by a monkey. The collar on
the monkey contacts the elephant collar and uploads details of the animal’s activity over the
past three days. (c) The elephant tracking collar takes a GPS fix, determining its location.
The approximate position of the monkey can be inferred. (d) A vehicle on a routine game-
drive retrieves the data off the elephant collar, buffering it into its memory. (e) When within
range of the park-wide network, the data collected from the reserve is upload on a long-
range UHF link. (f) The park manager is able to view near-real time data on the monitor,
and notices that the water-hole is running out of water. In addition, the system alerts the
user that preventative maintenance should be undertaken on the vehicle.
The need for a widely heterogeneous solution
Due to the inherent diversity in the Animal Kingdom, especially with respect to body
weight, a widely heterogeneous system design is proposed. This is primarily as a result
of the 5% bodyweight guideline. Exceeding this guideline can result in adverse effects,
ranging from discomfort and irritation to severe impacts on survivability and lifetime
due to the increased effort of carrying the extra weight. The principle contribution to
tag weight is the power source, which is typically a primary battery. Thus, there is an
almost direct correspondence between tag power consumption and tag weight, under the
assumption that tags are expected to last the same length of time.
Table 3.1 displays bodyweight, and corresponding maximum tag weight for a variety of
animals. Note that whilst the African Elephant can carry over 100kg (equivalent of five
car batteries), a small mammal such as a monkey can only carry a tag of weight 90g,












Table 3.1: Typical bodyweights and corresponding tag weights according to 5% guideline
(Animal weights from [218])
Species Body Weight [kg] Tag Weight [g]
African Elephant (Loxodonta africana) 4 000 200 000
Lion (Panthera leo) 150 7 500
African Wild Dog (Lycaon pictus) 20 1 000
Vervet Monkey (Cercopithecus aerthiops) 1.8 90
Such orders of magnitude in allowable tag weight should be exploited so that the track-
ing devices on smaller animals use the functionality of the devices placed on larger ani-
mals, with a correspondingly larger source of energy. This is an area which has not been
investigated – to date, wireless networks for animal tracking have arrived at homoge-
neous system designs. The result of a homogeneous solution is that o ly a small section
of possible animal species can be monitored using animal carried wireless tracking de-
vices. This needs to be addressed, such that a single system is designed that is able to
monitor a wide range of animal species, from small to large.
Tag longevity needs to be maximized
Tagging wild animals is a dangerous procedure, both to the animal in question and to
humans. The drugs used to tranquilise wild animals (in particular, M-99) can be fatal
to humans if accidental contact occurs and the antidote is not rapidly adminstered [94].
Tagging animals is also a costly procedure, especially for those species that require the
use of both air and ground crews [93].
Fitting tracking devices to wild animals is not a simple procedure, and hence any device
attached to an animal should last as long as possible. Currently, tracking devices operate
with the same functionality over their lifetime. However, tracking devices can extend
their lifetime, at a cost in reduced function, by disabling certain functions (such as power
hungry GPS units).
Guaranteed eventual delivery of information is desirable
In the wildlife tracking application, latency is less of a design consideration as compared
to human operated systems which need rapid response times3. What is important how-
ever, is eventual delivery of information. As highlighted in Section 3.4, attaching collars
to animals is complicated and dangerous. Thus, all information captured by the tags
should be relayed through to the end user, even if it arrives days or even weeks later.
3Delay times of days or months in obtaining data from animal tracking devices are not a major issue.
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This is because wildlife monitoring and management is a long-term strategy. Thus, the
overall goal of the system is eventual rather than timeous delivery. This means that
wireless nodes will need to have very large buffers in order to store packets without hav-
ing to discard old data due to buffer overruns. In addition, it needs to be noted that this
is a data-gathering network, not a peer-to-peer network. This has the implication that
data can be delivered to any basestation (if there is more than one in the network). This
differs from the ZebraNet project which involved peer-to-peer flooding to disseminate
information to all devices in the network.
Able to handle mixed mobility
A network of this nature is not purely mobile nor purely stationary. Some nodes will be
stationary all the time (such as water-hole monitors), but other nodes will have periods
of motion followed by times of rest. For example, an animal such as a lion will be active
during the early evening and night, with periods of rest during the day. This means that
the network protocol must be able to effectively handle information transfer between
stationary and (intermittently) mobile nodes in order to transfer the data to the end
user.
GPS should be used where possible
The use of GPS receivers as a means of location should be used wherever possible. How-
ever, due to the high power consumption of present GPS receivers, they can only realis-
tically be used on medium sized (> 15 kg) animals and upwards for long term deploy-
ments. GPS receivers cannot be used on smaller animals as the weight of the collar
required to operate for a useful length of time would violate the 5% bodyweight guide-
line. However, this does not mean that no technology at all should be used.
Able to operate equally well in sparse and more dense network areas
This network is for the most part sparse, due to the large geographical extent of typical
game reserves, but there are areas where the network density is much higher than av-
erage. These areas will typically be around water-holes and other focal points of interest
such as salt-licks. Around these areas, animals gather, often at the same time of day,













Network composition should be dictated by the application, not by the track-
ing system
The network needs to be flexible in terms of the introduction of new nodes with different
features into the network and also robust to node failures through expiry or destruction.
Thus, whether there are ten or a thousand tracking devices, the network should still
function well i.e. it should be scalable. In addition, the network should adapt to node
insertions and removals with zero configuration required from the user – the network
should be a transparent method of information delivery, not a system which requires
technical expertise to operate and configure.
3.4.1 Summary of requirements
In summary, these are the design constraints that are imposed on the network:
• The network structure needs to be widely heterogeneous.
• Tag longevity is an important consideration.
• Data needs to be delivered, but latency is not an overriding issue.
• The network is characterised by mixed mobility.
• GPS can only be used on larger animals.
• For the most part the network is sparse, but node density increases around focal
points.
• Network composition must be flexible and scalable.
3.5 System Components
With the requirements from Section 3.4 in mind, a generic wireless network based
wildlife tracking and telemetry system is designed. The highly diverse Animal King-
dom demands a widely heterogeneous solution. To this end, the wireless network is
comprised of a number of classes of tags, with differing levels of functionality. The
higher level nodes have the same functionality as the lower level nodes, in addition
to increased features. This leads to a unified design approach, as they all run the same
basic firmware. Simpler nodes run a subset of the entire code. The development cycle is
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the tag is chosen either at design time (through conditional compiler switches) or dynam-
ically at run time in the field (discussed in Section 3.6). There are six different classes
of nodes, which in ascending order of functionality have been termed Archival Loggers,
Markers, Active Loggers, Spotters, Pack and Base Tags. Although this may appear to be
a more complex approach to wildlife tracking, this actually results in a modular design
process, as the same basic hardware and software can be used for archival tags right
through to wireless network capable devices.
The block diagram of a generic data-gathering tag is shown in Fig. 3.2. At the heart
of the tag is the processing unit, whose complexity can vary according to the require-
ments of the tag class. Attached to the tag are sensors which record environmental data
(such as temperature and GPS location) and network parameters (such as connectiv-
ity). The tag is able to communicate data through an information transfer block, the
choice of which depends on the application at hand, ranging from wired connections to
wireless network transceivers. As the availability of a communications interface is not
guaranteed, the tag needs to be able to buffer acquired data in its memory before trans-
ferring it opportunistically to another node or end-user. Lastly, the tag requires some
sort of power source so that it can operate, and depending on the application this can
range from a primary battery to a solar module. Not all components need be present
in any tag implementation, but this can be regarded as the ‘blue-print’ for a generic
data-sensing tag.
Figure 3.2: System blocks of a generic data-gathering tag. Sensed data is processed and
stored in on-board memory for later transfer to other nodes or the end user.
To validate the design approach, prototypes have been constructed using PIC series mi-












on the tags and their operation are given in Chapter 7. In this Chapter, node functional-
ity is expressed in generic terms without reference to a particular hardware or software
implementation. Before the various classes of tags are discussed in detail, the manner
in which the network itself discovers neighbouring nodes and transfers information is
first presented.
3.5.1 Beacon protocol
Central to this work is the beacon protocol, which controls how nodes access the wireless
medium and how they can discover (‘spot’) each other when within radio range. All nodes
have access to a common beacon channel4, which nodes access randomly. A beacon is a
short packet of data5 which contains information such as the node ID, its rank/attribute
(see Chapter 4) and any other network-centric data such as sensor variables. The action
of transmitting a beacon is called ‘marking’, as it is in some ways similar to an animal
marking its territory by advertising its presence through chemical or visual signals.
Beacon signals have two purposes – they function both as VHF-like beacons (meaning
that existing technology such as triangulation and homing can be used) and also as
network discovery or ‘Hello’ packets.
Beacon transmissions from various nodes are shown in Fig. 3.3. Note that nodes access
the same channel randomly, which can lead to collisions (as in the figure, when nodes B
and C transmit concurrently), but obviates the need for network-wide synchronization6.
An analysis of collisions and the choice of inter-beacon periods is presented later in
Section 3.7.4.
The other action that can be undertaken by nodes is to listen to beacons on the channel.
This is termed ‘spotting’. As beacons carry the transmitting node’s ID number, when a
node listens to transmissions on the channel, it can record the overheard ID’s, building
up a contact log, which indicates the variation in node proximity over time. In this way,
nodes can each act as proximity (or logical connectivity) detectors. The data obtained
from the proximity detection process can be used for various studies that are elaborated
4This work assumes the existence of a commonly available channel which can be used for beacon signals,
specified prior to deployment. However, it is also possible to dynamically choose a beacon channel by
common consensus to mitigate effects of channel fading and loss. One possible way of doing this would be
to use a frequency-hopping protocol [219].
5Refer to Section 6.3.5 for details on packet structure.
6Collisions can be reduced through the use of a Carrier Sensing protocol. However, for the most part, the
network is expected to be sparse (only a few neighbouring nodes at any one time), and thus collisions will
be rare. Thus, using Carrier Sense in this case will detrimentally impact on node lifetime whilst providing
little benefit. For example, using a Nordic NRF905 radio transceiver, scanning the channel before sending
a beacon will increase energy consumption by a factor of 1.5, assuming that the channel is scanned for the
length of a single beacon packet [219]. Lastly, Marker class nodes are explicitly made to be transmit-only:
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Figure 3.3: Nodes beaconing in the shared beacon channel. Note the collision between
Nodes B and C when they attempt to transmit at the same time. Neither node is aware of
the collision.
upon in Sections 3.7.1 to 3.7.3. The spotting process shown in Fig. 3.4 demonstrates
how a node listens for other beacons and constructs a contact log. Nodes A through C
transmit beacons as before, but at a random point in time Node C switches to spotting
mode, where it listens to the beacon channel and records any overheard beacon ID’s.
At the end of the spotting interval, it compiles and stores a list of other nodes within
radio proximity. Note that not all nodes have to enter spotting mode, and can act solely
as Markers as before. Thus, it can be seen that nodes that only mark are a reduced
function version of nodes that can mark and spot.
Figure 3.4: Node C spotting other nodes within its radio proximity. During its spotting
(listening) procedure, it spots both Nodes A and B marking the channel with their beacons
and records this within its contact log for future upload to the end user.
The other function of beacons are to act as network discovery packets to arrange data
exchange between nodes. Nodes transfer data in transmission channels (termed ‘Data












drawback, necessitating a multi-channel capable transceiver, many modern transceivers
(e.g. from Nordic Semiconductor [219] and Zigbee compatible devices [220]) are able to
digitally select a different channel. The advantage of this approach is that beaconing and
data transfer are entirely distinct from one another. Sending data is likely to take much
longer than the transmission of a single beacon, and thus the channel is not ‘locked’ for
the duration of the exchange. Multiple data channels can be used to further reduce the
probability of collision amongst nodes transferring data.
Figure 3.5: Sequential diagram showing steps in setting up a data-exchange. Refer to the
text for an explanation of the various stages.
The steps in setting up a data-exchange are as follows (refer to Fig. 3.5 for a graphical
representation of the procedure). The stateflow diagram of the processs is also shown in
Fig. 3.6.
1. The node with data to transmit (in this case, Node B) enters spotting mode. It
scans the beacon channel, detecting beacons from nodes within its neighbourhood.
These beacons contain metrics which indicate the usefulness or health of the node
as ranked by the ASH protocol (refer to Chapter 4 for details on ASH). Thus, Node
B will scan the channel for a length of time and determine which is the best node
(in terms of data delivery and reliability) to send their data to. This is why they
will not send data to the first node that is heard, but rather decide which node is
the best for data transfer. Nodes also use the received beacons to update their ASH
parameters.
2. Node A transmits its beacon, advertising its availability for data transfer. At the
end of the spotting window, Node B decides to send data to Node A. (Node B will
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Figure 3.6: Stateflow diagram showing steps taken in sending data using the Beacon Pro-
tocol.
3. Node B remains in spotting mode until it hears the next beacon from Node A,
which instructs any receivers to jump to Data Channel x to commence the data
exchange7. Thus, the node which is accepting data transfer (in this case Node A),
controls which Data Channel to use. This allows the receiving nodes to pick a data
channel which is not being used by other nodes within radio range.
4. Nodes A and B jump to Data Channel x. Note that Node A will always jump to
the Data Channel and wait for any other nodes to contact it to arrange a data
transaction. If no nodes attempt a contact, it will leave the Data Channel and go
back to sleep mode. Node B sends a ‘bid’ packet, which is an expression of interest
in uploading data to Node A8.
5. Node A sends an ‘accept’ packet to Node B, instructing it to commence data transfer
7In the event of Node B hearing multiple beacons from network capable nodes, Node B will choose one of
the nodes as the destination. How this is done depends on the network protocol itself, but one option could
be to choose the ‘best’ node in the interval, as reflected by its ranking (refer to Chapter 4). Another option
is to choose a random destination, with a bias towards better nodes.
8To minimize collisions in the event of multiple nodes simultaneously bidding, each node sends its bid













6. Node B sends a bundle of data.
7. Node A issues an acknowledgment, indicating successful reception of the bundle.
A new bundle may now be sent if more data is buffered or Node B may return to
normal mode. Node A will stay on the Data Channel and wait for more data from
Node B. It leaves this mode when it receives an ’end-of-bundle’ message or if no
data is received within a certain time-period.
The advantage of this protocol is that there is no network data at all in the beacon
channel, leaving it clutter-free. In addition, the choice of a random data channel also
reduces the probability of collision with existing data transfers. Nodes that are unable
to receive data will leave the channel advertisement in the Marker packet blank – a
receiving node will thus be able to determine that the transmitting node is not a candi-
date for a possible data transaction. Once again, this demonstrates that nodes that only
perform spotting and marking are a subset of fully network capable nodes, highlighting
the modular design approach.
This overview of the beacon protocol shows that there are three main functions that
nodes undertake:
1. Marking or transmitting a beacon
2. Spotting or detecting beacons within range
3. Transferring data to other nodes
The manner in which data is transferred or routed between nodes is beyond the scope of
this Chapter on system design and is presented in Chapter 4.
The various classes of nodes arise from the functions that they are able to perform. They
are now introduced with reference to their allotted functionality. The four main classes
are Markers, Spotters, Packs and Base tags, but there are also two types of loggers,
Archival Loggers and Active Loggers, which have a greatly reduced role in the network,
but share features common to the other classes.
9Similarly, if multiple bids are received by Node A, it will only accept one. Unlike the bidding process, it
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3.5.2 Marker Tags
These tags just act as beacons, periodically emitting (‘marking’) their ID and other
salient information, such as temperature and movement parameters in a packet10. Marker
tags never listen for other nodes’ IDs and consequently consume a miniscule amount of
power as they spend the majority of their time in low power sleep mode. Thus, they can
be regarded as analoguous to standard VHF tags, albeit digital. The system components
of a Marker tag are shown in Fig. 3.7. Note that although the Marker tag is equipped
with a transceiver, it is only operated in transmit mode and never switches to receive
mode. Marker nodes can be powered from small batteries, resulting in a lightweight and
small package size. Marker tags are inexpensive due to their simplicity and suitable for
tagging a wide variety of animals, from small to large.
MicrocontrollerSensor(s) Transceiver
Battery
Figure 3.7: System overview of a Marker tag. The transceiver operates only as a transmit-
ter.
3.5.3 Spotter Tags
These tags provide all the functionality of the Marker nodes but periodically ‘spot’ or
listen to other nodes within their radio range. They store the overheard node IDs and
any other transmitted data in memory, along with a timestamp. When in range of a Pack
or Base station tag they transfer the stored information through the wireless network.
However, they only act as leaf or end nodes in the network and do not route other nodes’
packets. Their power consumption is higher than the simpler Marker type tags, as they
have to remain awake in active receive mode when spotting. The length of time that they
10Data messages that are too large to fit in a single packet can be segmented and repeatedly transmitted
at random for later assembly. Alternatively, digital fountain codes can be used which allow the message to












are required to be listening for markers is twice as long as the average time between
beacon transmissions. In this way, they are guaranteed of spotting all nodes within
radio range, excepting those whose markers collide. The block diagram of a spotter node
is shown in Fig. 3.8. The memory requirements of Spotter class nodes vary depending on
their sensing capabilities and the number of nodes in the network as well as the typical





Figure 3.8: System overview of a Spotter Tag. Observed packets are stored in the micro-
controller’s on-board FLASH memory, for later injection into the network. In a Spotter node,
the transceiver acts as both a transmitter and receiver.
3.5.4 Pack Tags
Pack tags form the multi-hop network itself. They perform all the tasks of Spotter nodes
and also route information through the wireless network in a store-and-forward fashion.
As the radio radius is small compared to the total area, the network is very sparse and
thus information is transferred opportunistically upon contact with another Pack tag or
Base station. The block diagram of a Pack class tag is shown in 3.9. In this case this
tag has been equipped with a triaxial accelerometer and a GPS receiver. Pack tags have
large memory requirements, as they have to store not only their own data but also data
from other nodes within the network, without loss due to buffer over-runs. Pack tags
have high energy requirements, as they not only perform marking and spotting tasks,
but also relay and route large volumes of data. Pack tags are most suitable to place on
medium to large animals.
Pack tags transmit a special beacon packet which contains their ID and information
which other tags use to update their ranking within the network. Thus, the beacon




















Figure 3.9: System overview of a Pack Tag. These are full functioned etwork tags and
store all data in SD memory cards. This Pack tag has been equipped with a GPS receiver
and a Tri-axial accelerometer.
a network control or discovery packet. Pack tags also transmit a random data transfer
channel that pack tags and other nodes can use to initiate a data transfer. To decide
how to route packets, nodes assess their ranking (the ranking is similar to reputation
schemes in wireless security) in terms of the global distribution of resources (such as
remaining battery energy or connectivity) using local information. This is dynamically
assessed, and thus if new nodes (with large amounts of battery energy) are inserted into
the network, these new nodes will assume a higher rank and participate more fully in
the processes of routing, removing the load of routing from nearly exhausted nodes. The
details of determining a node’s rank within the network are discussed in full detail in
Chapter 4.
3.5.5 Base Tags
These nodes act as sink nodes in the network and provide an interface between the wire-
less data gathering network and the end users. They are essentially Pack tags, except
that all received data is forwarded out of the network via some other communications
interface. This interface can either be wired or wireless, depending on the application.
Base stations can be placed at convenient sites (such as at the top of a hill) or at points
of attraction for animals (such as waterholes or salt licks). Base tags can be mobile, and
these can be carried by people (game-rangers or tourists), attached to vehicles or affixed
to large animals, such as elephants. The choice of the communications interface depends
on the local infrastructure, but can be cellular GSM modem, UHF modem or even satel-












typically large. Thus, Base tags should be equipped with a solar panel or attached to a









Figure 3.10: System overview of a Base Tag. These tags have some link to the end-user,
either wired or wireless. Base tags are basically Pack tags with an external interface.
Base nodes can also be equipped with directional antennas. This will increase the ac-
curacy of location estimates, as the bearing to a beaconing node can be determined. In
addition, fixed Base tags can be equipped with more sensitive radio receivers and larger
antenna, which will increase the range at which beacons can be detected. Thus, many
of the well established techniques of conventional VHF tracking (such as automated
triangulation) can be carried over to this system.
3.5.6 Active Loggers
Active Loggers are tags which neither mark nor spot, but inject packets into the network
when possible. They acquire and store sensor data, and contact Pack or Base tags to
transfer the data out of the tag. As loggers can generate vast amounts of data, depending
on the wireless interface, the device may not be able to download the entire dataset
due to power constraints or link longevity. Summary and compression techniques can
be used to limit the download volume, with indicator data being downloaded through
the wireless network and the bulk of the data downloaded upon tag recovery. Thus
Active Loggers reduce the possibility of complete data loss by transferring salient data
to the end-user. The power consumption of the Active Loggers depends on the type of
sensors attached, but is greatly reduced as no periodic marking or spotting operations
are undertaken. In Section 8.3.1 a method is sketched which schedules upload attempts
based on prior success and correlations with sensor data. A block diagram of an Active
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be used is in locomotion monitoring of an animal. The detailed acceleration data is
stored on-board for later retrieval, but summary statistics (for example of the maximum
acceleration deviation over a time period) are uploaded through the rest of the network.
Figure 3.11: Block diagram of Active Logger Tag. Although very similar to spotter nodes in
terms of capabilities, these tags have large memories and do not spot other nodes.
3.5.7 Archival Loggers
Although not strictly part of the wireless network, Archival Loggers are simple data-
storage devices that share a great deal of common functionality with the other classes of
tags. Archival loggers need to be retrieved for the saved data to be downloaded through
a communications interface which can be wired or wireless. This leads to a higher possi-
bility of complete data loss through tag loss, failure or destruction. However, as Archival
Loggers do not need a wireless communications interface, their power consumption, and
consequently their size and weight, is much smaller than the other classes of tags. As
the Archival Loggers are not limited by the speed of the communications interface with
respect to the amount of data that can be transferred out of the tag, they can be used
to store vasts amounts of detailed data, such as constant logging of tri-axial accelera-
tion or still video images. A block diagram of a typical Archival Logger is shown in Fig.
3.12. This unit has been equipped with a tri-axial accelerometer and a large non-volatile
memory. Data is downloaded from the device via the communications interface.
3.5.8 Overview of system classes
Although having multiple classes of tags may appear to introduce unnecessary complex-












Figure 3.12: Block diagram of Archival Logger. Note that there is not necessarily a wireless
transceiver.
be performed, namely: sense, store, send. An overview of the various functions imple-
mented for each tracking class are shown in Table 3.2. Also shown is the typical power
consumption and application domain for each type of tracking device. Power consump-
tion is strongly dependent on the sensing options chosen, as well as network functions.
Archival Loggers are data-storage devices with no network capability that would typi-
cally be used in obtaining vast amounts of data about the activities of an animal. They
have no network function at all, and consequently their expected power consumption is
low. Active Loggers are Archival Loggers with the ability to send (‘inject’) data into the
network. Active Loggers thus are leaf or end-nodes within the network. Markers are
transmit-only tags that periodically emit beacons that other tags can detect. Marker
tags are the analog of VHF tags. Spotter tags are tags which transmit beacons, but also
detect tags within radio range, storing this time-stamped information for later injection
into the network. Spotter tags do not route or relay data. Pack tags are proper network
tags per se as they can inject packets into the network, but also route and relay data
from other nodes. As such, their expected power consumption is high relative to the
lower classes of nodes. Lastly, Base tags are gateways to the real-world. Any packets
which are sent to them are relayed to the end-user. Depending on the type of transmis-
sion link to the end-user, power consumption can range from high to very high.
3.6 Dynamic Role Adaption
The power consumption of the various classes of nodes varies according to the network
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Table 3.2: Functionality of the various classes of tracking devices within the network,
demonstrating implemented functions and typical power consumption and applications.
Functionality Typical Applications
Tag Class Marking Spotting
Archival Logger a Very Low Long term/high volume data-logging
Active Logger a Low Long term data-logging with periodic upload of summary data
Marker a Low Small, inexpensive tags for marking presence
Spotter a a a Medium Proximity studies, leaf nodes
Pack a a a a High Full functioned sensing, routing and replication










ever, there is a strong relationship between the tag complexity and its corresponding
power consumption. For example, a Pack type node with GPS would consume dramati-
cally (typically an order of magnitude) more power than a Marker node. This suggests
that as a high level node ages, it should dynamically disable certain functions in or-
der to prolong its lifetime at the cost of a reduction in functionality. Thus a node may
start off as a Pack node, and when it has consumed 80% of its initial supply of energy,
it can decrease in functionality and become a Spotter node11. As it consumes more of
its remaining energy, more functions (such as routing or sensing) are disabled until it
eventually acts as a simple Marker class node12. Although the functionality of a Marker
node is signifcantly less in comparison to a Pack type node, it allows the tag to partici-
pate for longer in the wireless network, satisfying the design requirements. To disable
various functions is trivial, as the Pack type tags have all the functions of simpler tags.
In this implementation, a Finite State Machine (FSM) approach to the firmware opera-
tion has been used, and disabling functions is as simple as restricting the possible state
universe, dynamically according to the remaining tag energy. More details on this are
given in Chapter 6.
As justification of this approach, consider if a Pack type node uses 10 units of energy
per day, a Spotter type node uses 2 units and a Marker uses 1 unit of energy per day13.
Assume that a Pack type node has 1000 units of energy to start with. Now, without
dynamic role switching, a Pack type node would be expected to last 100 days before
expiring. If dynamic role switching is used, such that once the node has used 80% of its
energy it drops to being a Spotter node and once it has used a further 10% of its total
energy it drops to acting as a Marker node, this node would be expected to be active in
11Functionality can be disabled based on the absolute amount of remaining energy, or, using the ranking
method of Chapter 4, in relation to the amount of energy in the collar relative to its peers.
12One option is to explicitly disable functions. Still another is to reduce the duty cycle of operation,
especially for power hungry sensors.
13As justification of these ratios, consider the values shown in Table 6.4, which show current consumption
of 0.11 mA for a Marker node, 0.43 mA for a Spotter node and 1.77 mA for a Pack tag. The ratio between





















= 230 days (3.1)
which is more than a two-fold increase in the effective lifetime in comparison to a normal
Pack tag. This is demonstrated graphically in Fig. 3.13. The graph clearly demonstrates
that dynamic role assignment results in greater tag longevity. Why this approach is
justified in the wildlife tracking scenario is a result of the cost of deployment, both in
terms of labour and logistics. In addition, the possibility of harm to the animal also
has to be taken into account. Although the data that can be obtained from the collar
is much poorer, it is better than no data at all. A further reason why this approach is
valid for this application domain is that an animal tracking network would typically be
deployed incrementally, due to the difficulties inherent in tagging animals. Thus, as new
nodes are inserted into the network they take a greater responsibility in terms of packet













Figure 3.13: Time spent in the different roles. Although Static Role assignment results in
a longer time in the higher function Pack role, note that dynamic role alteration results in
an overall greater lifetime albeit at lower capacity.
Base tags, which are treated in conventional wireless networks as ‘super-nodes’ with in-
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the link to the end-user is power hungry (such as a WiFi or GSM connection) and thus
a Base tag will consume energy at a greater rate than a node with a lower role. Thus,
Base tags can also drop their role as their energy is consumed. However, this must be
undertaken with caution, as a case may occur when no tags capable of acting as Base
tags actually enable their link to the external world. As Base capable nodes can be per-
ceived as having a direct link to the central server, the server can perform the task of
managing the Base tags. Before a Base tag switches to a lower role, it queries the server
and determines if it is allowed to drop its role. If there are not enough active Base tags
in the network, the server will deny the request. To prevent a situation of network isola-
tion from the server due to Base tag failure or exhaustion, Base capable tags that have
dropped to a lower role periodically requery the server in order to determine whether
they are still allowed to be inactive in forwarding packets out of the network. As the
server knows how many nodes are active in Base station capacity, it can instruct nodes
to either remain in their lower role or adopt their prior functionality as a Base station.
The server can also inform a human user if it appears as though there will be a shortage
of Base stations in the near future, based on projected node lifetime. The user can then
take steps to introduce more Base stations into the network to maintain performance.
It should be noted that role switching does not lways have to be in the direction of
decreasing functionality – for example a solar powered node may drop its role from a
Pack node to a Spotter node as a result of being covered in mud. When the mud is
washed away, the batteries will recharge and the node can adopt its previous role in
the network. Thus, the role switching can be performed dynamically in accordance with
changing conditions that the node is subject to.
3.7 The uses of beacons in the wireless network
As discussed earlier in Section 3.5, all nodes (with the exception of the two logger vari-
ants) transmit ‘Markers’ or digital beacons that serve to both advertise presence and also
are used for network discovery and control. Nodes that are able to spot (namely Spot-
ters, Packs and Base tags) randomly wake up and scan the beacon channel, recording the
ID’s of any nodes within range. These contact logs are time-stamped, so the proximity of
nodes at various times can be analyzed. Essentially, any node equipped with spotting ca-
pability acts not only as a transmitter but also an intelligent receiver, opening up many
interesting research avenues. In this section, how these marker beacons can be used in
the context of the wildlife tracking application is discussed. Section 3.7.4 examines how
the inter-beacon interval can be determined, to trade off energy drain between Marker












3.7.1 Determining social behaviour and relationships through proxim-
ity detection
The social behaviour of animals, how they organize and form groups is an area which is
increasingly being studied. According to Krause et al.
‘Social network theory14 has made major contributions to our understanding
of human social organisation but has found relatively little application in the
field of animal behaviour.’ [223]
For the most part, this is possibly due to the difficulty in obtaining detailed network
information. Existing methods of obtaining data on proximity of individuals are either
time consuming (e.g. visual identification of individuals daily [224] or repeated trapping
of badgers [225]) and/or limited in their resolution (e.g. hourly sampling rate of GPS
collars [226]). A proximity type datalogger has been designed and used to characterize
the contacts between individuals of a population but suffers from the same problem as all
archival dataloggers in that it needs to be recovered at the end of the study [213, 214].
Social structure, in particular the way fission-fusion societies coalesce and split, are
thought to have a strong impact on the rate of spread of infectious diseases through
wild animal populations and thus there is a need for accurate contact data between
individuals so as to adequately control epidemics [227].
Spotter class nodes are able to determine connectivity15 and relay the obtained infor-
mation through the wireless network. In addition, other sensor data such as activity
or GPS obtained position can be used to add context to the connectivity map. Social
behaviour logging is not restricted to a single animal species and can be used to moni-
tor inter-species interactions, such as between predator and prey. Spotters can also be
used to log human-animal interaction, whether it be locals living on a park boundary
or tourists within the park. The simplest Spotters are low-cost, lightweight devices as
they are nothing more than a microcontroller and a UHF transceiver, allowing them to
be fitted on a wide range of species. Spotter class nodes can also detect the presence
of Marker class tags, allowing social studies to be undertaken on animals that are too
small to carry a Spotter tag.
14Social network theory is a branch of sociology that studies the way human societies form and organize.
A famous example of the use of social network theory was the experiments of Milgram in mapping the
number of intermediaries between two individuals, leading to the term ‘six degrees of separation’ [222].
15Depending on the type of transceiver used, it may also be possible to infer the approximate distance
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3.7.2 Visit frequency to focal points of attraction
The presence or absence of animals within various areas is also of importance for animal
behaviour studies. For example, a Spotter class node placed at a waterhole could monitor
how often different species of animals visit, and with the incorporation of a temperature
sensor, could also determine the variation in visit frequency with average ambient tem-
perature. Such data could be used for management decisions about whether or not an
artificial waterhole should be created, and when it should be supplied with water [228].
Another example would be to monitor the proximity of parents to their young (in a lair or
nest), so as to determine parenting roles and how they are shared. Human settlements
can also be regarded as focal points of attraction (or repulsion in some cases). The fre-
quency of visits of various animals to these locations can be recorded and used to assess
the level of human-animal interaction.
3.7.3 Proximity detection: Coarse Location Estimation
Information from Spotters, coupled with location data can be used to determine the
coarse location of nodes that transmit beacons. Location data can be obtained from GPS
enabled nodes (such as Pack tags) or from fixed tag locations (which can be any class of
tag that transmits a Marker). This can be integrated with the contact logs to provide
coarse location capability to tags which do not have GPS receivers. This is shown in Fig.
3.14, where the position of a low functionality node (such as a Marker or Spotter) can be
determined by knowing the locations of one or more other nodes, and the typical radio
range.
Figure 3.14: Inferring the approximate location of a Marker or Spotter class device (device
C), by knowing the positions of one or more other nodes (devices A and B). The intersection
of the circles determines the region of possible locations where the tag could be.
Spotter type nodes can also be equipped with directional antenna, either fixed or rotat-












the resolution of the detection process. Thus, conventional VHF techniques such as au-
tomatic triangulation can be carried over into this system. Co-operative localization
techniques can also be used to refine the accuracy of location estimation if the network
is sufficiently dense [229, 230]
3.7.4 Choosing an inter-beacon time
In this section, the choice of an inter-beacon time is discussed, that satisfies the re-
quirements of the study and results in a lightweight package. Clearly, the larger the
interval between transmissions, the lower the power consumption of the transmitting
node, and the longer its lifetime. In addition, the longer the inter-beacon interval, the
lower the probability of packet collisions. This suggests that a large inter-beacon inter-
val would be desirable. However, to scan the neighbourhood and record the ID’s of all the
nodes within radio proximity will take a correspondingly longer time for Spotters, con-
sequently increasing their power consumption. Thus, there are conflicting constraints
on the choice of the inter-beacon interval.
To choose the average inter-beacon interval, there are some factors that need to be spec-
ified by the user. We define the beacon frame length to be I seconds and assume that
nodes transmit a beacon at random within each interval, with a uniform distribution.
The first factor is how often Spotter tags should switch to spotting mode and detect nodes
within range16. This is application dependent and can range from seconds to hours ac-
cording to the expected time varying change in the local neighbourhood. Spotter nodes
enter spotting mode at random, with a uniform probability distribution and an average
time between spotting slots of L seconds. What also needs to be specified is the expected
maximum number of nodes in the neighbourhood that spotter nodes should be able to
correctly record. This places a lower bound on I, which will be derived in the following
section.
For a Spotter node to be guaranteed of detecting a node marking its presence on the bea-
con channel at least once during a spotting interval (assuming there are no collisions),
the length of the spotting interval needs to be 2I17. Hardware specific factors include the
16Spotter nodes can be made to scan the channel continuously, at the cost of a high power consumption.
As these nodes will never transmit, they can be regarded as passive observers as they do not alter the way
the network operates in any way. Such nodes can be placed around focal points of interest in order to log
the ID’s of any nodes within range at all times.
17This is because the maximum possible interval between two successive beacons from a particular node
is 2I. This will occur if during the first beacon-frame, the node transmits at the beginning of the frame and
in the next frame transmits right at the end. Thus the total interval between these successive transmissions
is 2I, as the length of the beacon-frame is I. For a Spotter node to guarantee the detection of this extreme
case, the length of the spotting interval must be made equal to 2I. This assumes that the length of the
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current18 consumed whilst transmitting iT , drawn whilst receiving iR and current drain
whilst in sleep mode iS . We shall derive expressions for the average current consump-
tion of Markers and Spotters using these parameters. In addition to the current drain,
the choice of hardware also dictates the time that the transmitter is ‘on air’ and actively
transmitting a packet. This is denoted as tT , and in this formulation we discount startup
and settling times. The timing and definition of symbols used are shown in Fig. 3.15
Figure 3.15: Timing diagrams for the actions of marking and spotting. Once every beacon-
frame, which has a length I s, a node will mark its presence, staying on the air for tT s
. When it switches to spotting mode, it will receive packets for a duration of 2I, so as to
ensure correct recovery. Spotting mode is entered on average every L s








Note that tT , iS and iT are parameters inherent to the particular hardware deployment,
the length of the packet and the transmission speed. Thus, the only parameter that
can be altered for Marker nodes is I, and the larger I is, the lower the overall current
consumption for the Marker node. However, in the limit for large I, the current drain
will tend towards iS . Thus there is a diminishing return in increasing I.
The mean current consumption of a Spotter node can be expressed as
S̄ = (1−Dr)M̄ +Dr · iR,
where Dr = 2IL+I is the duty cycle of the spotting process. For small I, Dr will be small
and consequently the current draw of the Spotter node will actually be dominated by
M̄ , the marking process. As I is increased, M̄ will fall, decreasing the current consump-
tion of the Spotter node. However, as I is increased, the contribution from the spotting
18Note that it is also possible to use the following analysis to calculate the average power consumed (as
opposed to average current drain) by substituting the power consumed whilst transmitting, receiving and












process will rise increasing the current consumption of the Spotter node, in an approxi-
mately linear manner.
As stated previously, a lower bound is placed on the choice of I according to the maximum
number of tags that can be expected to be detected in the neighbourhood, accounting for
collisions. To analyze the probability of collision with increasing number of nodes N , we
define the transmitter duty cycle as Dt = tTI . For a given DT , the number of collisions
increases with N up to a point when few beacons can reliably be discerned from the
channel due to frequent packet loss.
If we assume that traffic is uniformly distributed, it follows that the probability of colli-
sion will take on a Poisson distribution [231]. The channel occupancy is DTN . Because
access to the medium is unsynchronised, nodes can start transmitting at any time. This
situation is essentially the same as ALOHA [231], giving the average number of nodes





In order to calculate the minimum length of the beacon interval, we need to choose
the percentage of nodes in the neighbourhood that need to be successfully heard on
average in order to build a reliable connectivity map. For the wildlife tracking scenario,
characterised by high link failure rates due to tag orientation and topography, a success
rate in the region of 75% would probably be acceptable.











As an example calculation, it is given that there are a maximum of 50 nodes that can
be expected to be within radio range, and it is required in this case that Spotter nodes
be able to detect 75% of these nodes. In addition, Spotter nodes should spot their neigh-
bourhood every 5 minutes. These and other simulation parameters are shown in Table
3.3.
The results from the simulation are shown in Fig. 3.16 demonstrating how the current
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Table 3.3: Simulation Parameters for determination of inter-beacon interval
Parameter Symbol Value
Transmission Time tT 6 ms
Spotting Interval L 300 s
Maximum neighbourhood N 50
Detection Accuracy k 0.75
Transmit current iT 30 mA
Receive current iR 10 mA
Sleep current iS 60 µA
seen that for small I, the current consumption of both Spotter and Marker class nodes
are virtually identical, as the current drain is dominated by the act of transmission. As
I is made larger, the current consumption of Marker class nodes decreases downwards
toward to the current consumed in sleep mode. Conversely, as I is made larger, the
current consumption for Spotter class nodes starts to rise due to the contribution of
the spotting process. Also shown on the graph is a shaded region where the detection
accuracy of 75% is not satisfied.
The choice of I value is dictated by the application, but should strike an acceptable
compromise between the current consumption of the Marker and Spotter class tags. For
example, with I = 2.5 s, M̄ = 134 µA and S̄ = 295 µA, making the power consumption
of Spotter class tags approximately 2.2 times as large as Marker class tags. However,
if I is increased to 5 s, then the current consumption of Marker class tags falls to M̄
= 95 µA at the cost of increasing the Spotter class node’s current consumption to S̄ =
420 µA, resulting in a factor of 4.4 difference between their consumption. Depending on
the allowed sizes of Marker and Spotter class tags, a compromise value of I needs to be
determined which results in acceptable lifetimes for both classes of nodes.
Fig. 3.17 shows the relationship between the current consumed and the beacon detection
probability. It can be seen that requiring a high detection rate dramatically increases
current consumption for the Spotter node as the length of the spotting interval becomes
large.
3.7.5 Synchronizing Timestamps in the Network
A large body of research in wireless networks concerns the synchronization of times-
tamps to a global timebase [235, 236, 237]. In the EcoLocate system, the level of time-
synchronization required depends greatly on the the application requirements. As an ex-
ample, if camera-traps are used to validate system operation, relatively precise (within
a few seconds or less if acceleration monitoring is undertaken) synchronization will be












Figure 3.16: Graph showing variation in current consumption for Spotter and Marker
nodes with interbeacon interval. The shaded region represents the range of I values that
result in less than 75% of nodes being detected when the neighbourhood contains 50 nodes.
The simulation parameters are specified in Table 3.3.
system is used merely to observe contacts between individuals, an accuracy of minutes
may be acceptable.
If the EcoLocate system contains GPS enabled nodes, these can be used for precise
(within 100 ns) time synchronization. All GPS nodes can thus be regarded as being
perfectly synchronized and can be used to time-stamp packets from other nodes in the
network. If however there are no GPS nodes in the network, the base-station can be
used as a timing authority. Alternatively, nodes in the network can be equipped with a
Real Time Clock chip to provide an absolute timebase.
Nodes have their own free running clocks and time synchronization is done post-hoc
once data is received at a base-station. When a node enters spotting mode, it records
its timestamp, as well as the timestamps of any overheard beacons. If the spotting
node happens to be time-synchronized, it will also record the real time. Thus, when
a base-station or GPS enabled node detects beacons within range, their free-running
timestamps are locked to a global timebase. Nodes that never are within range of a
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Figure 3.17: Current consumption for Marker and Spotter nodes in relation to required
probability of detection.
As nodes are constantly emitting beacons and spotting beacons from other nodes, this
means that the beacon protocol serves an additional function of providing time synchro-
nization amongst the various free running clocks.
3.8 Modular System Design
Now that the different classes of tags have been presented, the approach to the system
design in a modular fashion is discussed. This is especially useful to the users of the
system who can express their requirements for the tracking system in a simple, graph-
ical manner (which is presented in Section 3.10). There are six main groups of add-on
blocks, namely Sensors; Memory; Firmware capabilities; Power sources; External Inter-
faces and Direction Finding, in addition to the basic substrate module. The benefit of a
modular approach is that end-users do not have to be technologically conversant with













These are the substrate modules which the other modules attach to19. The modules
provide the functionality required for each class of tag, from Marker up to Base tags.
The main substrate functions that can be programmed into a tag are:
• Marking
• Spotting
• Data injection (Transfer of stored data into network)
• Data forwarding and routing (Network ability)
The different functions implemented dictate the class of the tag – refer to Section 3.5.8
for an overview of class assignment.
3.8.2 Sensor Blocks
Sensor blocks provide an interface between real world variables (such as temperature or
humidity) and the network. Any variable which can be digitised can in theory be input
into the information delivery system, subject to bandwidth and power constraints. Some
typical sensor blocks are shown in Fig. 3.18. For the wildlife tracking application, the
variables that are of most interest are position (generally acquired from a GPS receiver)
and energetics/activity (acceleration and temperature of host). Other variables of in-
terest are related to microclimatic indicators such as insolation, temperature, humidity
and pressure. If animals are equipped with passive RFID tags, then the readers can be
interfaced to the network, delivering the time and ID of the detected tag. Wildlife be-
haviour is greatly influenced by the availability of natural resources, in particular water
[228]. Water holes can be equipped with water level sensors (for example, an ultrasonic
range finder) which provide an indication of the amount of water available and its rate
of change (due to environmental effects such as evaporation and also consumption). Am-
bient sound is another variable which can be recorded - collars can store vocalizations
of animals and noises from their surroundings. This can be used to correlate specific
behaviours with certain sounds, helping researchers to understand why and when ani-
mals make noises. Still or video footage can also be taken. Due to the high-bandwidth
requirements of the video feed, video would be best stored on an archival type data log-
ger so as to not load the rest of the wireless network. Nodes can also sense information
19Nodes are given a unique ID number which is used to identify them. In the current prototype version
(see Chapter 6), a 16 bit number is used as the ID code giving 65536 unique numbers in the network. This
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about their current status or health (such as battery voltage, memory usage and network
load), which can be used to decide when to replace nodes in the network.
Figure 3.18: Different sensor options for incorporation into the basic module.
3.8.3 Memory
Nodes can be equipped with different types and sizes of memory, depending on the re-
quirements of the application. Small on-board memories are used in typical Spotter
class nodes - they provide memory sizes between 10 kbytes and 100 kbytes, depending
on the type of processor used. Other nodes can generate and route vast amounts of infor-
mation. From the point of view of resilience and error recovery, it makes sense to store
all the information acquired permanently in a large memory. SD memory cards provide
a simple and inexpensive way of providing non-volatile storage of vast amounts of data
(the largest size currently available is 16 Gb). SD memory cards are widely available
and can be controlled via an SPI interface, which makes interconnection to standard mi-
crocontrollers trivial. Nodes can store all the information they generate, but only send
to the end-user a small subset of summary data. If the node is recovered at the end of












Figure 3.19: Different memory blocks for incorporation into the basic module.
3.8.4 Firmware Capabilities
Blocks do not have to be physical, and can actually be features of the firmware, such as
signal processing functions to handle the acquired data. Some possible firmware blocks
are shown in Fig. 3.20. Dynamic Role Altering is the functionality that allows a node
to vary its responsibilities in the network in response to changes in energy, as discussed
in Section 3.6. Wildlife tracking data typically has a great deal of structure and rep-
etition (consider for example that successive location fixes will differ from one another
very slightly) and thus can be compressed to reduce the energy required to send the
information [16]. Another possible block that can be incorporated is Uniform GPS Sam-
pling, a technique that adaptively schedules GPS fixes based on host movement. This
is presented in Chapter 5. Specifically for Active Loggers is the ability to learn when to
schedule uploads of data based on the correlation between sensor data and the presence
of a host. This is discussed in Section 8.3.1. Lastly, it is possible to issue code updates
in the field to devices, enabling further functionality as they can be reprogrammed. The
blocks presented here are not an exhaustive list of functionality, but merely an overview
of some possible ones.
3.8.5 Power sources
Due to the diversity inherent in the animal tracking application, nodes are likely to
be able to be powered from many different sources of energy, ranging from primary
batteries to renewable sources of energy. The allowable size of these power sources will
also vary depending on the bodyweight of the host animal. Different supply options are
shown in Fig. 3.21. Primary type batteries of various sizes can be used to power tags –
these provide good energy density but cannot be recharged. Secondary batteries can be
recharged using a solar panel to provide operation over extended periods of time. The
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Figure 3.20: Different firmware options for incorporation into the basic module.
with worst case solar radiation20. Nodes can also be powered from a vehicle or connected
to a reliable source of power such as the mains, where possible.
Figure 3.21: Different supply blocks for incorporation into the basic module.
20The size of the solar panel used depends on the battery technology, the charging control circuit (whether














External interfaces provide a link between the network and the end-user. These in-
terfaces can be wired, wireless or even incorporated into the network device to be field
operable by a human user. All tracking devices (with the possible exception of Archival
Logger nodes) are equipped with a network transceiver21 that is used to beacon to other
nodes and to transfer information through the network. Base class tags can also have
interfaces that link directly to the end-user. These can include GSM modems, UHF
modems and satellite uplink. For tags that are recovered, a wired serial interface can be
used to download the data off the tracking device. Base type tags can also be equipped
with a field type interface that allows researchers to monitor and interact with the net-
work in the field. This could consist of an LCD and a keypad to select what operations
to undertake.
Figure 3.22: Different interfaces for incorporation into the basic module.
21The particular type of network transceiver chosen depends on the requirements of the application in
terms of bandwidth, communication range, power consumption and physical size. The technology used can
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3.8.7 Direction Finding
As most nodes in the network periodically emit Marker beacons, techniques that have
been used for many years in VHF tracking can be applied to the EcoLocate system. Some
direction finding blocks are shown in Fig. 3.23. For field based-receivers or stationary
systems, directional antennas can be used to restrict the angle of arrival of Marker
beacons, allowing the bearing to the transmitter to be determined. Directional anten-
nas typically also have a higher gain than an omni-directional antenna, resulting in
an increase in the detection distance. Rotating directional antenna can be installed at
fixed sites, enabling bearings to transmitter tags to be detected for location estimation
through triangulation. For improved range, high gain antenna (which can be active,
that is, containing an internal amplifier to boost signal strength or passive, that is, a
standard antenna with no active filtering or gain) can be used to obtain data from tags
which are out of range of standard antenna.
Figure 3.23: Direction Finding blocks
3.9 Scalable Wildlife Tracking
In this section, example deployments and configurations are shown, demonstrating how
the Ecolocate system can behave like existing tracking technology and also how the net-
work functionality can greatly improve the scope and possibilities for wildlife tracking.
3.9.1 VHF equivalent tracking
VHF-like studies can be performed using the basic configuration shown in Fig. 3.24.
Marker nodes act like VHF beacons, periodically ‘Marking’ or transmitting their unique
ID codes and any other sensor data. Two marker nodes are shown in the graphic, and it












a UHF transceiver and a source of energy. These are simple, low power tracking tags.
At the receiving end, a module has been configured to act as a Spotter class node. It is
equipped with a Directional Antenna, which can be used to determine the bearing to a
tag for triangulation or homing studies. In this system, the tracking device is supplied
from a vehicle power source. To provide an interface to the user, such that the ID code
of the beacon can be determined, a field interface consisting of an LCD and keypad is
provided.
Figure 3.24: VHF equivalent tracking. Animal mounted tracking devices (a) and (b) pe-
riodically mark their unique ID’s. A field receiver (c) with a directional antenna is used to
determine the bearing to the tags. The receiver is powered from a vehicle.
3.9.2 Visit frequency to focal points
A similar configuration can be used to log the times and durations of visits to focal points
such as water-holes. Marker type tags are used as in the prior example, but the detector
is equipped with a large memory and a solar panel so as to give long operation whilst
remotely deployed. Note that the receiver unit has no provision for wireless upload and
thus will need to be recovered so that data can be uploaded. For this reason, a serial
interface is provided. The system diagram of this configuration is shown in Fig. 3.25.
3.9.3 Active Logger with position and acceleration sensors
In order to monitor and log the behaviour of individuals, they can be equipped with a
GPS receiver and acceleration sensors. The obtained data is logged to internal memory.
However, to prevent complete data loss in the event of tag loss or destruction, a subset of
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Figure 3.25: Detection of visit frequency to fixed locations. Animal mounted tracking de-
vices (a) and (b) periodically mark their unique ID’s. A receiver (c) is placed at a fixed
location and is kept powered from a solar module with battery backup. Spotted Marker ID’s
are recorded in the large (512Mb) memory for later download via the serial interface.
data and summary statistics of acceleration profiles. This is shown in Fig. 3.26. The
Active Logger also incorporates the ‘Uplink Learning’ module, so uploads are scheduled
based on possible correlations between the sensor variables and being within range of a
receiving station.
Figure 3.26: Active Logger. Tag (a) is the Active Logger tag and it logs GPS and acceleration
data into its large memory. When possible, it uploads data to the network logger (b) which












3.9.4 Social proximity studies
In order to determine social behaviour, individuals can be equipped with Spotter class
tags. These tags detect when they are within range of another device, and record its
ID and time-stamp the data. From this a contact log can be constructed. A sample
configuration is shown in Fig. 3.27. All tags have Spotter and Marker functionality,
and thus they can detect the presence of each other. Tags (a) and (b) record the detected
ID’s in small on-board memories which they upload (inject) opportunistically to the Base
station tag (c) which sends the data via a long-range UHF link to the end-user. Tag (a) is
powered from a primary supply, whereas tag (b) has the ability to recharge from a solar
panel. Tag (c) is installed on a vehicle and obtains data from the Spotter class tags.
Figure 3.27: Social contact and proximity studies.
3.9.5 Tracking the location and behaviour of a group of animals
The social behaviour and approximate position of groups of animals can be determined
by fitting a few individuals with full-function GPS equipped Pack tags and the rest of
the members with low cost Spotter class tags. The tags in this system are shown in
Fig. 3.28. All tracking devices in this system have both marking and spotting capability.
Tags in (a) are purely Spotter nodes, thus they detect the presence of other tags and
store the contact logs for future upload to network capable nodes, like (b) and (c). The
tags in (b) are Pack class tags that are GPS capable. Thus, the approximate position
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device. One or two animals in the group can also be fitted with Base class tags, (c), which
have an external link to the user in the form of a GSM modem. Due to the higher power
consumption of these devices, they are equipped with a solar panel and rechargeable
battery rather than a primary type cell.
Figure 3.28: Group behaviour studies. (a) Spotter class tags. (b) Pack class tags. (c) Base
station tag with GSM upload.
3.9.6 Full Network Studies
The prior functions discussed can be incorporated into a larger network with more enti-
ties and components. A hypothetical example is provided, demonstrating how the com-
ponents can be pieced together, to result in a powerful and useful network.
As an example scenario, the user wishes to simultaneously monitor the behaviour and
possible interactions of African wildcats, lions and elephants. The activity patterns
(specifically acceleration) of vervet monkeys are also to be measured. In addition, water-
holes should be equipped with water level sensors and microclimatic information (tem-
perature and humidity) around a baobab tree needs to be measured. Ground hornbills
are nesting close to the baobab tree, and their brooding techniques need to be studied.
Also of interest, is the impact of the game rangers (on foot) and the tourist trips in vehi-
cles on the behaviour of the animals. Some of the elephants can be equipped with GSM
modems and one of the waterholes can be fitted with a UHF link to the central server.












Based on these requirements, tracking devices can be designed for each of the targets in
turn. The system design is shown in Fig. 3.29
Wildcats Wildcats are small felids (3-6 kg). They cannot carry a GPS enabled tracking
device (due to weight restrictions), but will be able to carry a Spotter class tag. These
tracking devices will enable the detection of other animals (not necessarily only other
wildcats that are within range, but also the elephants and lions). In addition, when
observed by a GPS capable device, the approximate position of the wildcat can be deter-
mined.
Lions Lions are large carnivores which are able to carry GPS enabled devices. Thus,
lions can be fitted with Pack class tracking devices. Lions are typically crepuscular,
being inactive during the day. Thus, the uniform distance sampling scheme presented
in Chapter 5 is used to schedule when to take GPS fixes. To perform this, a low power
accelerometer is used to monitor the gait patterns of the host.
Elephants Elephants are large herbivores and they are equipped with Pack tags, but
some of them are also fitted with GSM enabled Base class tags. In terms of sensing,
their location is monitored using GPS receivers and their vocalization measured using a
microphone. Studies can thus be undertaken on the way and range over which elephants
can communicate.
Vervet Monkey Detailed accelerometer patterns of Vervets are required to be ob-
tained on three orthogonal axes, so fine grained locomotion can be determined. Due to
the volume of the data that will be generated, uploading the entire dataset into the wire-
less network will not be feasible. Thus, these creatures are fitted with Active Loggers.
Summary statistics of the general locomotion of the animal is relayed throughout the
network, with the bulk of the data being stored on-board for later retrieval. The devices
are equipped with large memories that allow the high resolution data to be stored.
Waterhole sensor Waterholes are equipped with water level sensors (ultrasonic level
meters). Due to their siting, they can be solar powered. As these devices have an ‘unlim-
ited’ amount of energy, they can scan the beacon channel almost constantly, obtaining
high resolution data on visit frequency of animals to the waterhole. These devices are































































Measuring microclimatic information As a multihop network is not required to
cover the extent of the tree, a simple solution is to use a number of Marker class tags
which transmit their temperature and humidity to one or more Spotter class nodes.
Collisions will occur, as the Markers access the medium randomly, with no knowledge
of existing traffic. However, if the length of the beacon window is made large, collisions
will be less frequent. Solar powered Spotter class tags store the received temperature
and humidity information for upload to a Pack tag when within range.
Brooding behaviour of hornbills To determine how parenting is shared (if at all)
amongst ground hornbills, the antenna for an RFID reader is placed inside the burrow.
The parents are trapped and fitted with leg mounted RFID transponders. Due to the
power requirements of the RFID reader, the tag is solar powered. This device is chosen
to be a Pack class tag, and thus, the Spotter tag from the Baobab tree would periodically
send the acquired microclimate data to the Pack tag for further relaying through the
network.
Game rangers The game rangers spend a week at a time in the reserve checking
fences and preventing poaching, on foot. As they return to the base camp regularly, the
tracking devices they carry can be equipped with rechargeable batteries. These devices
are equipped with GPS receivers and frequently spot the presence of animal tracking
tags within range. As their power requirements are relaxed, they are made to be Pack
class tags.
Tourist Vehicles The position of the vehicles within the reserve can be monitored at
a high resolution with GPS enabled devices, parasitically powered from the automotive
supply. The uniform distance sampling approach is used, but with different parameters
to the lion tracking devices. The device is configured to take location fixes once a second
when the vehicle is moving (as measured by its acceleration) and fixes once every hour
when it is stationary. A rotating directional antenna is used, both to increase the range
of the communications link and also to determine the bearing angle to any tags that
Mark. As the game drive vehicles regularly return to the base camp, they are configured
as Pack tags, with large memories as they are likely to interact with many tags in a
journey. Thus, the vehicles act as high-end data gathering devices from the network.
This example demonstrated how a single system can be designed to obtain data from an-
imals, humans, vehicles and the environment. The heterogeneity of the various carriers
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3.10 Graphical System Design
The example system designs presented in Section 3.8 show that the modular system
design lends itself well to a user-friendly graphical specification of tags and their func-
tions. Whilst the diagrams presented clearly show the function of each tag, it is also
possible for the process to be made interactive on a computer. In this way, wildlife re-
searchers can design their own tags for a particular study, leading to application specific
tracking devices. Such an interface could be either web-based or run as a free-standing
program. The user would create their own tags and then send the designs to the tag
manufacturers who would then assemble them according to the user’s specifications.
The power consumption and size of tag can be calculated as the user assembles the track-
ing device, leading to a better understanding from the user of how the various sensing
options impact on the power consumption and the subsequent effect on tag lifetime for
a given battery size. Each block could itself be configured. F r example, a user could
click on a GPS modular block and change the desired fix rate. The expected power con-
sumption would be updated and thus the user would be able to observe the link between
certain modular options and the energy drain. The form factor of the tracking device
can also be specified, and constraints imposed on the system design such that it does not
exceed a certain weight or size. Based on the modules chosen, it would also be possible
to calculate the cost of the tracking device.
The use of the graphical interface is not limited solely to the design process, as the same
interface can be used to reconfigure tracking devices. The parameters of the tracking
device can be downloaded from the field, and the expected power consumption compared
to the actual power consumption. Based on this and other factors, the user can alter the
behaviour of certain blocks so as to either prolong the tag lifetime or increase the volume
of data generated. In this way, tracking devices can be dynamically reconfigured in the
field to perform a substantially different function to what they were initially designed
for (subject to hardware restrictions).
3.11 Discussion and Contributions
This chapter has presented a modular approach towards an automatic data gathering
system for wildlife tracking. EcoLocate differs from prior wireless network systems for
wildlife tracking in that the heterogeneity of the Animal Kingdom is exploited, so that
small animals can still be part of the network, albeit with reduced function devices.
Both ZebraNet and TurtleNet are homogeneous in their design and deployment scope,












restricted device deployment to be solely animal based, and has considered including
environmental sensors and human and vehicle carried devices in order to be able to
monitor all facets of a typical game reserve. The example scenarios presented here show
how the same system can be used for very basic studies, right up to entire network
deployments. As the network is self configuring, new tracking devices can be added at
any time, allowing researchers to expand the scope of their study. Thus, the extent of
the network can be incrementally increased as and when required.
With the reality of data-gathering comes the possibility of acting on the acquired data,
either manually or automatically. This has not been elaborated on in this chapter, as the
focus has been on the design of a system for data gathering, but if data can be transferred
out of the network, it is also possible to issue commands into the network. This can
be done using the same network protocol or it could use another layer of networking,
such as connecting devices to be controlled to the GSM network so as to not load the
scarce energy reserves of the animal tracking collars. Such functionality would enable
the automatic and remote control of devices in the field, which could range from water-
pumps to pan-tilt-zoom video-cameras. In addition, information about the positions and
habitats of various individual animals could be relayed on demand to users in the field.
Thus, a zoologist could run a query to find the last known location of an animal in a
study. Alternatively, the system itself could trigger alerts if it detects anamolous data,
such as a sick animal. For example, if an animal altered its behaviour significantly
(such as long periods of rest or a dramatic variation in gait pattern), an alert could be
generated and sent to a vet who could observe the animal and decide what (if any) action
to take.
Briefly, the contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• The design of a highly modular system for wildlife tracking that is able to monitor
a wide diversity of animals, from small to large, using the same basic firmware and
hardware.
• The unification of the previously disparate technologies of VHF tracking, proxim-
ity detection, data logging and GPS monitoring into an all encompassing wireless
network, bound by a common design process.
• Exploiting, rather than being restricted, by the 5% bodyweight rule, such that large
animals in the network carry a higher data load than small animals.
• The introduction of a simple beacon protocol, that allows social behaviour and
coarse location to be determined, opening up new research areas.
• The ability to dynamically alter the class of the tracking node, so as to prolong the
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• The proposal of a user-friendly visual approach to structuring tracking studies and
designing tracking devices.
Ultimately, the possibilities for an integrated wildlife and eco-system monitoring system
are immense. Indeed, according to one paper:
We foresee an evolutionary process in the design and use of biological sen-
sor networks, wherein the enabling sensor network infrastructure stimulates
new ideas and concepts of what is possible and in turn, stimulates new de-
mands for that infrastructure.[188]
The presented EcoLocate system is a step towards unifying tracking technology, such
that multiple studies at different resolutions can be undertaken using the same basic
devices. A single system has been presented here that can be used to track and monitor




















In the land of the blind, the one eyed man is king
Desiderius Erasmus (1466 - 1536) 4
Adaptive Social Hierarchies: A Network
Ranking System
4.1 Introduction
A group of network nodes can be regarded as a society which is performing a task (such
as sensing)1. How well the group performs this task affects information delivery and
network longevity. Nodes in a network are differentiated by explicit attributes (such as
size of energy reserve, amount of buffer space) and implicit attributes (such as connec-
tivity). The network must efficiently transfer information from source to sink, generally
through intermediate nodes in the absence of direct connectivity between source and
sink. Choosing which intermediates to transfer through is the subject of routing proto-
cols, of which there exist a plethora (e.g. refer to [235, 236, 237]).
Instead of introducing another routing protocol, this chapter considers how a network
could manage itself, given that nodes ‘knew’ their role within the group. For example,
a node with low remaining energy level is likely to be exhausted soon and should thus
adopt a less active role in the network than a node with a large amount of battery en-
ergy. What is meant by ‘a less active role’ is application dependent, but could range
from avoiding routing other node’s packets to disabling energy hungry sensors or alter-
ing their duty cycle. In a network where all the nodes are initialized with equally sized
energy reserves, determining whether a node should have a low or high role is simply
related to its remaining proportion of energy. Metrics other than energy can be ranked,
and some suitable attributes to rank (such as connectivity) are discussed further in Sec-
tion 4.7. However, this simple example considers tag energy.
Consider now the case where nodes are not introduced with the same initial amount
of energy. Such would be the case in a widely heterogeneous network. In Chapter 3,












the example scenario of an animal tracking network was introduced, where the size of
the host animal dictates the maximum weight of the tracking collar [187]. The multiple
allowable battery weights results in a large degree of diversity in initial energy reserves.
Assessing when a node is a low energy node now becomes dependent on the composition
of the group, and no longer related to the absolute amount of energy. For example, in
a network with nodes with energy levels of 100J, 200J and 300J, a 100J node has the
lowest energy and thus should adopt a low role. Conversely, in a network composed
of nodes with energy levels 20J, 50J and 100J, the 100J node is the ‘best’ in terms of
energy and thus should be the most active. Although the energy of the node is the same,
its behaviour is dictated by the energy reserves of its peers.
This simple example demonstrates that some sort of network wide discovery system is
required in order to determine the role of nodes in the network. To undertake this, nodes
could send their attributes to a central server which would gather network information
and from this instruct each node to adopt a certain behaviour. Whilst simple, it presents
a single point of failure and does not scale well to large numbers of nodes in the network.
A simple and lightweight localized discovery scheme is thus required so that each node
can decide on its own level, based on information acquired from its peers.
Animals are able to determine their role within a society without any centralized con-
trol, by forming a hierarchical structure. Animals form collective groups, with an order
of precedence, where some individuals are superior to others in their preferential access
to resources (such as mates and food). A similar method of social organization is ap-
plied to the problem of discovering a node’s rank in a wireless network, so that nodes
can determine their role and access scarce resources (such as network bandwidth and
energy).
The application and construction of social hierarchies to wireless networks are discussed
in Section 4.2. Next, social hierarchies in nature are examined in Section 4.3, to under-
stand how and why they form and how they adapt to changes. A method of creating a
stable social hierarchy through pairwise exchange is presented in Section 4.4, and re-
fined through introducing the mechanism of reinforcement. Based on the observation
that pairwise exchanges place a high burden on the medium access and control (MAC)
layer, a broadcast version of social hierarchy formation is elaborated upon in Section
4.5. To remove the restriction that the network be mobile in order for the hierarchy
to correctly form, pseudo-mobility is introduced through the action of random network
agents in Section 4.6. This section also examines how mobility models impact on the rate
of convergence and adaption. The focus of the chapter then turns to suitable network
attributes to rank in Section 4.7, followed by a presentation of some example scenar-
ios showing the use of the social hierarchy approach in Section 4.9. Lastly, the work
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are posed in Section 4.11. The application of hierarchies in wireless networks is now
discussed.
4.2 Hierarchies in wireless networks
Wireless networks are by their very nature amenable to the imposition of a social hi-
erarchy. A hierarchy is a relative ranking system, based on measurable differences be-
tween individual nodes. Essentially, a hierarchy provides an abstraction of the real
world resources onto a framework which indicates relative performance (such as poor,
good, best). The purpose of a network is to transfer information from a source to a sink,
through multiple nodes. To conserve resources (such as bandwidth and energy), the in-
formation is sent along the shortest path (as measured by some metric such as hop-count
or latency) between the sink and the source, through intermediate nodes. The aim of a
routing protocol is in essence to determine the ‘best’ path for the information to take.
This means that the set of all possible paths can be cast into a hierarchy, ordered by
the desired metric, and the routing algorithm decides which is the best path. Routing
protocols which are based on minimizing some metric are implicitly forming a hierar-
chy amongst the nodes in the network and basing routing decisions upon differences
between individuals. However, explicitly constructing and adapting a hierarchy is an
area which yet to be investigated fully. The purpose of this work is to allow nodes to
determine their relative importance or performance, so they can decide their usefulness
to other nodes in the network.
4.2.1 Existing use of hierarchies in wireless networks
Hierarchies are a common feature of network protocols, but many are imposed at design
time, based on physical or functional differences between nodes. For example, in the
Data Mule system, there are three classes of nodes – low energy stationary nodes, high
capability mobile nodes and base-stations [238]. Another example of a static hierarchy
is the two-tier network used by Wang et al. to process and locate bird calls [239]. In
this network, simple nodes relay acoustic data to high-end signal processing nodes [239].
These nodes have statically assigned roles and are unable to alter their roles in response
to changes in network conditions.
Some network hierarchies are able to react to dynamic changes in network structure and
composition. For example in the Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH),
a node is selected from a small group to act as a ‘cluster-head’ which is responsible for
relaying the combined information of the local group [240]. As nodes age, the role of












despotic or totalitarian structure, in that a single node is chosen to ‘lead’ the cluster and
the remaining nodes have equivalent, subservient roles. Other cluster based schemes
have improved on the performance of LEACH, yet still retain the two-tier structure
[241, 242].
4.2.2 The need for a dynamic ranking system
A network should be able to learn the differences between nodes, rather than have the
differences specified prior to deployment. In addition, nodes should be able to determine
their usefulness to the network, in a richer fashion than the despotic hierarchies as used
in LEACH and similar protocols. Nodes should also be able to discover their usefulness
to the entire network, not merely their one-hop local neighbourhood.
In this way, the network will be able to dynamically adapt to insertions and removals
and provide resource scalability. The term adaptive social hierarchy (ASH) is used in
this work to reflect the fact that the hierarchy adapts to changes in attributes and is not
static.
A hierarchy can be thought of as a mapping from an absolute metric (such as 1 joule of
energy, 3 hops from sink) to a relative metric (e.g. best node in network). An example of
this mapping is shown in Fig. 4.1. Although the real world values of the three nodes in
network B are ten times as large as the metrics in network A, they both map to the same
system when viewed from a relative ranking perspective. In the rest of the chapter, the
rank is scaled to lie within [0;1], where 0 corresponds to the lowest ranked node and 1
corresponds to the highest ranked node2.
Node management and routing is based on the relative parameters, rather than the
absolute. This means that network decisions are based on factors which are independent
of the real values, leading to scalability in the resource domain. In a relative domain,
network decisions do not need to take into account real values, with the implication that
a network protocol can be used in vastly different application scenarios, without having
to alter network tuning parameters. In addition, any parameter (or composite function
of parameters) that can be measured can be placed into a social hierarchy. Thus, the
design of network protocols can be separated from the real world scenario. For example,
in a static network, hop count is an important metric, whereas in a delay tolerant mobile
network other metrics such as utility (transitive connectivity or degree of connectivity)
are used. Traditionally, each of these would require a different routing protocol, whereas
if a social hierarchy is used, a single network protocol can be used for both problems.
2Any sensible scaling can be used – another method would be to scale nodes to reflect their percentage
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of ASH ranking procedure. Although the networks in A and B have
different energy levels, they rank to the same network when viewed in the ASH sense. This
resource abstraction makes network design independent of real world values.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4.2 for a stationary and a mobile system, showing how they
both map into the same relative network, simplifying network design. In this way, the
same routing rules can be used if a social hierarchy is constructed. This is a powerful
new concept, as it allows the specification of routing protocols to be separated from real
world values and instead be based on a fixed [0;1] domain.
Figure 4.2: ASH working on two different connectivity metrics. In mobile network A, con-
nectivity is measured by the transitive connectivity, whereas in the stationary network B,
connectivity is measured using the traditional hop count. Note that both networks map to












Thus, there are now two different areas in network protocol design: constructing the
social hierarchy and the formulation of protocol rules. This work concentrates on for-
mulating methods that can be used to construct the social hierarchy amongst a group of
nodes, but outlines of possible protocol rules are proposed, so as to illustrate the ASH
approach. A brief foray into the Animal Kingdom is presented in the next section, exam-
ining social hierarchies in nature. The formation and adaption of these social hierarchies
is used as an inspiration for the introduced methods, which draw and expand on the way
in which animals form hierarchies.
4.3 Social Hierarchies in Nature
Many animals live in societies or groups of individuals. The size and composition of
these groups vary, but most have a common feature of the imposition of a social hierar-
chy. A social hierarchy can be regarded as the organisation of individuals of a collective
into roles as either leaders or followers with respect to each other. In biological terms,
leading and following are referred to as dominance and submission respectively [25]. A
individual dominant over another typically has preferential access to resources such as
food, water or mating rights [25]. Note that although one animal may be dominant over
another, it itself may be dominated by yet another member of the group. Social hierar-
chies are such a pervasive natural formation that words describing their behaviour have
taken on colloquial usage, such as ‘pecking order’, ‘leader of the pack’ and ‘alpha male’
[25].
4.3.1 Formation and maintenance of hierarchies
Different species form hierarchies in different ways, but there is a common feature to
all: communication of relative dominance or submission. Based on the received commu-
nication, animals subsequently update their perception of position within the hierarchy.
Communication can be implicit, such as another animal observing the physical size of
another or it can be explicit in the form of an interaction, such as an aggressive fight
[25]. Communication can take on many forms, depending on the capabilities of the par-
ticular species and can be tactile, olfactory, acoustic/vocal or visual. Whatever its form,
the communication can be regarded as a stimulus emitted by the sender which alters
the receiver’s behaviour. The communication exchange followed by the hierarchy update
is referred to as a dyadic (pairwise) tournament [243]. Tournaments generally result in
a winner and a loser, with the winner increasing its role in the hierarchy upwards and
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is likely to have a high role in the hierarchy [243]. Some attributes which are used to
construct the social hierarchy and how they are communicated are now considered.
In a hive of bees, there is only one queen. This individual is responsible for the laying
of all the eggs within the hive. The queen is tended to by her sister bees, and the queen
emits a hormone which suppresses the formation of ovaries in her peers [244]. This is
an example of a totalitarian or despotic hierarchy [244]. If the queen bee leaves to form
a new nest or dies, in the absence of the hormone, the sister bees start to regrow their
ovaries. One bee will dominate the rest, becoming the new queen. A similar structure
also occurs in other eusocial organisms such as wasps [245], ants [27] and termites [246].
This is similar to the static hierarchies used in existing wireless network systems, such
as the Data Mule concept [238].
The formation of dominance structures in chickens is a well studied area [247], [243].
Hens form a linear dominance structure, with a dominant individual meting out pecks to
subordinates, hence the term ‘pecking order’ [25]. When a group of hens are assembled,
there are frequent fights and changes in rank initially. Over time, as the structure
becomes known, there are fewer and fewer fights as th hens are aware of their role or
position within the hierarchy [244]. If a new hen is introduced into the flock, the other
hens will attack it as a group [24]. In a linear dominance hierarchy, an alpha or super-
dominant individual dominates all others. The next individual in the hierarchy, the beta
individual dominates all bar the alpha and so on. Linear dominance hierarchies are a
common feature in many species, such as crayfish [26], anemones [23], goats [248] and
ibex [249].
Hierarchies are also a common system in primates, such as baboons and rhesus mon-
keys [250]. Baboons have a complex culture of social interaction which cements the troop
together. Within human societies, hierarchies are also a pervasive theme. Political and
business structures are organized along the lines of dominance hierarchies, with presi-
dents, vice presidents and so forth. Even the academic world is an example of a social
hierarchy, with professors, lecturers and students being its constituents.
There are many attributes which are hypothesized to be important in the formation of
social hierarchies, and these depend on the individual species. In crayfish, there is a
strong correlation between claw length and social status [26]. In anemones the length
of the feelers results in a difference in ranking in individuals [23]. In hens, there was a
strong correlation between rank and comb size [24].
The exact mechanism which is behind the formation of a social hierarchy in natural
systems is sometimes unclear [251]. In repeated experiments with the same group of
fish, researchers demonstrated that the rank order formed in successive trials was not












on observed differences between individuals [252]. There is a strong correspondence
between the rank of the attribute and the resulting social hierarchy ranking, but it
does not appear to be the only process at work [22]. It has been hypothesized that
there is a form of positive reinforcement, where an individual which has recently won
a tournament is more likely to win a subsequent tournament [252]. The reasons for
this are unknown, but it is assumed to be as a result of increased hormone production,
leading to the individual becoming more aggressive.
It must be made clear that social hierarchies are formed along the lines of comparative
or relative differences between individuals, rather than absolute attributes. For exam-
ple, in one group of animals, an individual may be ranked at the top, but in a fitter
group of animals, it may only be ranked in the middle. Thus, an individual’s role within
the hierarchy is not only dependent on its own attributes, but also the composition of
the group itself. Social hierarchies are not static structures and dynamically react to
changes as the result of insertion or removal of other creatures. They also alter if the
attributes of a creature change, such as a result of injury or age.
4.3.2 Constructing an Adaptive Social Hierarchy
As previously stated, a hierarchy can be viewed as a mapping from an absolute param-
eter space to a relative parameter space. This mapping can be undertaken in many
different ways. Ranking needs to be determined in a distributed fashion amongst all the
nodes, as opposed to a centralized system which has a single point of failure. As nodes
are typically resource constrained, methods to determine ranking should not result in
a high level of overhead in the form of ASH ranking and updating. In addition, the
ranking needs to be scalable not only with the number of nodes in the network, but also
with the range of parameter values. Before various ranking systems are discussed, some
terminology is introduced.
Let S be the set of a particular attribute A of the N nodes3 in the network
S = {A1, A2, . . . , AN} . (4.1)
When the order of the elements in this set is taken into account, an ordered set is formed.
For example, consider the four element set of attributes S = {10, 4, 8, 6}. The ordered set,
φ = [4, 6, 8, 10] is the original set, sorted into order of size. The rank order of the sorted
set is given byR = [4, 1, 3, 2] where the rank refers to the index of the original element. In
3The number of nodes in the network, N , is not known by the network. The formulation here is a
definition which is used to compare the performance of the protocols to their correct relative value, which
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Thus, for the given example with rank order R = [4, 1, 3, 2], the normalized rank is found
to be R̂ = [1, 0, 23 ,
1
3 ]. By normalizing the rank, the rank is made independent of the
number of nodes in the network, leading to scalability. This is because it is known that
the maximum rank is 1 and the minimum rank is 0. Thus a node with an attribute
that has a rank of 1 can be regarded as the ‘best’ node in the network, in terms of that
attribute. The rank as estimated by a method of ranking is denoted as E.
The goal of this work is to present various methods of evaluating the ranking in a dis-
tributed fashion, much like animals form linear social hierarchies based on measurable
or perceived differences. This work concentrates on forming linear dominance hierar-
chies, which essentially are scaled ordinal mappings4. In these mappings, the value of
the attribute is not important, only its ordered position. Thus, regardless of the value or
spread of the attributes, the linear dominance hierarchy will uniformly space the ranks
of nodes. In order to characterize and compare ranking methods, various measures of
performance are now discussed.
4.3.3 Measures of performance
There are a number of factors which are relevant to the formation and maintenance of
the social hierarchies. Probably the most important factor is the rate of convergence
or settling time of the social hierarchy, from initialization to a point when it is deemed
to be settled. Another factor is the stability of the hierarchy - whether nodes remain
in the correct order, or whether there are time varying errors in the ranking. Lastly,
the adaptibility of the social hierarchy – how long it takes the system to react to dis-
turbances, such as node insertion or removal or a change in a node’s attribute, is also
important. With all of these performance metrics, it is necessary to determine whether
they are scalable in terms of increasing N , the number of nodes in the network.
To determine when the hierarchy has converged, a metric is required that reflects the
degree of order of the rankings of the nodes in the system, and whether they are in
concordance with the order of the absolute parameters. The simplest metric is one which
indicates when the estimated ranks are perfectly ordered. In this case, one can say the
system is correctly ordered when E = R̂.
4Another approach would be to form a scaled representation of the attributes in the network, essentially













In a network of this nature, subject to frequent changes and rank reversals, it is not
necessary for the hierarchy to be perfectly sorted in order for the nodes to know their
approximate role in the network. One possible measure of error is the mean squared
error (MSE). This reflects how close the system is to its desired steady state values, but
does not weight incorrect orderings highly. Another metric, formulated especially for
determining ordinality of the ranking, is the Kendall correlation coefficient, denoted by τ
[257]. This indicates the normalized number of pairwise exchanges or switches required
for the set of estimated ranks to be perfectly sorted. A Kendall τ of -1 corresponds to
perfectly reversed ranking (for example [4;3;2;1]), whereas a τ of +1 reflects that the
system is perfectly ordered.
However, the worst case performance of a node is probably of most interest, and this
would be expected from the node with the greatest error in ranking. For example if a
node has a small amount of energy, and it is erroneously ranked highly relative to its
peers, then depending on the application, it could expire rapidly as a result of increased
use of its remaining energy. Thus, the convergence time is defined as the expected time
taken for the maximum rank error in the network to drop below a certain threshold. The
maximum (absolute) rank error is defined as
emax = max
∣∣∣E − R̂∣∣∣ , (4.3)
and the system is converged when emax < ε, where ε is the acceptable percentage error
tolerance. The time taken for this to occur is denoted as T±ε. Note that T0 corresponds to
the expected time to be perfectly settled. T±20% , T±10%, T±5% and T0 (corresponding to a
maximum error of 20%, 10%, 5% and 0 respectively) are used to measure the rate of con-
vergence (ROC). Different applications will require different error thresholds depending
on their requirements.
Closely related to the initial ROC is the performance of the system when nodes are
subject to changes in their attributes or nodes are inserted or removed. In control theory
terms, the rate of adaption (ROA) is a measure of disturbance rejection. A system which
takes a long time to recover from perturbations will not be suitable for use in a wireless
network, which is characterised by frequent variations in resources and connectivity. To
measure the ROA, 10% of the nodes’ attributes are varied to new, random values once
the network has converged to the specified error threshold. The ROA is defined as the
time taken for the system to re-achieve T±ε after the pertubation.
Now that metrics have been formulated for the expression of performance of ranking
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4.4 Pairwise ASH
Much like the way animal dominance hierarchies form through dyadic interactions, the
first method presented consists of a simple pairwise switch or exchange method of sort-
ing the ranks of the nodes, in concordance to their attributes. When a pair of nodes
meet, they trade their attributes and ranks (i.e. node A will send its ranks and at-
tributes to node B and vice versa). Each node now runs a tournament to assess whether
it should alter its ranks. If the order of their ranks are in contradiction to the order of
their attributes, their ranks are switched. If there is no contradiction, their ranks are
left unchanged. The rules for this method of ranking are shown in 4.3. There are four
possible combinations - two correspond to ranks and attributes with the same order and
the other two deal with contradictions. For example, assume nodes j and k meet, and
the attribute of node j is greater than that of node k (i.e. Aj > Ak). This means that the
rank of node j should be greater than that of node k, if the ranks are correctly ordered.
However, assume that this is not the case, and in fact the rank of node j is less than
that of node k (i.e. Ej < Ek). Node j will thus adopt the rank of node k, and, at the same
time, node k will adopt the rank of node j. Thus, the nodes switch their ranks with one
another. Conversely, if there is no rank contradiction, the ranks are left unchanged.
Figure 4.3: Rank update rules for pairwise ASH. Both nodes perform the same rules at the
same time, which will lead to a simultaneous exchange of ranks in the event of a contradic-
tion
A demonstration of the sorting action is shown in Fig. 4.4 for a 10 node network, where
in each simulation iteration, two nodes are picked at random and meet. Initially, the
nodes were assigned to have ranks in perfect reverse order, with the node with the high-
est attribute being given a rank of 0, and the node with the lowest attribute a rank of 1.
Attributes were randomly assigned such that each node’s attribute is unique from 1...N .
After 89 meetings, the network is perfectly ordered. Note the frequency of switches with
respect to the number of meetings – initially, most meetings result in rank alteration.
However, as the system becomes more ordered, fewer node meetings result in a rank












are characterized by a high initial competition rate which decreases as the hierarchy
becomes ordered. The corresponding maximum rank error plot for the trajectory of Fig.
4.4 is shown in Fig. 4.5. It can be seen that the error decreases rapidly, with the maxi-
mum error of any node being less than 30% after 30 meetings. However, to reach perfect
order, it takes a further 60 meetings.

















Figure 4.4: Rank trajectories for a 10 node network using pairwise ASH, starting from
perfect reverse order.
This simple method of sorting is used as a baseline to compare other methods against.
The possible transitions between all the possible orderings, as well as the probability of
the transition are shown in Fig. 4.6 for a three node system. Note that the transition
graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), as it can be topologically sorted. In addition, the
Kendall correlation coefficients are strictly increasing with the transitions. This has the
implication that any meeting that results in a transition will result in a more ordered
network. It is impossible for a meeting to result in a network which is less ordered.
An upper bound can be placed on the expected number of meetings by examining how
long it will take if the system traverses the maximum number of switches from perfectly
disordered to perfectly ordered. The maximum number of switches is given by Ns =
N(N−1)
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Figure 4.5: Maximum rank error, emax, for the trajectories shown in Fig. 4.4. Note that the
network is perfectly ordered after 89 meetings. The error thresholds corresponding to the
determination of T±20% , T±10% and T±5% are shown on the diagram as dotted lines.
Figure 4.6: Transition diagram for the possible sequences of a three node network. Prob-
abilities next to each arrow are the exit probabilities from each state. The τ value shown
is the Kendall rank correlation coefficient. It should be observed that τ is monotonically in-
creasing from left to right, and that the transition graph results in strictly increasing values
of τ .
nodes can be picked at random. For a three node system, this results in the maximum












will be 6 and a five node system will have a maximum number of switches as 20. Thus,
the maximum bound grows in the order O(N2).
It will now be shown how to calculate the upper bound on the expected number of meet-
ings, given that the system starts from a perfectly reversed rank order, that is, with
sorted rank order [3;2;1]. From this ordering, every possible meeting results in a transi-
tion to a new sequence. There are three possible permutations of a pair of nodes meeting,
and there are three possible switches that can be undertaken. Thus, the time that the
system remains in this sequence before leaving is three meetings out of three possible
switches, giving a dwell time of one meeting. Consider if the next ordering that is arrived
at is [3;1;2]. From this point, two out of a possible three meetings will result in a transi-
tion to a new ordering. Hence, we can expect the system to remain in this ordering for
3/2 meetings. Lastly, consider if the rank ordering arrived at is [1;3;2]. Only one meeting
(one between nodes 2 and 3) will result in a transition to the correct order of [1;2;3]. The
system will be expected to take 3/1 meetings on average to arrive at the correct order-
ing. Once in the final state, the system will never leave. Thus, the total expected time
to transition from completely disordered to perfectly ordered is the sum of the average
number of meetings required to reach this state, which is 3/3 + 3/2 + 3/1 = 5.5 meetings.















For large N, this can be expressed as
Tmax = Ns(ln(Ns) + γe), (4.5)
where γe = 0.57721... is the Euler-Mascheroni constant [258].
Thus, in the limit, this shows that the upper bound on the settling time varies as
O(Ns ln(Ns)), or in terms of N as O(N2 log(N)). This has the implication that the re-
quired number of meetings for the system to converge perfectly appears to be pro-
hibitively large as N increases5. Later, in Section 4.6.3, it is shown that in the more
realistic scenario where more than one node can meet per time interval, the effect of
increasing node density counteracts the polynomial convergence time, resulting in a de-
crease in convergence time with increasing N.
5The pairwise swap is similar to the standard Bubble Sort, except executed in a distributed manner.
Parallel sorting algorithms have been studied by the computer science community, but their relevance
to this analysis is slight, as communication amongst parallel machines can be regarded as being largely
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However, whilst the result of Eq. 4.5 is useful to place an upper bound on the perfor-
mance of the switching scheme in terms of the expected number of meetings, in reality
the meetings are random and thus the system is unlikely to pass through every possible
combination to reach the ordered state. In addition, initial node rankings are likely to
be random, not in perfect disorder.
To calculate the expected settling time, this problem can be formulated as a Markov
Chain [259]. The terminal state, corresponding to perfectly ordered, is called an ab-
sorbing state, and the ROC is equivalent to the expected absorption time. The possible
state transitions are expressed as a transition matrix. This indicates the probability of
moving from one state to another. The transition matrix for a system with N nodes is
denoted by PN . Thus, the transition matrix for the case of N = 3 is given by
P3 =
















132 0 0 0 23 0
1
3
213 0 0 0 0 23
1
3
123 0 0 0 0 0 1
(4.6)
There are some things to notice about the P matrix, which will be later used to simplify
the calculations. Firstly, it is of size N ! × N !, which has the implication that large N
results in state space explosion. It is strictly upper triangular, as it is impossible for two
nodes to meet and result in the system becoming more disordered. The first element on
the diagonal is 0, as any me ting will result in an exit from this state. The last element
on the diagonal is 1, as once the system is in this state it can never exit, corresponding
to the absorbing state.







Using a standard result [259] from the theory of Markov Chains, the expected time from
each state to absorption is given by
D = (I −Q)−1 = I +Q+Q2 +Q3 + . . . . (4.8)












there is an equal chance of starting in any state, including starting off perfectly ordered)






For P3, the mean time to absorption is 3.167, which means that on average, just over
three pairwise meetings are required to perfectly sort the system.
To prevent state explosion, we attempt to reduce the size of the state universe. We
note, that although the number of possible states varies as N !, the number of possible
exchanges only grows as N(N−1)2 . We thus redefine our states as the expected number
of exchanges to reach perfect order. This smaller matrix will be numerically easier to
invert in order to find the expected time to absorption.
We define the reduced state transition matrix as SN . The reduced transition matrix for
a three node network is given by
S3 =
3 2 1 0






1 0 0 23
1
3
0 0 0 0 1
(4.10)
The expected time to absorption still evaluates as 3.167, indicating that this approach
of reducing the state universe is valid. However, even constructing the smaller matrix
and inverting it is tedious. Table 4.1 shows the expected mean time to absorption as N
varies for the various methods. Also shown is the convergence time as evaluated by the
Monte Carlo simulation of the ranking process. Note that in the simulation, nodes meet
at random, with a pair of randomly chosen nodes meeting at each point in the simulation
time. In reality, it is unlikely that meeting patterns will be entirely random, especially
if the nodes are attached to wild animals. In this situation, one would expect some
animals to meet more frequently than others. For example, it would be expected that
animals are more likely to have intra-species interactions as opposed to inter-species
interactions. These issues are discussed more fully in Section 4.6.3, and for the sake of
analytical tractability, random mobility models are used as they are well studied.
To this end, the following expression is hypothesized to be an approximation to the ex-
pected convergence time for largeN . This was deduced through curve fitting for different
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Table 4.1: Convergence times as predicted by the various methods for different N. Also
shown is the upper bound on the expected settling time, Tmax.
A diagram showing the Monte Carlo simulated convergence time compared against the
approximation given by Eq. 4.11 is shown in Fig. 4.7. This shows that the approximation
achieves a good correspondence to the Monte Carlo simulated convergence times. For
comparison, the upper bound of expected convergence time, Tmax is also shown.
























Figure 4.7: Variation in Rate of Convergence against N for different error thresholds. The
diagram shows that the approximation of 4.11 accurately predicts the convergence time as
estimated by the Monte Carlo simulation. The upper bound on the convergence time is also
shown.
Until this point, the time taken for the system to be perfectly converged has been consid-
ered as a guideline. However, the question that must be posed is ‘how close to correctly
ordered, must the system be to behave well?’ The acceptable error tolerance of the rank












different error thresholds which can be used to characterize how quickly the ranking
method converges to an acceptable tolerance. Consider that once a node has determined
its approximate rank in the network, the decisions made by the node are generally not
fine-grained. For example, consider the case of a node ranking its energy within the net-
work, and using the ranking to determine its sleep-wake duty-cycle. The node behaviour
will be the same whether its rank is 0.161 or 0.162, as it is able to determine that it has
a low amount of energy relative to its peers.
Error plots for the rank estimator are shown in Fig. 4.8 for two different error thresholds
(ε = 0.5 and ε = 0.05) for a 100 node network. Fig. 4.8 (a) shows that a maximum
rank error of 0.5 leads to a wide spread of the ranks around the correct value. Using
the example above, this could lead to a low energy node erroneously assuming a very
high duty-cycle. Fig. 4.8 (b) demonstrates that for a maximum rank error of 0.05, the
correspondence between actual rank and estimated rank is very close to linear.




































































Figure 4.8: Ranks and the distribution of errors for two different error thresholds. Note
how the distribution of the error becomes more peaked as the ε value is decreased, and how
the distribution is approximately normal. The top plots show the scatter between estimated
and correct rank and the bottom plots show the distribution of the error. (a) Error diagrams
for ε = 0.5 (b) Error diagrams for ε = 0.05
Fig. 4.9 shows how T±20% ; T±10% and T±5% vary with increasing N6. For comparison, T0
is also shown. It can be seen that allowing for a looser definition of converged results
in more rapid settling times. In addition, the growth of the convergence times with
increasing N slows with increasing error tolerance. This can also be seen in the plot
in Fig. 4.5 which shows the rapid drop in the initial error, followed by a long time
6Note the ‘sawtooth’ pattern in the plots. This is due to the effect of the quantization of ranks into error
bins. The sawtooth pattern is most dramatic for T±5%, as for this scenario the ranks must be within 5% of
their final value for the system to be deemed settled. The sawtooth pattern has a ‘frequency’ of 100%/5% as
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to converge to perfectly settled. Based on simulations and the previously determined
results, it was found that the rate of convergence with N tended towards a log-linear
relationship, where the coefficients were empirically determined by curve fitting:
T±20% = 3.32N(ln(N)) (4.12)
T±10% = 7.08N(ln(N)) (4.13)
T±5% = 14.2N(ln(N)) (4.14)
These equations show that the number of meetings required for the system to converge
increases in sub-polynomial time, illustrating that this simple protocol will scale accept-
ably to large N. It should be noted that this is for the case when there is one pairwise
meeting per unit time. In a realistic network scenario (which is encountered in Section
4.6.3), the number of meetings per unit time depends on the underlying mobility model.
The mobility model is deliberately decoupled from this analysis in order to provide gen-
eral results that can be applied to many different application scenarios.
4.4.1 Pairwise ASH with reinforcement
In Section 4.4, it was assumed that the initial ranks were equally spaced over the ex-
tent of the ranking interval. The restriction of equally spaced ranks makes initialization
complex. Worse still, adaption to node insertions and removals is impossible, as the for-
mer will result in duplicate values and the latter in gaps in the ranking order. This
makes scaling to dynamically varying numbers of nodes in the network impossible, pre-
cluding its use in most scenarios. In this section, a method is presented which does
not require the number of nodes in the network to be known prior to deployment – the
method is able to dynamically adapt to node insertions and removals. By using the rein-
forcing technique, ranks will automatically spread out uniformly, without requiring the
interval to be known in advance.
To deal with this problem, nodes on startup choose a random normalized rank value
between 0 and 1, with no input from their peers7. Based on their meetings, nodes switch
their rankings as in the prior section. However, in order that the ranks converge to be
7In the case where some rank information is known a priori, initial ranks can be chosen to reflect their
order. Alternatively, all ranks can be initialised to have the same value, but this will result in slow con-
vergence, as convergence will be reliant on reinforcement, rather than the rapid switching action. Thus,
although node ranks are initially randomly assigned, there is no restriction on the ‘quality’ of the random














































Figure 4.9: Variation in Rate of Convergence against N for different error thresholds. The
approximations to the ROC for the differing thresholds are shown in grey. Note the slow
growth of T±20% compared with T0.
equally spaced over the interval8 [0;1], regardless of the number of nodes in the network,
an additional update rule is introduced. If two nodes meet and the order of their ranks
are in agreement with the order of their attributes, each node reinforces its rank. The
node with the lower attribute reinforces its rank towards 0 and the node with the higher
attribute reinforces its rank towards 1. A simple method for reinforcement upwards is
E = E(1− α) + α (4.15)
and reinforcement downwards as
E = E(1− α), (4.16)
both under the condition that 0 < α < 1, where α is the reinforcement parameter. The
ranking update rules are shown graphically in Fig. 4.10. For example, assume nodes
j and k meet, and the attribute of node j is greater than that of node k (i.e. Aj > Ak).
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This means that the rank of node j should be greater than that of node k, if the ranks
are correctly ordered. However, assume that this is not the case, and in fact the rank of
node j is less than that of node k (i.e. Ej < Ek). Node j will thus adopt the rank of node
k, and, at the same time, node k will adopt the rank of node j. Thus, the nodes switch
their ranks with one another. Conversely, if there is no rank contradiction, each node
reinforces its rank, with one node reinforcing toward 1 and the other toward 09
A large α results in rapid rank updates, but leads to rank instability, whereas a very
small α leads to little success in spreading the ranks equally. Note that for the case
when α = 0, this method devolves to that presented in Section 4.4. Thus, this method
can be regarded as a more generalized version of pairwise ASH.
Figure 4.10: Rank update rules for pairwise ASH with reinforcement. This allows for
dynamic insertion and removal of nodes, resulting in equal spacing of ranks over time. The
reinforcement parameter, α controls the rate of adaption.
Rank trajectories highlighting how his method can handle node insertion are shown in
Fig. 4.11, and the corresponding maximum rank error plot in Fig. 4.12. At the start
of the simulation, 10 nodes with random ranks are placed into the network. The rein-
forcement parameter was set to be α = 0.01. After 500 pairwise meetings, an additional
10 nodes with random ranks were injected into the network. This causes a spike in the
maximum error, which is rapidly corrected through the switching (contradiction) action
of the pairwise ASH protocol. The reinforcement action gradually causes the ranks to
vary towards their correct values. The effect of random meetings can be seen as ‘noise’
in the ranks of the nodes.
The value of the reinforcement parameter affects how rapidly the system is able to adapt
to changes in network composition. However, if the reinforcement parameter is too large,
the ranks will ‘chatter’ and never converge to their correct value. Consider the extreme
case if α = 1. In this case, reinforcement will result in a node either having a rank of
0 or 1, depending on the direction of reinforcement. Thus, there will be no other values
9In the case where nodes have equal rank, their ranks are left unchanged. Through random meetings
with other nodes in the network, these nodes will converge to having the correct rank values, as rank





























Figure 4.11: Rank trajectories for pairwise ASH with reinforcement demonstrating node
insertion. The reinforcement parameter was set to α = 0.01. Initially ten nodes with ran-
domly assigned ranks were present in the network. After 500 meetings, another ten nodes
(also with randomly assigned ranks) were introduced into the network. Note how the tra-
jectories spread out evenly.
for the ranks in the network, leading to rapid switchings from maximum to minimum
rank. To determine suitable values of α the average rate of convergence (for different
error thresholds) against α for a 50 node network has been plotted in Fig. 4.13.
4.5 One Way ASH (1-ASH)
The algorithms presented so far deal with the case when a pair of nodes meet and trade
their attributes and ranks. In a more typical network scenario the broadcast nature of
the radio medium should be used – from one transmitter to many receivers.
For many routing protocols, nodes emit ‘beacons’ as network discovery packets (com-
monly termed ‘Hello’ packets [260]). ASH parameters can piggyback on top of these
‘Hello’ packets or the beacons presented in Chapter 3 such that they do not lead to a
detrimental increase in network overhead. When nodes are in receive mode, discovering
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Figure 4.12: Maximum rank error for the trajectories shown in Fig. 4.11. The error thresh-
olds corresponding to the determination of T±20% , T±10% and T±5% are shown on the diagram
as dotted lines.
ing to the transmitted ASH attribute/rank pairs. The issue with this approach, is that
although the receiver nodes can update their rankings according to the newly acquired
information, the transmitting node is unable to update its ranking until it later switches
to receive mode. This is essentially an asynchronous method of updating the ranks, and
it can lead to slower convergence and more churn.
4.5.1 Domination ASH
A hypothesized method of forming linear dominance hierarchies in nature is thought to
be the win/loss ratio [22]. In this method, each node tracks how many nodes it dominates
(i.e. the number of nodes which it exceeds in the value of its attribute) relative to the
total number of nodes it meets. The rank update rules are shown in 4.14. Every time a
node is met, the total number of observed nodes, M , is increased by 1 (this is shown in
the rank update rules as M + +, which is the same as M ← M + 1). If the attribute of
the receiving node dominates that of the transmitter, the receiver’s win counter, W , is














































Figure 4.13: Rate of convergence of a 50 node network with α for the various error thresh-
olds, using pairwise ASH with reinforcement. Note that large α results in excessively high
(or infinite) convergence times.
plays no part in updating the node’s rank. Initially, W and M are both set to zero.
Figure 4.14: Rank update rules for domination ASH. As this is a one way process, only the
receivers update their ranks in relation to the transmitted attributes. W is a node variable
which records the number of nodes dominated and M is the total number of nodes met.
M + + means ‘increment M by one’.
As this is a ratiometric measure, it is not dependent on the absolute number of nodes
in the network, leading to good scalability. It is simple to compute, but adapts slowly to
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be efficiently calculated as a fractional fixed point number. As it is a fixed point number,
precision depends on the number of bits used in the representation. Again, the precision
required depends on the application requirements, but in many instances a single byte
would provide sufficient precision, with the least-significant bit corresponding to 1/256.
Another approach is to use floating point arithmetic, although computationally expen-
sive in comparison, results in less roundoff error. However, each node’s rank converges
to the correct asymptotic value with increasing M . Essentially, the domination ratio
can be thought of as the probability of dominating another node chosen at random10.
This is shown in Fig. 4.15 which demonstrates the long settling time coupled with the
diminishing rank variation as the number of meetings increase for a 20 node network.
After 1000 meetings, two nodes (corresponding to 10% of the nodes) attribute values are
randomly changed11. Fig. 4.16 shows the change in error with respect to time for the
simulation conducted in Fig. 4.15. The error plot shows that recovery from this distur-
bance is slow as M is large. In the next section, a means of improving the convergence
speed by bounding M is presented.
4.5.2 Domination ratio with switching
There are two main problems with the approach of Section 4.5.1. The first drawback is
that it reacts very slowly to node insertions and removals, especially for large M . The
second issue is that it only uses the comparison between the attributes to update its
rank. This is clear from Fig. 4.14, where it can be seen that the rank comparison has
no role in updating the ranks of the nodes. To address these two issues, the rank update
rules are modified slightly, incorporating the idea of switching from Section 4.4, and
limiting the maximum value of M (and hence W as it is a ratiometric measure).
These new rules are shown in Fig. 4.17.
Before the update rules are executed by the receiving node, the total number of nodes
that have been observed is compared against a limit B. If M exceeds B, both M and
W are multiplied by a factor (B − 1)/B. This parameter controls the ‘memory’ of the
rank update. A large value of B leads to slow convergence but stable ranks, whereas
a value of B which is too small leads to excessive rank oscillation. Rank trajectories
for a 20 node network with B = 100 are shown in 4.18. After 1000 meetings two nodes’
attributes are randomly changed to new values12. The corresponding error plot is shown
10The domination ratio can also be viewed in frequentist terms of assessing the fairness of a coin based
on repeated trials.
11Note that for consistency between simulations, the random seed was chosen to be the same for all
simulations so that fair comparison can be made.
12Note that for consistency between simulations, the random seed was chosen to be the same for all




























Figure 4.15: Rank trajectories for a 20 node network using one-way ASH. After 1000 meet-
ings, two nodes’ attributes are randomly changed.
in 4.19. Note how the system recovers much more rapidly from the perturbation than
the previous domination algorithm with no switching (refer to Fig. 4.16).
The simulation plots shown so far deal with the case when only one node is listening to
the ASH broadcast. How the ROC varies when multiple nodes listen to the same trans-
mitter in each time interval is now considered. Fig. 4.20 demonstrates how increasing
the number of receivers in a time window leads to a much more rapid rate of conver-
gence, using one-way ASH with switching. The bound, B was set to 100. Increasing the
average number of receivers results in an increase in the dissemination of information
across the network.
It should be noted that if the number of receiver nodes is increased from 1 to 2, the
expected rate of convergence halves, regardless of the value of N. This is an important
result, as it demonstrates that it is not the proportion of nodes receiving rank informa-
tion that is critical, but rather the number of nodes. Thus, it would be expected that in a
network with increasing N, the important factor is the average node degree, not the edge
density. Lastly, in Fig. 4.21, it is shown how one-way ASH with switching can converge
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Figure 4.16: Maximum rank error for the trajectories shown in Fig. 4.15. Note how the
error ‘spikes’ at 1000 meetings when two nodes randomly change their attributes and that
the recovery from this error is very slow. The error thresholds corresponding to the determi-
nation of T±20% , T±10% and T±5% are shown on the plot as dotted lines.
are multiple receivers (in this case 3) to each node broadcast. For the case of N = 150, a
node degree of 3 corresponds to a network density of 2%. This shows that one way ASH
can converge quickly even in sparsely connected networks.
Fig. 4.21 demonstrates the performance of one-way ASH compared to pairwise ASH for
varying N. The ROC for T±10% for both approaches is shown, when each transmitter in
one-way ASH transmits to three receivers. This shows that although one-way ASH suf-
fers from asynchronous updates, it can exceed the performance of pairwise ASH whilst
being more suited to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium.
4.5.3 Discussion of presented methods
Four different methods have been presented so far in this section. Pairwise ASH was
first introduced, along with a Markov Chain analysis which demonstrated that conver-
gence time could be given by T0 = Ns2 +Ns(ln(N) + γ). In Pairwise ASH, nodes exchange












Figure 4.17: Rank update rules for one-way ASH with switching. Before nodes update
their rank, they first check the limit on M . If M exceeds the limit B, both W and M are
proportionally reduced. The nodes then run the update rules in the table. In the event of a
contradiction, the receiver will adopt the transmitter’s rank.
with Pairwise ASH is that it assumes that there is knowledge about N , the number of
nodes in the network, which is used to determine the interval between adjacent ranks.
This is a major shortcoming, as it means that the method cannot adapt to node insertions
and removals, which are characteristic of a wireless network. To address this, Pairwise
ASH was enhanced through the use of reinforcement. The same switching method as
the parent method is used, which is shown to lead to rapid convergence in the event of
rank mismatch. Reinforcement involves driving the ranks towards the limits of 0 and 1,
using an exponentially weighted moving average. In this way, nodes evenly space them-
selves over the ranking domain, regardless of the number of nodes in the network. This
is an important result, as it means the system is scalable to large N and is able to adapt
to node insertions and removals.
The pairwise methods both place a heavy burden on the MAC layer, by requiring pair-
wise exchange of rank-attribute information. Wireless networks are broadcast (one-to-
many) in nature, and for this reason, two methods were introduced that exploited this
behaviour. For example, in the EcoLocate system, beacons are used which carry ASH
information. In the protocol that is used, there is no pairwise exchange of ASH infor-
mation. First, inspiration was taken from win/loss ratio dominance methods from the
Animal Kingdom to form Dominance Based One-Way ASH. This however was shown to
have very slow convergence, and was unable to converge to T±10% within 1000 meetings
of injection of new nodes. In Pairwise ASH, it was seen that the switching action leads
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Figure 4.18: Rank trajectories for a 20 node network using one-way ASH with switching
with a limit B = 100. After 1000 meetings, two nodes’ attributes are randomly changed.
Note the rapid switching action at the start of the simulation due to the rank exchange.
result in One-Way ASH with switching. This demonstrated that the incorporation of
switching would result in convergence to T±10% in 300 meetings after the injection of
new nodes into the network. Lastly, One-Way ASH (with switching) was compared to
Pairwise ASH (with switching). Pairwise ASH would be expected to have better perfor-
mance, as simultaneous switching will correctly reorder ranks, whereas a single switch
does not correctly change the rank order. However, it was demonstrated that if three
nodes listened to each ASH broadcast, convergence of One-Way ASH would always be
quicker than convergence of Pairwise ASH.
These methods discussed in this chapter have assumed random mobility. In the next
section, we consider what happens in the event of mixed mobility.
4.6 Dealing with mixed mobility: An agent based approach
The prior approaches to ranking nodes discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 rely on the as-



































Figure 4.19: Maximum rank error for the trajectories shown in Fig. 4.18. Note how the
error ‘spikes’ at 1000 meetings when two nodes randomly change their attributes. The error
thresholds corresponding to the determination of T±20% , T±10% and T±5% are shown on the
plot as dotted lines.
the attribute/rank information throughout the whole network. If nodes are stationary,
the previously presented techniques can fail as a result of the restricted neighbour hori-
zon, leading to limited node discovery.
Pseudo-mobility can be introduced by recreating the effect of randomized meetings.
Nodes listen to transmissions from nodes within their immediate radio range. If they
repeat these transmissions to their neighbours, two nodes which do not have a direct
connection can ‘observe’ each other and update their ASH ranking. This has the effect
of increasing the probability of connection (even if they are not physically within range
of one another) between any two nodes, increasing the network connectivity. Thus, the
goal of disseminating rank/attribute pairs to a large number of nodes in the network can
be achieved, leading to a more accurate representation of the social hierarchy. These re-
broadcasted rank/attribute pairs are referred to as agents, as they can be viewed as
independent carriers of information. A possible problem with the agent based approach
is that agents can be carrying outdated information. Hence the churn (or rank variation
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Figure 4.20: Normalized rate of convergence (T±10%) against number of receivers for vary-
ing number of nodes in the network. The time to converge for one receiver is taken as the
base figure of 100%. Note how increasing the number of receivers leads to a rapid decrease
in the normalized ROC.
To prevent flooding and unacceptably high overhead, nodes only rebroadcast other node’s
data as part of the ‘Hello’ packet, as in the previous sections. Nodes select at random
which rank/attributes to rebroadcast from a small local buffer, and upon overhearing
new data, pick a ra k/attribute pair in the buffer to replace. This way, ranks are
randomly rebroadcast, without detrimentally loading nodes in the network. One-way
ASH with switching can be used as a rank update mechanism, however, the domination
method can suffer from poor convergence speeds in a stationary network. An alternative
method, based on interpolating a node’s rank, is thus presented. Before introducing the
new ranking method, the way agents are created and relayed is first discussed.
4.6.1 Agent Rules
Each node has a cache of length C entries. Each entry can store one rank/attribute
pair13. When nodes broadcast their ‘Hello’ packets, they send their own rank/attribute
































Figure 4.21: Rate of convergence (T±10%) against number of nodes for pairwise ASH and
one-way ASH with switching. For one-way ASH,B = 100 and the number of receivers for
each transmission was set to 3.
pairs as before. However, they now append G <= C ‘agents’ (rebroadcast rank/attribute
pairs) from their local cache. For the case where G < C, not all entries in the cache are
re-broadcast. Each entry is thus picked without replacement at random with a uniform
probability of G/C. Obviously, when G = C, the probability of an entry being picked
from the cache is 1.
When a node overhears a broadcast ‘Hello’ packet, it can use this new information to
update its cache. It randomly replaces entries in its local cache from the rank/attribute
pairs sent in the message. There are G+1 entries in the message, as each node sends its
own rank/attribute pair followed by G agent entries. To populate its local cache with this
new information, the receiving node places each new piece of information into a random
slot in the cache. Thus, the local cache is refreshed with new information as it arrives.
To prevent the cache from containing duplicate information from the same node, agents
also carry their ID. Cache entries are refreshed if the incoming agent has the same ID
as an entry in the cache14.
14To enhance the behaviour of the protocol, agents can be time-stamped by the generating node. In
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The receiving node updates its rank using only the agent information carried in the
message. It does not use the neighbouring node’s rank/attribute information, as this
will lead to bias for frequently encountered peers, distorting the ranking process. This
is not to say that a node will never use its neighbour’s data. It is possible that it will
observe this information indirectly through the reception of another node’s agent data.
This is a very simplistic approach to using agents to spread information through the
network, using no state information carried in the agents to control their spread and
route. However, these random agents improve the connectivity of the underlying graph
by creating ‘pseudo-edges’, without increasing network load significantly. This effect of
the agent approach is shown graphically in Fig. 4.22 which demonstrates the increase
in network edge density for a 20 node stationary network.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.22: Graphs showing connectivity between nodes for a 20 node network. The graph
on the right demonstrates the action of the agents which enable nodes which are not con-
nected to each other to overhear their rank/attribute broadcasts. (a) Direct connections
between nodes (indicated by solid lines) (b) Density of connectivity between nodes (line in-
tensity denotes proportion of time edge is present)
4.6.2 Ranking Rules for Agent Based ASH
The rules used to construct the hierarchy are now presented. The domination rules from
one-way ASH can be used to form the hierarchy, but an alternative approach is instead
presented which demonstrates rapid convergence and good stability.
information. In this work, the aim is to keep the protocol as lightweight as possible and thus time of
generation information has not been used, as performance appears to be acceptable without it. However,
it would be an interesting area for future study, to determine if convergence speed and stability could
be increased by removing outdated information from the network. Time-To-Live (TTL) parameters could












Consider if all nodes in the network, with the exception of one, have had their ranks
correctly assigned. The node with an unknown rank can find its rank within the hier-
archy by knowing only two pieces of information – the smallest rank of all the nodes
whose attributes exceed the unknown node’s attribute, and the greatest rank of all the
nodes whose attributes are less than the unknown node’s attribute. Essentially, what is
needed is to find the ranks of its nearest neighbours in the ordering of attributes. The
unknown node’s rank will be halfway between its neighbours (in the ordering sense), as
the hierarchy is linear. Hence, this method can be regarded as interpolating a node’s
rank based on the ranks of its peers.
To assess a node’s rank, a search could be performed through all the other nodes, record-
ing the largest rank which it dominates and the smallest rank which it is submissive to.
It can be seen that this search would be simple to undertake, consist of two simple rules
and only require the storage of the closest dominating and submissive rank. There are
however two special nodes in the network – the node with the largest rank in the net-
work will only have one neighbour, as would the node with the smallest rank. These two
exceptions can be handled by clamping the allowable ranks to the [0; 1] domain, and ini-
tializing the rank which the node dominates (RankDominate) to -1 and the rank which
the node is submissive to (RankSubmit), to +2. Thus, regardless of the other ranks that
exist in the network, the best and worst nodes would be guaranteed to have ranks of 1
and 0 respectively. This adds an extra rule to the rank update procedure, requiring the
ranks to be bounded.
However, the ranks of nodes must somehow be assessed where there is no existing rank
order information to base the interpolation process upon. Each node is required to run
the same rules, in an attempt to determine its rank. It updates its estimation of the
smallest rank that it is submissive to and the largest rank that it dominates, based on
the outcomes of tournaments undertaken everytime a new agent is received. From these
estimates, it updates its rank. This information is then used by other nodes to update
their ranks and so on. Based on the initialization of RankDominate and RankSubmit,
all nodes have an initial rank of 0.5. This contrasts to pairwise ASH, where nodes were
given random ranks on startup. The reason that nodes are given the same initial rank
in this method is because there is no switching action to percolate the random initial
ranks through the network. Nodes update their estimation of closest submissive and
dominant ranks by incorporating information from received agents. If the attribute of
the node is greater than that of the incoming agent (that is, the node dominates the
agent) and if the rank of the agent is less than the current dominating rank, then the
dominating rank is updated by including this new information using
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where AgentRank is the rank of the agent and 0 < δ ≤ 1 is the update or innovation
parameter. If δ is set to be equal to 1, the rank that the node dominates is made to be
the same as the agent’s rank. Although this results in rapid update of dominant rank
information, outdated information carried by agents will result in network instability.
This suggests the gradual incorporation of agent rank, setting δ to a small value such as
0.1. A similar process is undertaken to update the RankSubmit estimation.
In the preceding scenario, it was assumed that the order of the attributes was time in-
variant and the number of nodes in the network static. In reality, these are both dynamic
factors. Consider a node which, through the loss of the prior alpha dominant node, is
now the node with the greatest attribute in the network. It is no longer submissive to
any other nodes, and thus its submissive rank should be increased towards +2. The
same approach should be undertaken for the lowest ranked node in the network – its
dominant rank should be decreased towards -1. Thus, the ranks need to be driven to-
wards the limits, so there will be a node with a rank of +1 and a node with a rank of 0 in
the network. This suggests a mechanism that handles reinforcement.
In pairwise ASH, where reinforcement was discussed, it was shown that the choice of
the reinforcement parameter resulted in a trade-off between rank stability and rate of
adaption/convergence. Consider instead if the reinforcement parameter is not set to a
constant value but varies dynamically according to the prior tournament results. For
example, a node which is constantly winning its tournaments should increase its rein-
forcement parameter, so as to rapidly drive its rank towards +1. Thus, nodes with a long
string of wins will rapidly ascend the hierarchy. However, if the node is itself dominated,
it should reset its reinforcement parameter to the initial value of the reinforcement pa-
rameter, γ0. The initial value should be made quite small, so that rank oscillation is
minimized (values in the region of 10−4 to 10−10 appear to be useful).
Each node thus has two reinforcement parameters, corresponding to the reinforcement
of the dominance rank γd, and the reinforcement of the submissive rank γs. In essence,
it can be seen that we are ‘reinforcing the reinforcement parameter’, to reward those
nodes with consecutive strings of wins or losses so they rapidly alter their ranks. Every
time an agent is received, the reinforcement parameters are increased by multiplying
them by a factor ζ > 1. A bound is placed on the maximum value of the reinforcement
parameters to prevent oscillations, by clamping them to a value γmax.
Putting these concepts together, the rank update rules can be specified, which are exe-












Algorithm 1: Agent update rules
RankMax = 2;
RankMin = -1;
/* Reinforce the dominating and submissive ranks */
RankDominate = (1− γd)RankDominate + γdRankMin;
RankSubmit = (1− γs)RankSubmit + γsRankMax;
/* Reinforce the reinforcement parameters */
γd = ζγd;
γs = ζγs;
/* Check Limits on reinforcement Parameters */
if γd > γmax then
γd = γmax;
endif
if γs > γmax then
γs = γmax;
endif
/* Do we dominate this node? */
if Attribute > AgentAttribute then
if RankDominate < AgentRank then
RankDominate = (1− δ)RankDominate + δAgentRank;




/* Are we submissive to this node? */
if Attribute < AgentAttribute then
if RankSubmit > AgentRank then
RankSubmit = (1− δ)RankSubmit + δAgentRank;




/* Update the rank */
Rank = (RankSubmit + RankDominate)/2;
/* Bounds checking */
if Rank > 1 then
Rank = 1;
endif
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4.6.3 Simulation Results
Stationary Networks
Agent ASH is first compared with one-way ASH, showing that it is able to form the social
hierarchy whereas one-way ASH is unable to discover all the nodes in the network, due
to a limited horizon. This is shown in Fig. 4.23, where it can be seen that the agent
approach is able to result in a lower error and faster convergence for a 100 node network
with stationary nodes. This network was generated randomly to be fully connected with
an edge density of 5%15. One node was randomly chosen to be the transmitter for each
iteration. The cache size, C, was set to 6 entries, and the number of agents transmitted
per message (G) was set to 3. This illustrates that Agent ASH can correctly discover the
network ranking with a modest increase in node resources, even in sparse stationary
networks. Agent ASH is not restricted to stationary networks however – Section 4.6.4
shows its performance under mobility.
Ranking trajectories for a stationary 20 node connected network with an edge density of
10% are shown in Fig. 4.24. In this example, the cache size was set to 6 and the number
of agents transmitted in each message to 3. The value of γ0 was set to 10−5 and the
reinforcement rate ζ = 1.03. The bound on the maximum reinforcement parameter, γmax
was made equal to 0.1. The error plot for this simulation is shown in Fig. 4.25 which
demonstrates the rapid recovery from the pertubation imposed after 1000 meetings. In
this simulation, for fair comparison to the other protocols, one node was chosen at ran-
dom to be the transmitter at each interval in the simulation. This simulation example
shows that nodes using agent ASH are able to accurately determine their rank, even in
a stationary network.
4.6.4 Realistic meetings
In the prior sections, it was assumed that only one node is active and transmitting at
any one point. In reality, the way nodes meet is dependent on the underlying mobility
model. In a realistic network scenario, it is possible that at any point in time, that
no nodes meet or more than two meet (possibly in geographically distinct locations). To
account for this, the effect of the mobility model is incorporated into the way nodes meet.
The performance of Agent ASH when subject to two commonly discussed mobility models
– the random walk model and the random waypoint model is investigated. In the random
15The mean connectivity can be calculated as the number of outgoing edges from each node. The number
of possible edges for a 100 node network is (100)(99) = 9900. 5% of these edges have links on them, giving





































Figure 4.23: Rank errors for one-way ASH and Agent ASH applied to the same 100 node
stationary network. Observe how the error for one-way ASH never drops lower than 0.35.
This is as a result of the limited discovery horizon. The error thresholds corresponding to the
determination of T±20% , T±10% and T±5% are shown on the plot as dotted lines. For one-way
ASH, simulation parameter B = 500. For agent ASH, G = 3, C = 6, γ0 = 10−4, γmax = 0.1,
ζ = 1.03.
walk model, at each point in time, a node chooses to move to another location that is one-
step away. In the random waypoint model, nodes travel in a straight line at a randomly
chosen speed until they reach their destination. Once the destination is reached, nodes
choose a new destination and velocity and travel towards that. The random walk model
exhibits a very slow mixing time16, in the order O(K2) where K is the length of one
side of the simulation area, whereas the random waypoint has mixing times of the order
O(K) [261]. Thus, it would be expected that the performance of ASH will be worse when
subject to the random walk model in comparison to the random waypoint mobility model.
For the random walk model, N nodes are placed on a K × K toroidal simulation area,
where K = 100 units of distance. The radio radius, U , is varied from 5 to 15 units of
distance. The transmission range (along with the number of nodes) controls the connec-
tivity of the network. The rate of convergence is examined for N = 50; 100 and 200. The
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Figure 4.24: Rank trajectories for a 20 node network with C = 6 and G = 3, using agent
ASH. After 1000 meetings, two nodes’ attributes were randomly changed.
time taken for the system to converge to ±20% of its final value is examined, based on
the mean time from five simulations, and denoted as t±20%, where the lower case t indi-
cates results where more than one node can be actively transmitting at any one time, as
opposed to the number of meetings. To introduce some realism into the MAC layer, it is
assumed that nodes transmit ‘Hello’ packets 10% of the time. For the remaining time,
the nodes are in receive mode. Unless otherwise stated, the parameters for the Agent
ASH model were chosen to be G = 3; C = 6 and L = 500.
The simulation results for the Random Walk model are shown in Fig. 4.26. The graph
shows that the radio range has a large effect on the Rate of Convergence. Increasing
the number of nodes has the effect of reducing the convergence time. Contrast this to
the previous results from Section 4.4 which showed that an increase in N resulted in an
increase in the number of meetings for the system to converge. This demonstrates the
scalability of the ranking system - an increase in N actually results in a faster conver-
gence time, as it results in a more dense network.
In the simulation of the Random Waypoint Model, all common parameters are kept the



































Figure 4.25: Maximum rank error for the trajectories shown in Fig. 4.24. When the at-
tributes are randomly changed after 1000 meetings, the error sharply peaks, followed by a
rapid switching action to correct the erroneous ranks. The error thresholds corresponding
to the determination of T±20% , T±10% and T±5% are shown on the plot as dotted lines.
and 2 units/s. The results from this simulation are shown in Fig. 4.27. Comparing
these results to those of th random walk simulation, it can be seen how the random
waypoint model leads to faster convergence as it has a faster expected mixing time. Like
the random walk results, it can be seen that an increase in N results in a decrease in
the ROC.
The ROC is thus related to the network density, rather than the actual number of nodes
in the network. This shows, that for a network in a fixed size geographical area, increas-
ing the number of nodes will actually allow the network to settle more rapidly. This
result highlights the scalability of ASH.
The Agent ASH algorithm demonstrates that it is possible to sort or order a network
according to its attributes, even if the network is purely stationary or subject to mixed
degrees of mobility. In addition, only small amounts of local information are used to
infer global attribute distribution. ASH piggybacks on top of existing network discovery
packets, so does not present a large overhead burden. Now that various methods of
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Figure 4.26: Rate of convergence to t±20% for the Random Walk Mobility model for different
numbers of nodes. Note how the radio radius (U) has a strong impact on the ROC, as it alters
the connectivity of the graph.
control, access, management and routing is now considered. First though, some suitable
network attributes to rank are discussed.
4.7 Suitable attributes to rank
Any network parameter which can be measured on a per-node basis can be ranked in the
global sense using one of the ASH ranking methods. Suitable attributes are obviously
ones which have a direct and useful impact on network performance and control. A few
useful attributes are presented, which are later used in Section 4.9 to demonstrate the
power and flexibility of the ASH philosophy.
4.7.1 Energy/Lifetime
Of prime importance in deeply embedded and remote networks is energy, and coupled to
that, rate of use of energy. This is reflected in the vast number of energy aware network












































Figure 4.27: Rate of convergence to t±20% for the Random Waypoint Mobility model for
different numbers of nodes.
their hardware capabilities can measure their energy reserves and usage, in an absolute
sense (such as 100J remaining). However, it is also possible to estimate energy usage
in software (for example using the Contiki Operating System [263]), and knowing the
size of the battery that the unit is equipped with, determine the remaining amount of
energy. A node with a large amount of energy in relation to its peers can be expected to
survive longer in the network. However, this assumption of survival is made under the
pretext that all nodes consume energy at the same rate. Thus, a more useful indicator is
estimated node lifetime, based on a long term average of prior energy usage and current
reserves.
4.7.2 Connectivity
The purpose of a wireless network is to transfer information from source to sink, through
intermediate nodes. The purpose of a routing protocol is to deliver the data along the
‘best’ possible path, where the desirability of each path depends on some underlying
cost function of suitability (such as delay, hop count or redundancy). In a network for
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data should be sent to a node which is ‘closer’ to a base-station. Lindgren et al. present
a method of evaluating transitive connectivity to a base-station [264], which is based on
the observation that if A and B frequently meet, and B and C frequently meet, then A
and C can be regarded as being transitively connected through B. In static networks, the
conventional hop-count metric can be used a measure of connectivity.
Another metric which impacts the delivery of information is the local traffic density. In
regions of high traffic density, it would be expected that collisions will be more frequent.
Nodes can assess the local error rate, possibly by monitoring how many of their trans-
missions fail. This information can be used to build a ranking of the expected congestion
in the network. Data can be sent along paths where the expected congestion is low, thus
balancing traffic across the network.
4.7.3 Buffer space
Depending on their physical memory size and their role within the network, nodes will
have varying amounts of buffer space available for messages from other nodes. This can
be ranked, although the ranking would be expected to be very dynamic as buffers are
cleared upon successful delivery. A long term average of available buffer space would
possibly be a better metric of delivery rate.
4.7.4 Functions of attributes
Ranked attributes do not need to be based on a single measure of network performance,
but can be a composite of multiple attributes, weighted in various ways. There are
many ways of constructing a combined attribute. Context aware routing (CAR) combines
attributes to form a single weighting [265]. Of particular interest with the CAR approach
is that the availability and predictability of the various attributes is incorporated into
the weighting procedure [266]. The ranking process can be performed on the combined
attributes, or ranked attributes can be combined (and further ranked if necessary).
4.8 Levels and loops
In a practical network scenario, a node needs to decide whether to send a message to
another node based on the difference in their ranks. If a node always sends its data to
another node with a greater rank, this can lead to an explosion in traffic (the number of
messages being sent per unit time in the network). In addition, there is the possibility of
data forming a loop if the rank of a node varies over time. This section introduces levels,












gain can be made in rank ordering. In addition, we discuss how to avoid the formation
of loops by recording the rank of the last-hop of a message and not allowing it to descend
the rank hierarchy, even if the ranking of the current holder of the message drops. In
essence this means that nodes are allowed to change rank and levels, but a message can
only be sent to the next level up.
To address these issues, the rank is quantized into L discrete levels. As all the ASH
methods presented in this chapter generate linear hierarchies, it can be seen that each
level (or bin) will contain approximately N/L nodes once the rankings have converged
and are stable. This is because the ranks are evenly spaced over [0;1], and thus each
bin will have the same number of nodes. Assume that traffic is generated at a rate of
λ messages per unit time, and nodes only send messages to nodes which have a greater
level. The traffic density of the lowest level nodes is D1 = λ as they will only forward the
packets they generate, and not route any other node’s traffic. A level 1 node will send
its messages to any node with a higher level. There are L− 1 levels that are higher, and
they will thus each expect to receive (and subsequently be responsible for forwarding)








Thus, in general, we can express the traffic density at each level in the hierarchy using
the recursive equation
Dk = Dk−1(1 +
1
L− k + 1
), (4.18)
where 1 ≤ k ≤ L [232].
This can be simplified to obtain an expression for the traffic volume at level k as:
Dk =
λL
L− k + 1
. (4.19)
This important result shows that average traffic density is independent of the number
of nodes in the network, and only related to the number of levels in the quantized hier-
archy. This is because ASH evenly spreads ranks out over the unit domain, regardless
of the number of nodes.
To prevent packets from looping through the hierarchy, due to time-varying ranks, pack-
ets can be tagged with the rank of the node which sent the data to the current node.
As packets can only ascend the hierarchy this means that loops cannot form. Another
method is to place a hysteresis on level changes, such that only large changes in rank
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4.9 Example scenarios of ASH used as a network protocol
It is now shown how ASH can be used as an underlay to enhance existing protocols and
also to form a cross-layer protocol in its own right.
4.9.1 Enhancing Utility Based Schemes
In mobile or intermittently stationary networks, routing is a non-trivial task. This is be-
cause table based approaches cannot be realistically used, due to the overhead required
in maintaining accurate information in the table. This is even more so in sparse net-
works, where the concept of a routing table becomes meaningless, as connectivity is the
exception rather than the norm.
Instead, utility based routing protocols have been proposed [267, 264, 268, 265]. These
involve each node maintaining a local value representing its usefulness (hence utility)
to the network. Utility based protocols can be regarded as gradient climbing methods.
There are many different metrics of utility, such as energy or connectivity related mea-
sures. However, existing utility based protocols suffer from a threshold problem. If
the threshold is made too large, very little data is forwarded in the network leading to
long latencies. If the threshold is too small, the network floods, leading to excessive
energy consumption. There are currently no methods of dynamically determining what
threshold to use in the network. Current methods pick a ‘convenient’ threshold value,
regardless of the underlying mobility patterns. This means that network performance
is uncertain and critically dependent on the chosen threshold value. In this section, we
show how ASH can be used to eliminate the threshold problem, providing scalability
regardless of the utility metric chosen or the underlying mobility pattern.
PROPHET
One of the first works to investigate utility based routing in mobile networks was PROPHET,
which was designed for peer-to-peer data transfer [264]. In this protocol, the concept of
transitive connectivity (as first introduced by Chen and Murphy [267]) was refined. Each
node maintains a table of all the other known nodes in the network, along with their
delivery predictabilities. When two nodes encounter one another, they update their de-
livery predictability, increasing it to reflect that they are likely to be good carriers for
delivery of messages to each other. At each time step, the delivery predictabilities are
aged, or reduced in value to reflect that they are less likely to encounter one another in
the future. The last method is that of transitivity, or if node A often encounters node














Spray and Focus [268] is a multi-copy controlled replication routing protocol. Routing is
divided into two phases. The first phase, Spraying, creates multiple copies of a message
around a source. There are different ways of undertaking the spraying, but the authors
show that binary spraying is optimal [268]. In this situation, given that L distinct copies
are to be created, the source will hand over L/2 copies to the first node it meets, keeping
L/2 for itself. At each point in time, a node can hand over half the remaining copies of
the message, until there are L nodes in the network, each carrying a single copy. Nodes
then enter a Focus phase, where data is forwarded along a utility gradient towards the
sink. A timer indicating the time of last contact with the destination is used as the
utility parameter. To capture transitive connectivity, the timer value is updated if a
node meets an intermediate node which was recently in contact with the destination.
The use of the focus phase dramatically reduces delivery latency, hilst maintaining the
benefits of controlled replication.
sCAR
Musolesi and Mascolo presented Context Aware Routing (CAR), which is a utility based
routing protocol for intermittently connected networks [265]. In CAR, nodes evaluate
their ‘utility’ which is a metric indicating the usefulness of a node in terms of network
specific parameters such as connectivity or energy level. These different parameters are
combined to give a single utility value for each node in the network. One of the main
contributions of this work was the idea of predicting future values of the utility, using
Kalman filters (or the reduced form of an exponentially weighted moving average) [265].
However, in the work it is not clear how far nodes predict the future evolution of the
utility metrics into the future.
A more recent work considered the application of CAR to sensor networks with mixed
mobility (so called SCAR [269]). In this scenario, sources of information (which can be
fixed or mobile) deliver information to sinks (which can also be fixed or mobile). As con-
nectivity is intermittent, information is buffered at intermediate nodes which are more
likely to be able to forward the data to a sink. Data can be delivered to any sink, mak-
ing this a data gathering as opposed to peer-to-peer forwarding. To reduce the delivery
delay, messages are replicated to multiple neighbouring nodes before forwarding along
the utility gradient towards the sinks, in a similar manner to Spray and Focus [268].
However, one copy is marked as a Master copy in an attempt to prevent over-writing.
Three measures of context information are used to decide on routing. The first, is the
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connectivity graph, a measure of relative mobility through the network. The degree
of colocation with the sink is proposed as the second measure of utility. Lastly, the
remaining battery level. The battery level is the proportion of remaining energy, relative
to the initial battery level.
Issues with utility protocols
Common to all these utility based protocols is the problem of deciding when to forward a
copy of the message and when to keep it for later transfer. One way is simply to send the
message to any node with a higher utility value. This method results in thrashing (local
loops) and uncontrolled message forwarding, resulting in poor scalability. This method
is used in PROPHET, and they note that it is problematic.
Another way is to use a threshold value, as used in Spray and Focus and sCAR. Nodes
will only forward data when the encountered node’s utility exceeds the host’s utility by a
certain threshold. This helps to control the number of transmissions in the network, but
the choice of threshold is critical. If the threshold is too small, traffic will rise rapidly,
leading to energy depletion. Conversely, if the threshold is chosen too large, forwarding
will rarely occur resulting in long latencies and non-delivery of information. The thresh-
old value is network dependent, but both in Spray and Focus and in sCAR is specified by
the designer a priori. This static threshold value prevents the network from dynamically
adapting to network conditions.
A simple example will be presented that demonstrates how ASH can address this issue,
reducing the reliance on precisely chosen ‘tuning’ factors. A six node stationary, linear
network is used as an example layout. Nodes each evaluate a connectivity metric, u,
that reflects their transitive connectivity to the base-station. The base-station has a
connectivity of 1 at all times, as it is the end-destination. If a node j encounters another
node k with a better connectivity, it updates its connectivity,
uj = (1− β)uj + βuk, (4.20)
where 0 < β < 1 is the adoption rate of transitive connectivity. Conversely, if a node does
not meet another node with better connectivity, or no node at all, it ages its metric using
the following,
uj = (1− η)uj , (4.21)
where 0 < λ < 1 is the ageing rate.
Network links are not guaranteed, and thus, we define the probability of the links being
active as pL. Agent ASH is used, as the network is stationary. Cache length C is cho-












reinforcement update parameter γ is set to 1× 10−5, with γmax = 0.1. Three simulations
will be conducted, one base-line to compare against and two others where network pa-
rameters, namely link probability and adoption rate, are varied. The time limit for the
simulation is set to T = 1000.
The first simulation used the following parameters: adoption rate β = 1× 10−3, age rate
η = 1 × 10−4 and link probability pL = 0.99. The simulation results are shown in Fig.
4.28. The basestation was set to be the top lefthand node. Thus, the bottom node, which
is furthest from the base-station has a very low connectivity metric. Note how the ranks















Figure 4.28: Connectivity and ranking for a six node linear network, with β = 1 × 10−3,
η = 1 × 10−4 and pL = 0.99. (a) shows each node’s connectivity, with the top left node being
designated as the basestation and hence has a connectivity of 1. (b) shows each node’s rank,
as calculated by agent ASH.
Effect of altering link probability Consider now the effect of altering the link prob-
ability on the connectivity, leaving all other parameters the same as before. The link
probability for this simulation is set to be equal to 0.5 (i.e. only half the transmissions
undertaken are successfully received). The results from the simulation (conducted with
the same random seed for consistency) are shown in Fig. 4.29.
The simulation shows that altering the link probability has a large impact on the spread


























Figure 4.29: Effect of altering link probability on connectivity and rank, with β = 1× 10−3,
η = 1 × 10−4 and pL = 0.50. (a) shows each node’s connectivity. (b) shows each node’s rank,
as calculated by agent ASH.
tivity metric from 0.629 to 0.389. However, the topology of the network has not changed,
and this is reflected in the ASH rankings, which demonstrate that the nodes have a
similar (but not the same) ranking as previously. The reason the rankings are not iden-
tical is because fewer transmissions were received to update the ASH ranking model.
However, they are still evenly spread over the unit domain.
Effect of altering connectivity parameters Consider now the effect of altering a
parameter that determines connectivity, leaving all other parameters the same as the
first simulation. The adoption rate is increased from β = 1 × 10−3 to β = 6 × 10−3. The
results from the simulation (conducted with the same random seed for consistency) are
shown in Fig. 4.30.
Increasing the tuning factor β has resulted in markedly different connectivity values,
with the smallest connectivity metric (0.715) being larger than the best non-base station
connectivity in the first simulation which had a connectivity metric of 0.629. However,
the ranks of the nodes are exactly the same as in the first simulation, highlighting the


























Figure 4.30: Effect of altering connectivity parameters on connectivity and rank, with β =
6 × 10−3, η = 1 × 10−4 and pL = 0.99. (a) shows each node’s connectivity. (b) shows each
node’s rank, as calculated by agent ASH.
Discussion
These simple simulations demonstrate the sensitivity of the connectivity metric to both
network specific parameters and tuning parameters. ASH was able to correctly rank
the nodes in all the systems, reducing the dependence on precisely chosen parameters.
This makes network protocol design simpler, as deployment specific characteristics do
not have to be built into the network protocol. With reference to the utility based routing
schemes, it can be seen that the choice of a suitable threshold is application dependent
and specified prior to deployment. However, if ASH is used as an underlay to scale the
resource to the unit domain, the choice of the threshold becomes much simpler, as the
spread of the resource has no effect on the spread of the rank. In addition, if the spread
of connectivity alters due to changing network conditions, ASH dynamically adjusts the
ranking to maintain it on the unit domain.
ASH can be used to rank metrics other than connectivity. For example, in sCAR, remain-
ing battery power is expressed as a proportion of the initial value, with 1 corresponding
to a full battery and 0 corresponding to an empty battery. It can be seen that sCAR is
unable to handle heterogeneity in the initial battery capacity, as the node’s energy is
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used to rank the absolute amount of energy in each node’s battery, resulting in the node
with the largest battery reserve having a rank of 1 and the one with the smallest energy
reserve having a rank of 0, regardless of the size of the batteries.
Thus, it can be seen that ASH can be used to enhance the performance of existing routing
protocols, by considering the relative ordering of attributes, rather than their absolute
value. ASH rankings are invariant to the spread of attributes, which is beneficial to net-
works where the spread is not known a priori or dynamically varies. ASH is lightweight
and thus can easily be incorporated into existing routing protocols as a network under-
lay.
4.9.2 A simple cross layer protocol
In this example, it is demonstrated how network information can be used at all levels
of the traditional network stack, collapsing the strict segmentation, leading to a simpler
implementation. Both energy and connectivity are ranked separately and the ranked
data is used throughout all the levels of the network stack.
Medium Access
Nodes with low ranks both in connectivity and energy are not active in network tasks
such as routing and replication. They essentially act as leaf nodes, only injecting packets
into the network. As a leaf node is not required to route other node’s packets, there is
no cause for it to ever attempt to listen for other node’s data transmissions (it does still
need to observe ‘Hello’ packets in order to maintain its correct rank). In addition, due to
its scarce resources, it should not have to compete equally with higher ranked nodes for
access to the medium. Furthermore, as packets can only ascend the hierarchy, there is
no point in a low ranked node listening to a high ranked node’s transmission. A simple
slotted MAC scheme is presented to demonstrate how ranking can result in a sensible
preferential access to the shared medium. This is shown in Fig. 4.31 which shows the
behaviour of each node in its assigned slot. This is only one possible arrangement of
slots. A more realistic approach might be to have wider or more slots for higher ranked
nodes as they spend more time on the medium as they will have a greater amount of
data to send. The scheme does not have to be slotted (relaxing the requirement of syn-
chronization), but can also be made into a random access protocol, where the probability












Figure 4.31: Slotted MAC organisation example for a 5 level network. Based on their level,
nodes choose what action to take in each slot. Note that the lowest level nodes spend the
majority of their time in low power sleep mode.
Routing and Replication
One possible method to control data delivery in a network ranked by ASH is presented.
Low ranked nodes perform direct delivery to higher ranked n des. High ranked nodes
share information amongst themselves, epidemic style [268]. Thus, replication and de-
livery is controlled according to rank. Clearly, duplicating a message across low level
nodes does not achieve any useful redundancy, as these nodes are not active in dissemi-
nating information and are likely to be severely resource constrained compared to their
higher ranked peers. Thus, messages are replicated with a probability that increases
with node level. Hence, delivery amongst low level nodes will resemble direct routing
(with low traffic overhead, but high latency) and delivery between high level nodes will
resemble epidemic routing (with high traffic overhead and low latency) [233].
To accomplish the objectives of rank based routing, let the probability of a level k node
sending a message to a level j node can be given by
psend =
1 : j > k
pt : j = k
0 : j < k
(4.22)
where pt is the horizontal (that is, across the same levels in the hierarchy) transmis-
sion probability. Once the message has been sent to a higher level node, the node can
either keep the message or delete it. Let the probability of a level k node keeping a sent
message for future replication be given as
preplicate = rL−k+1 (4.23)
where r is a parameter that controls the degree of the replication. This equation results
in a probability of keeping a message for future replication that increases with level
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network. Thus, low ranked nodes will not keep their packets for replication, whereas
replication becomes more common as the hierarchy is ascended. Thus, low capability
nodes are not unfairly burdened with large amounts of traffic.
To prevent thrashing due to rank promotion and demotion as a result of attribute changes,
packets are not allowed to descend in rankings, even if the host’s ranking has dropped.
This prevents issues with packets forming loops in the hierarchy, leading to rapid net-
work exhaustion.
Application
Information about each node’s local variables, such as energy and connectivity can also
be used at the application layer. A node with a low ranking in energy is likely to expire
sooner than once with a high energy ranking. Thus, based on the energy ranking, the
application running in the node can shut down or throttle back energy consuming tasks,
as described in dynamic role altering (refer to Section 3.6). For example in a GPS based
system, the GPS receiver consumes a large amount of power. To conserve energy, the
sampling rate of the system can be reduced, leading to a greater node lifetime at the
cost of location resolution. The application can also use lossy compression algorithms to
reduce the volume of data that needs to be sent over the radio medium. The amount of
compression can be controlled by the rank in the hierarchy, so that low level nodes use
high compression factors, thus minimising the amount of data that they need to send.
4.10 Related Work
The primary contribution of this chapter is the presentation of methods that can be used
to rank heterogeneous attributes in a network into a relative framework. As such it is
complementary to many routing protocols as it can act as a network underlay, enhancing
their performance. The idea of using hierarchies in networks is not a new one, but to the
best of our knowledge this is the first work that has considered the general situation of
how to dynamically cast any measurable resource into a network wide ranking system,
by using a linear dominance hierarchy.
The work that is most closely related to that presented in this chapter is the role assign-
ment algorithms of Römer et al [270], [271]. In this scheme, nodes decide on their role
within the network based on information acquired from their local neighbourhood, by
populating a cache of node properties and running node assignment rules based on their
cache. Their algorithms were explicitly designed for stationary networks, as a change
in the neighbourhood would result in a cache update. They introduced high level com-












cluster-head or ordinary node), whilst satisfying requirements such as coverage. Their
algorithms require the specification of time-out factors and explicit update methods -
ASH is lightweight in comparison to the role assignment algorithms as it piggybacks
onto existing network control packets providing a transparent evaluation of local role.
To control flooding, the role assignment algorithms use a limited hop neighbourhood,
whereas ASH discovers network wide information in order to assess rank.
The ranking of nodes can be viewed as sorting them into order according to their at-
tributes. A scaled domain is used though to represent the maximum value of the at-
tribute as 1 and the minimum as 0, so this method is not entirely a simple sorting proce-
dure. Some recent work has been performed on the theory of random sorting networks
[272]. Random sorting networks are networks for sorting information that are created
at random. This is similar to our pairwise ASH scheme presented in Section 4.4 which
can also be viewed as a randomized version of a Bubble Sort.
4.11 Conclusions and future work
4.11.1 Future directions
This chapter has discussed methods of forming a social hierarchy amongst nodes in
various situations. However, there is scope for further exploration into some of the areas
which have yet to be addressed. One such avenue is in the use of an optimal estimator
of node rank, for example by using Bayesian methods. Essentially, the problem is that of
assessing the most likely rank for a node, given a prior set of information. The methods
used in this work are computationally simple, and it remains to be seen whether more
optimal methods of determining rank would be implementable on low cost devices.
All the methods presented in this chapter form a linear dominance hierarchy. In this
type of hierarchy, only ordinality is relevant, not the degree of difference between nodes.
In a heavily resource partitioned network, there will be nodes with a large attribute
value and nodes with low attribute values, but nothing in between. Such would be
the case with small battery powered sensors connected into a mains network, with no
intermediate nodes in terms of resource size. In this case, two nodes which are close
to each other in rank value could have large difference in resource value. This could
place an unfair load on a falsely ranked node. This suggests that a non-linear hierarchy
should be formed in this instance. This could be done by nodes exchanging a histogram
reflecting the distribution of resource values across the network.
In Section 4.6 it was discussed how to use simple random agents to disseminate rank/attribute
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The agents used are extremely simple and essentially stateless. There is a large body of
work on agent based (also known as ant inspired) algorithms for exploring networks and
routing data. A very simple agent based approach has been used in this chapter. Far
more sophisticated ant based routing and discovery methods have been presented in the
literature which use stateful agents and pheremone trails [273], [274], [275]. However,
the intention of this work was to keep ASH formation and maintenance as simple and
lightweight as possible.
Another area which needs to be explored is how to factor in the rate of change of rank,
both into the rank determination process and also the routing protocol. Thus nodes can
be ranked according to their rank reliability or stability. Nodes would thus avoid using
intermediates which display large rank variance. Some of the ideas presented in CAR
[265], in particular the prediction process, could be applied to the ranking methods to
result in a more stable and useful system.
The mobility patterns used in this simulation (with the exception of the stationary sce-
nario) were random based. An area of future research is to analyze the performance of
the various methods when subjected to different mobility models, such as group or clus-
ter based. In addition it would be interesting to evaluate the performance of the system
on real or synthetic animal trace data.
4.11.2 Conclusion
A novel biologically inspired method of forming a hierarchy based on differences between
individual nodes has been presented. This hierarchy adapts to changes in node resources
and provides the ability for nodes to determine their role in the network relative to
their peers. Three different approaches to forming the hierarchy have been presented.
The first method assumes that nodes engage in pairwise meetings and from this sort or
exchange their ranks according to the relative order of their attributes. It was shown
that this leads to poor adaption to node insertion and removal, and thus the protocol was
refined by introducing a reinforcement factor which spreads the ranks out evenly across
the ranking space.
In the next method, the assumption that nodes undertake pairwise exchange of infor-
mation was removed, as this imposes constraints on the MAC layer. Instead, it was
investigated how a single transmitter can broadcast its rank/attribute information to a
number of receiving peers. Based on this newly acquired information, they update their
ranks using a win/loss ratio method, similar to that used by researchers in the biological
literature to measure dominance. This was found to have slow convergence and adap-
tion to changes. To remedy this, the switching idea from pairwise ASH was incorporated












Both of the methods are designed with mobile networks in mind. In stationary networks,
due to a limited discovery horizon, the ranks do not converge to their correct values. This
led to the introduction of a third method, agent ASH, which replicates the effect of ran-
domized meetings by spawning random agents which carry rank/attribute information
to non-neighbouring nodes, resulting in correct ASH convergence. In agent ASH, rank
is estimated by estimating the rank of the node’s nearest neighbours in the ordered list.
The effect of real world mobility was shown to result in more rapid convergence. Agent
ASH works well for both purely stationary and mixed mobility networks, whereas the
other two methods work best in mobile networks. To avoid the formation of loops, levels
were introduced, along with hysteresis to ensure that messages only permeate upwards
through the hierarchy. It was shown that levels lead to scalable and predictable traffic
density, with the density at a level being independent of the number of nodes in the
network.
Lastly some possible applications for the ASH approach were examined, showing how
it can be used as a network underlay to enhance the performance of existing protocols
by providing resource abstraction and also as a powerful cross layer management and
routing protocol.
In summary, ASH provides a framework for nodes to discover their role within diverse
networks, by allowing resource abstraction. This leads to simpler routing and manage-
ment protocols, that are removed from the imposition of absolute values. The methods
presented here allow nodes to discover their rank relative to their peers, when provided












Uniform distance sampling strategy
5.1 Introduction
The primary purpose of a wireless network is to relay data from sensors to the end-
user. This has led to a large amount of work performed on optimizing the process of
transferring the data through the network, with special focus on energy conservation
[237]. However, it also possible to save energy or generate more useful information by
altering the way sampling is undertaken.
GPS receivers are power hungry, consuming in the order of 90mW upwards when acquir-
ing a location fix [28, 276]. In addition, they take time to acquire a fix. The time taken to
obtain a location estimate depends on a variety of factors such as when the last fix was
acquired and the sky view. However, it typically takes between 10 and 30 seconds, but
can take minutes or even fail [29]. Clearly, on an energy constrained device, the power
consumption of the GPS receiver is significant and thus an attempt should be made to
maximize the amount of useful information obtained from it.
To extend the lifetime of the tracking device, existing devices attempt to acquire GPS
position fixes at regular intervals in time [5, 7, 6]. Whilst the GPS receiver is not actively
obtaining a fix, it is placed in a low power sleep mode. When it is triggered, it wakes up
and attempts to obtain a fix. Thus, by reducing the proportion of time that the receiver
is in high power active mode relative to sleep mode, the overall power consumption can
be substantially reduced, prolonging the longevity of the device. The duty cycle is chosen
such that sufficient location detail is captured whilst satisfying lifetime requirements.
Typical values for wildlife tracking collars are from one fix every 15 minutes to one fix
every few hours, although higher sampling rates are possible for brief studies [5, 7, 6].
The conventional method of scheduling fixes at constant time intervals has two serious
shortcomings. The first problem associated with this method is that by reducing the












undersampled. Thus, for high speed forays, fine grained detail can be lost, leading to
under-estimation of the distance travelled [277]. High speed information is of particular
interest to wildlife researchers, as this behaviour is often correlated with predation ac-
tivity [278]. As previously stated, the sampling frequency cannot be increased without
detrimentally impacting the lifetime of the device.
The second problem is that unnecessary fixes are taken whilst the host creature is sta-
tionary. Animals (especially carnivores) spend a large proportion of time asleep [30].
Humans also have periods of activity and inactivity. Thus, it is wasteful of valuable en-
ergy to take redundant fixes when the tag carrier has not moved since the last fix, as no
additional spatial information is provided.
A switch from uniform time based sampling to uniform distance based sampling (some-
times called Lebesgue, multi-rate or event based sampling [279]) is motivated, in order
to address these two issues. Thus, the sampling frequency alters in relation to the speed
of the host1, simultaneously solving both the previously stated problems associated with
uniform time sampling.
In this chapter, a system is presented that:
• uses a combination of GPS and accelerometer sensors to estimate the distance
travelled by the host.
• is able to learn and adapt to the locomotion patterns of the host.
• attempts GPS fixes at approximately uniform distance intervals.
• is implementable on low cost, memory constrained microcontrollers using compu-
tationally simple algorithms.
• is able to reduce the power consumption of the tracking device, whilst still gener-
ating accurate motion tracks.
• generates detailed speed-time profiles using analysis of the acceleration signal ac-
quired by the low power accelerometer, without requiring the high power GPS re-
ceiver to be powered up.
A conceptual flow diagram of the components of the system is shown in Fig. 5.1. The
low power acceleration sensor is used to generate an estimate of the speed of the host
through gait analysis. Acceleration waveforms are statistically analysed to generate a
1If the motion of the host creature was predictable and repetitive, then uniform distance sampling could
be achieved by learning how far it travels at various times of day and scheduling subsequent fixes based on













‘signature’ of the animal’s behaviour. This signature is used to relate the acceleration
waveforms to the ground speed of the animal, by using an adaptive model. It should
be noted that the energy consumed by the process of estimating the speed from the
accelerometer snapshot is a fraction of that consumed by the GPS unit. If the cumulative
estimated distance travelled exceeds a threshold, the GPS unit is triggered to take a
location fix. Whilst the GPS receiver is active, if the model’s estimate of the host’s speed
is in error with respect to the GPS measured speed, the model is updated (trained) to
incorporate this new information. The GPS receiver is then put back into low power
sleep mode, awaiting a further trigger.
Figure 5.1: Conceptual system overview of the uniform distance sampling system.
In this chapter it is shown how a uniform distance sampling strategy can be achieved.
First, how people and animals move (generating acceleration profiles) is discussed, and
the relationship between statistical measures of the host’s acceleration and the speed
of the host is examined in Section 5.2. Next, in Section 5.3, a method to train a model
which can be used to predict the speed of the host, based on the acquired acceleration
signatures is presented. Results from real world tests are shown in Section 5.4. Section
5.5 examines a number of methods that can be used to intelligently schedule GPS fixes
based on the estimated distance travelled. The increase in device lifetime that can be
obtained by using this method is shown in Section 5.6, followed by examples of path
reconstruction in Section 5.7. Existing work is contrasted in Section 5.8. Lastly, in












5.2 Statistics from gait
To trigger the GPS unit at uniform distance intervals, a means of estimating how far
the host creature has travelled (without using the high power GPS unit) is required. A
simple method is to affix a pedometer to one of the host creature’s limbs and count the
number of steps taken. Simple pedometers use a weighted switch to determine foot-fall,
but more advanced devices often contain a low power MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical
systems) accelerometer which measures acceleration directly and with the aid of a mi-
croprocessor estimates the length of each step [280]. A large body of work exists on
pedestrian dead reckoning systems (PDR), which are used to provide an estimate of a
human’s position without using a GPS receiver or when there is no GPS reception (such
as in a building or dense forest) [280, 281, 282, 283]. These systems can be regarded
as simplified inertial navigation systems, as they estimate distance taken in each stride
using an accelerometer and the heading (generally measured with a digital compass)
to reconstruct the path of the user [282]. Shoe/foot attachment is a common method of
device placement in PDR [280, 281], but this is an unsuitable location for attachment to
wild animals due to robustness concerns.
Legged animals (either bipedal or quadrupedal) effect overall body locomotion by moving
their limbs in a certain sequence. Depending on the desired speed of motion, different
sequences are used – these are referred to as gaits [53]. Bipedal animals typically have
two gaits, walking or running. Some bipedal mammals such as macropodid marsupials
also hop [284]. However, the majority of animals are quadrupedal. Quadrupedal animals
have a much richer choice of gaits, due to the greater number of possible limb-sequence
combinations. Typical gaits are walking, trotting and galloping [53].
It has been hypothesized and experimentally validated that animals change from one
gait to another gait at certain speeds in order to optimally utilise energy [285]. It has
also been shown that stride2 frequency changes linearly with speed within a particular
gait [286], [287]. For animals larger than 1 kg, maximum stride frequency is typically
less than 6 Hz [288] and for large animals (such as a horse), maximum stride frequency
is less than 3 Hz [286, 287]. However, for gaits resulting in a greater speed (such as gal-
loping) the slope of the stride frequency with speed becomes smaller, due to the animal
increasing its stride length [287]. This is shown graphically in Fig. 5.2 which demon-
strates the variation in stride frequency with speed for different animals. It can be seen
that there is a non-linear relationship between stride frequency and speed, and that
different animals have vastly different speed–frequency relationships.
These observations have been made on foot motion, but a tracking collar is typically














Figure 5.2: Variation in stride frequency with speed for different animals. There are two
lines on each graph, as these correspond to the two distinct gaits of walking (lower speed)
and galloping (higher speeds). These graphs are adapted from [287]
placed on the neck of the animal. However, the neck of the animal does not act in iso-
lation from the limbs and thus there will be some coupling between the activity of the
feet and the motion of the neck. From the above review, it would be expected that the
frequency of acceleration of the neck would increase with speed. Furthermore, from ba-
sic physics, it would also be expected that the magnitude of the acceleration would also
increase with speed due to an increase in the vertical ground reaction force. These ob-
servations guide the choice of suitable statistics – both frequency and amplitude related
measures are likely to be useful in determining overall host speed.
To examine whether a neck mounted (on an animal) accelerometer could be used to es-












This consisted of an u-blox LEA-4P GPS module [289] used to measure the animal’s
speed, an ADXL103 uniaxial accelerometer [290] and a PIC18LF4620 [291] microcon-
troller, which controls the operation of the system. The prototype logger mounted on a
standard dog collar is shown in Fig. 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Accelerometer logger (early prototype unit) attached to the collar of a dog. Also
visible is the antenna used to form the wireless network.
Acceleration snapshots were recorded from the dog shown in Fig. 5.3 for a variety of
gaits, whilst being led on a lead. The vertical (perpendicular to the animal’s neck) com-
ponent of the acceleration was captured. Acceleration snapshots were also obtained from
the same device when it was carried in the left hand of the author.
For this system, what is required is a simple energy efficient method of periodically
estimating the speed of the host in order to intelligently schedule the times at which
GPS fixes are attempted that can be implemented on a low cost microcontroller. Thus,
rather than continual monitoring of the accelerometer as in pedestrian dead reckoning
(PDR), brief snapshots of the collar acceleration are taken. It was found that snapshots
between one and two seconds in length provided a good compromise between capturing
sufficient detail and expending excessive amounts of energy in their acquisition. Hence,
the length of the snapshot was chosen to be 1.2 s. Typical acceleration profiles are shown
in Fig. 5.4, obtained with a 32 Hz sampling rate whilst the subjects were running at 3.5
m/s (as measured by the GPS unit). For comparison, acceleration snapshots for the












It should be noted that the accelerometer does not need to be calibrated and the units
shown are the results of the 10 bit ADC conversion on the microcontroller. However,
for interest, it was found that the peak–to–peak excursion of the acceleration for a dog
whilst running was in the range of 2.2 – 2.6 g and for a human running was in the range
1.8 – 2.1 g.





























Human running at 3.5 m/s
Figure 5.4: Accelerometer snapshots. Top figure: Dog running at 3.5 [m/s]. Bottom figure:
Human running at 3.5 [m/s].
These snapshots show that there are large differences (as would be expected) between
a bipedal and quadrupedal animal in the shape of the acceleration waveform. How-
ever, from inspection of multiple datasets, it was found that there exists an underlying
common relationship where the peak excursion of the acceleration increases with speed.
This is due to a greater ground reaction force [292]. In addition, due to the bio-mechanics
of animal locomotion, there is a correlation between the frequency of these peaks and the
speed, as a higher speed is generally associated with a more rapid movement of the limbs
[288, 285, 286, 293]. Before the calculation of statistical measures representative of the
motion of the host are discussed, an issue that is present in the lag of the speed output









































Human walking at 1.5 m/s
Figure 5.5: Accelerometer snapshots. Top figure: Dog walking at 1.5 [m/s]. Bottom figure:
Human walking at 1.5 [m/s].
5.2.1 GPS Outlier Filter
GPS receivers provide both a location and a speed estimate [122]. By using the speed
estimate from the GPS receiver, one does not have to compute the speed by taking the
time-derivative of position. However, it was found in practice that the reported GPS
speed sometimes was inaccurate with respect to the observed speed, especially with
rapid changes in speed, such as when a creature starts running from a standstill. This
is due to the effect of a Kalman filter present in the GPS receiver which smooths the
GPS speed to reduce the effect of noise, but results in a lag between the actual speed and
the reported speed [122]. Depending on the dynamic model selected, the lag will have
different characteristics. For example, if the GPS receiver is set to pedestrian mode,
the lag is larger than if it is set to aircraft mode, which rapidly responds to changes in
motion [122]. However, in aircraft mode, the speed reported by the GPS receiver was
found to be virtually unusable due to the large amount of noise. Thus, for this system, it
was found that setting the GPS receiver to use the pedestrian dynamic model resulted
in the best reported speed data, but had a relatively large associated lag.
This associates an incorrect speed measurement with an acceleration snapshot which












speed snapshot pairs when the speed as reported by the GPS unit dramatically altered,
effectively culling the outliers in the dataset. The filter was used on a sequence ofM GPS
speed values. From these values, the standard deviation was calculated (even though
the standard deviation itself would be distorted by the presence of outliers, this method
was found to be acceptable) and the speed-acceleration snapshot pairs were discarded
from further analysis if the speed was more than a factor of β from the mean. In practice,
M was chosen to be 5 samples (corresponding to a short window whilst the GPS unit is
active) and β was 1.3 (such that data more than 1.3 standard deviations from the mean
is discarded). These values typically result in between 15% and 20% of the data being
discarded, but this depends on how the host varies its speed.
As a test of the GPS filter, the prototype was fitted with a buzzer that sounded at random
intervals. A human subject changed state as rapidly as possible from running to station-
ary and vice-versa when the buzzer was heard. The results from the test are shown in
Fig. 5.6. The top plot is the state of the human host3. The middle plot shows the speed of
the host as reported by the GPS receiver. Note the lag between the two plots, which will
have the effect of associating an incorrect speed with a particular acceleration, corrupt-
ing the learning process. The bottom plot demonstrates the action of the cleaning filter,
showing how rapid variations in speed are discarded from the dataset. The discarded
points are marked with an ‘x’.
5.2.2 Statistical Measures
In order to determine the relationship between tag motion and host speed, summary
statistics from the acceleration snapshots were calculated. There are a variety of possi-
ble statistical measures that could be used, but measures of low computational complex-
ity were required, to allow easy implementation on the low cost microcontroller. Two
statistical measures were found to provide a useful amount of information whilst being
simple to implement.
The first statistic used was the range, which is simply the peak-to-peak excursion of the
acceleration signal, within the 1.2 s sampling window. This is defined as
Range = max(a(t))−min(a(t))
where a(t) is the acceleration signal acquired during the sampling window4. This metric
is simple to compute and can be done on a sample-by-sample basis without the need to
3As a validation that the user was indeed in the correct state, the acceleration data was also examined
and showed that the user could rapidly change state from stationary to running and vice-versa, and that
the lag was due to the GPS receiver.
4To reduce the effect of knocks and bumps to the device, the acceleration signal is first filtered before the










































Figure 5.6: Test of the GPS outlier filter, demonstrating how it removes invalid data that
corrupt the data-set. (a) The gait of the human host. (b) The speed as reported by the GPS
receiver. Note the lag of the second plot relative to the first. (c) Cleaned data. Data that is
discarded is represented by a cross, and data to be retained indicated by a dot. Observe how
the outlier filter discards data-points with rapid speed variations.
store the entire dataset. This metric relates to the observation made previously that the
vertical ground reaction force varies with speed. A scatter diagram of the range for both
dog and human datasets (after being passed through the GPS outlier filter) is shown in
Fig. 5.7. This scatter diagram demonstrates that there is a strong relationship between
speed and range, as expected.
Statistics that measured frequency were also investigated. The Fast Fourier Transform
and the Fast Walsh Transform [294] were unable to sufficiently capture the difference
between related gaits (such as between running and walking). This is because the 3dB
lobe width of the peak frequency component is approximately equal to 0.89/T where T
is the length of the window in seconds. For a 1.2 s snapshot, the frequency resolution is
0.75 Hz. Longer snapshots (4 s in length) were recorded at the same sampling frequency,
and it was found that for a human walking, the peak frequency was 1.6 Hz on average,










































Figure 5.7: Scatter plot showing relationship between range of captured acceleration and
speed of host as measured by the GPS unit
snapshot is thus insufficient to reliably discriminate between these two gaits. It was
found that these methods could not provide sufficient frequency discrimination on the
short snapshots with an acceptable computational burden.
A technique used in the PDR literature is to estimate stride frequency from the time do-
main acceleration signal, rather than using a mathematical transform [295]. Typically,
the acceleration signal (in some cases the magnitude from three orthogonal axes) is fil-
tered, reducing the effect of noise. The time between zero-crossings is used to determine
the gait frequency and hence can be used to estimate the stride frequency. However, as
the graphs in Fig. 5.2 demonstrate, for large animals the variation in stride frequency
with speed is quite small (in the region of 0.1 Hz for a speed change of 1 m/s for a horse
when galloping). Reliably determining the speed from the stride frequency is likely to
be inaccurate due to these small variations, precluding the use of the direct stride fre-
quency estimation techniques.
The second statistic used was the variance of the jerk, where the jerk is the time deriva-
tive of the acceleration signal. This method actually embeds the amplitude of the ac-












sinusoidal5 acceleration signal a(t) with amplitude A and frequency ω [rad/s]
a(t) = Asin(ωt) + a0,
where a0 is the static offset, due to gravitational effects.





Note that taking the derivative removes the static offset6. Taking the variance is the
same as calculating the mean square value, where the mean of a sinusoid is zero. The
jerk variance is
¯(J(t)− ¯ )J(t 2 = ¯J(t)2 = ¯A2ω2 cos2(ωt) = 0.5A2ω2. (5.1)
Hence, this operation has the effect of amplifying the frequency through the action of
taking the derivative of the acceleration. In addition, this calculation combines both
frequency and amplitude into a single measure. Note that this method of calculating
the variance of the jerk is computationally simple and can be computed on a sample-
by-sample basis without needing to find the mean value. Graphs of the relationship
between speed and jerk variance are shown in Fig. 5.8.
Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 demonstrate that there is a correspondence between the two chosen
statistical measures and the speed of the host. Note that the data is clustered around
certain speeds - this is because each speed is associated with a certain ambulatory gait
such as walking or running. The data is relatively noisy, even with the action of the GPS
outlier filter (which only acts on GPS data, and does not remove acceleration profiles on
the basis of their ‘noise’). This is possibly due to motion effects not correlated with gait,
such as bumping the device whilst stationary. The scatter diagrams also show that the
dog and the human have a different spread of summary statistics. In particular, the dog
has a much larger jerk variance, due to the presence of higher frequency information in
its acceleration profile, presumably as a result of having four legs. The complete algo-
rithm for calculating the jerk variance and acceleration range is shown in Algorithm 2.
The for-loop runs Ns times, where Ns is the number of samples taken during a snapshot.
During each loop, the acceleration is passed through a low pass filter with update param-
eter α. The filter reduces the effect of noise and non-locomotion related artefacts such as
bumps and knocks. Upon completion, the range is found in the variable Range and the
5A sinusoid is considered here as gait waveforms are predominantly sinusoidal in shape.
6This is beneficial, as the offset is due to non-motion related effects, such as gravity and accelerometer
calibration. Thus, the action of taking the derivative eliminates the bias, without the need to calculate the














































Figure 5.8: Scatter plot showing relationship between variance of jerk of captured acceler-
ation and speed of host as measured by the GPS unit
jerk variance in the variable Jsum7. It can be seen that the algorithm is lightweight and
computationally simple.
The following section discusses how to construct a mathematical model which adaptively
learns how to predict the speed, given the summary statistics.
5.3 Model Training and Prediction
The analysis presented in Section 5.2 demonstrated that there was a relationship be-
tween the two chosen statistics and the speed of the host. However, this relationship
needs to be determined, so that given a set of statistics, it is possible to estimate the
speed of the animal8.
7To further simplify the calculation, the variable Jsum is not divided by Ns, as would be required to
calculate the variance. Thus the output in Jsum is a scaled version of the variance.
8Note however that this model assumes a terrestrially based animal. In the case of a climbing animal,
for example a monkey, a much richer model would be required to correctly separate vertical from horizontal












Algorithm 2: Calculation of range and jerk variance
Jsum = 0;
a = GetAcceleration();
amax = amin = a;
for k = 1 : Ns do
aold = a;
a = GetAcceleration();
a = (1− α)a + αaold;
if a > amax then
amax = a;
endif
if a < amin then
amin = a;
endif
Jsum = Jsum + (a − aold) 2;
endfor
Range = amax − amin;
One possible method would be to form a model off-line based on the captured data which
would then be programmed into the collar. While this makes the implementation on the
collar trivial (a simple lookup table would suffice), it would require that a model be built
for each animal or species of animal depending on individual variability and required
accuracy. This would be time-consuming and in some cases (such as a rarely encountered
wild animal), logistically impossible. Furthermore, if the collar rotates around the neck
of the animal to a different location, the acceleration signal (as captured by a uniaxial
accelerometer) will alter, possibly leading to incorrect prediction of speed9. To some
extent, collar rotation is prevented by the placement of the heavy battery pack below
the animal’s neck in wildlife tracking collars which acts as a counterweight [5, 3].
It would be desirable for the collar to build the model itself, and update it to changes
in operating parameters. Thus, it needs to learn the relationship between the various
statistics and the speed. There are many different learning algorithms and models that
can be trained, varying in computational complexity, convergence speed and robustness.
For this application, it is required that the algorithm be as computationally simple as
possible, robust to noise and adaptable to new data. The least mean squares (LMS)
algorithm [296] will be first discussed, with particular application to training a neural
network to form a model. This will then be contrasted with the recursive least squares
(RLS) algorithm [296], and differences between the two with regards to performance and
suitability examined. First, however, an overview of learning algorithms in general is
provided.
9This can be compensated for by using a triaxial accelerometer and calculating the magnitude of the












Overview of learning algorithms
An adaptive model is a function which operates on its input(s) x[n] to create an output
signal y[n] [296]. However, an adaptive model is initialised with little or no a priori
knowledge of the relationship between the input data and output. Thus, the model
must learn this relationship. To do so, it is given a reference signal, d[n], representing
the desired output given an input signal x[n]. The error e[n] represents the difference
between the model’s predicted output and the desired output. A learning algorithm acts
on this error to adjust the model in some way so as to minimise a measure of the error
(such as the mean square of the error). This is referred to as the training process. Then,
when the desired output d[n] is unavailable, then the adaptive model can predict the
actual output. This process is shown in Fig. 5.9, comprising the learning phase and
the prediction stage. Note that the learning process is essentially a negative feedback
control system, as it acts to reduce the error between the predicted and actual output
values by altering parameters of the model.
Figure 5.9: Learning algorithm structures: (a) The training phase to incorporate new data
into the model; (b) The prediction or feedforward stage
Clearly two main choices need to be made: the form of the adaptive model and the type
of learning algorithm. However, these two choices are not isolated, as the structure of
the adaptive model will result in a certain subset of learning algorithms being applicable
or more suitable. Essentially the adjustable parameters of the model form a parameter
space which is searched in order to find the best solution to the given data subject to
various constraints. As such, a wide variety of algorithms exist ranging from random or
evolutionary driven searches [297], [298] to gradient based methods [299].
5.3.1 Types of model












y = f(x), (5.2)
where x is the input vector and f() is the functional mapping.
The choice of function is dictated by the complexity of the data to be fitted and desired
accuracy. One of the simplest models is a linear relationship,
y = c1x1 + c2x2 + . . .+ cMxM + c0 =
M∑
i=1
cixi + c0 = cTx + c0 (5.3)
where the coefficients ci represent the weights associated with each input xi and c0 is
the bias or offset weight and c is the vector of coefficients of size 1×M .
Whilst simple, it cannot accurately approximate non-linear functions, limiting its use-
fulness in this application as the graphs in Section 5.2 show that a linear model will
not be sufficiently accurate for speed prediction. A more powerful model includes higher
powers of the inputs and is referred to as a polynomial model. This can either include or
ignore cross terms (products of separate inputs, such as x1x3). Ignoring cross terms has
the result that the number of parameters of the model grows linearly both in terms of
the number of inputs and the order of the polynomial. The nth order polynomial model
(with no cross terms) is:
y = c11x1 + c12x21 + . . . c1nnx
n
1 + . . . cm1xm + cm2x
2
m + . . . cmnx
n
m + c0 (5.4)
This model is more useful in approximating complex functions compared with the simple
linear model, but if it is fitted to discontinuous data it sometimes does not generalise
well to data not in the training set. This model can be regarded as a transversal filter of
length m× n, where the inputs are pre-calculated to form the polynomial terms [296].
A very powerful, yet complex, model is the three layer (one input layer, one hidden
layer and one output layer) feedforward artificial neural network with M inputs and N
‘hidden’ neurons [296]. The output, y, is given by







where bi represents the weight from the hidden layer neuron i to the output layer and
aij is the weight from input neuron j to hidden neuron i. The bias term is given by b0.
In this case the tanh activation function is used as opposed to the more common logistic
or sigmoid function as it is commonly available as a built-in function in the float library












faster execution time for the training algorithm. An artificial neural network can in
general approximate any non-linear function with sufficient numbers of hidden neurons
[300]. They are computationally intensive however, as the transcendental hyperbolic
tangent function is approximately an order of magnitude more complex to evaluate com-
pared to a multiplication operation. In addition, adjusting the weights in a neural net-
work is more complex than for the polynomial model, as the error adjustment needs to
be made to two separate layers of weights. Also note that the neural network model
has N +NM + 1 coefficients, with the implication that increasing the number of hidden
neurons will result in a rapid growth in the number of model parameters.
Now that some models have been presented, algorithms that can be used to train them
are discussed.
5.3.2 The Least Mean Square (LMS) Learning Algorithm
The Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm, commonly known as the ‘delta-rule’, was in-
troduced by Widrow and Huff and is a stochastic gradient descent algorithm [301]. It is
computationally simple and is not memory intensive. However, it does suffer from slow
convergence speeds. The LMS algorithm is an approximation of the steepest descent al-
gorithm, as it utilises an instantaneous estimate of the gradient of the error function. It
is stochastic in that it acts on samples in isolation which can be corrupted with random
noise, but follow a general trend. The steps involved in updating the coefficients c of the
adaptive model are as follows, where n is the iteration or sample number [296]:
Feedforward
y[n] = cT [n]x[n]
Error calculation

















Parameter κ controls the learning rate of the LMS algorithm. Large values of κ results
in a large step size and rapid adaption to new input, but at the cost of ‘forgetting’ prior
data. In addition large κ can result in oscillation around the function minimum [296].
Conversely, a small value of κ results in slow adaption to new information. The coef-
ficient vector c is initialised to sensible values if prior information is known about the
relationship between input and output, but if no information is available can be set to a
zero vector [296].
It can be seen that there are three steps to updating the model. In the first step, the
estimate of the function is calculated from the inputs. This is then compared to the
desired signal, d [n] in order to determine the error between the actual and predicted
value. This error signal is then used to alter the coefficients in the direction that reduces
the error.
For the neural network model, an extra step has to be taken to correctly update the
weights through the hidden layer back to the inputs. This is commonly called the back-
propagation algorithm, as the error alters the weights in a feedback direction [302]. The
process is shown in Algorithms 3 and 4. Parameters µ0 and µ1 control the learning












y[n] = y[n] + H[j] × b[j];
endfor
y[n] = tanh(y[n]);
One major issue with the neural network is that the input and output data needs to be
scaled (for the tanh model to lie on the domain [-1:1]). Clearly this is a problem when the
maximum and minimum values are not known beforehand – thus they need to be set to
extreme values to prevent saturation. This can create problems if the variation of the
input/output signal is very small compared to the predefined limits. In addition the step-













Algorithm 4: Weight Update (Backpropagation)
/* Error calculation */
e[n] = d[n] - y[n];
/* Backpropagation */
Delta = (1 - y[n] × y[n]) × e[n];
for j=1:N do
HD[j] = (1-H[j] × H[j]) × b[j] × e[n] ;
endfor
for j = 1:N do
b[j] = b[j] + (µ1× Delta × H[j]);
endfor
for k = 1:M do
for j=1:N do
a[j][k] = a[j][k] + (µ0× HD[j] × x[k])
endfor
endfor
5.3.3 The Recursive Least Square (RLS) Learning Algorithm
Whilst the LMS algorithm is very simple, it does suffer from slow convergence speeds.
Furthermore, the setting of the step update factor is a matter of trial and error, depend-
ing on the distribution of the input vector. The RLS Algorithm uses information from all
past input samples to estimate the autocorrelation of the input vector, rather than an
instantaneous estimate [296]. However, the autocorrelation matrix is calculated recur-
sively, meaning that past input samples do not need to be stored [296]. It is thus more
complex and memory intensive than the LMS algorithm, but converges more rapidly.
The RLS algorithms is a specialised version of the Kalman filter [302]. The steps in-
volved in each iteration of the RLS algorithm are as follows [296]:
Feedforward
y[n] = cT [x]x[n]
Error calculation




1 + ρ−1xT [n]Φ−1[n− 1]x[n]












c[n] = c[n− 1] + k[n](d[n]− xT [n]c[n− 1])
The prediction and error calculation steps are the same as for the LMS model, but at
each iteration, the inverse autocorrelation matrix Φ−1 is updated, by first computing an
intermediate error vector k[n]. This error vector is also used to alter the coefficients of
the model, shown in the last line of the formulation.
Variable 0 < ρ < 1 is the ‘forgetting factor’ which controls how the algorithm reduces
the weight of old samples in calculating the least squares fit. If ρ is set to 1, the data
is never discarded from the recursive memory. The other parameter which affects the
convergence speed of the RLS algorithm is the initial setting of the inverse autocorrela-
tion matrix, Φ−1. This needs to be set to δ−1I, where I is the identity matrix and δ is a
small positive constant. Although the algorithm is more computationally intensive and
requires storage of the inverse autocorrelation matrix10, it converges much more rapidly
than the LMS algorithm, as will be shown in the following section.
5.3.4 Performance comparison of LMS and RLS
Computational Complexity
The various algorithms differ greatly in their computational complexity, which impacts
on their execution time. Furthermore, their memory requirements (both for temporary
and permanent variables) are also different. Table 5.3.4 shows the number of opera-
tions required for the processes of each algorithm. In the table, N refers to the number
of weights or co-efficients that need to be trained. For the backpropagation algorithm,
there are an additional M weights in the hidden layer that also need to be trained. It
can be seen that the LMS algorithm scales linearly i.e. requires time O(N) to execute.
The backpropagation algorithm scales as O(NM) and the RLS procedure as O(N2). As
low cost microcontrollers do not generally possess a floating point unit, floating point
arithmetic is handled by multiple bytewise operations. Higher end DSP-based proces-
sors could be used to increase computation speed, but their power consumption is much
higher than their simpler counterparts and thus they are not suitable for this applica-
tion [303]. For the processor in question (PIC18F series), an addition typically takes 100
cycles, a multiplication 250 cycles and the tanh function takes 3 500 cycles.
A graph showing the variation in training time of the various algorithms is shown in Fig.
5.1011. All these algorithms were implemented on the PIC microcontroller by the author
10The autocorrelation matrix is also sometimes termed the covariance matrix. It is possible to reduce
the storage requirements further by using a square-root decomposition, which makes the autocorrelation
matrix symmetric, meaning that only half as much storage space is required.













Table 5.1: Comparison of computational complexity for the various algorithms. Memory
requirements are expressed in bytes
Algorithm Process Additions Multiplications Tanh Memory
LMS Feedforward N − 1 N 0
Error 1 0 0
Adjustment 2N − 1 3N + 2 0 4N
Backpropagation Feedforward MN +N MN +N N + 1
Error 1 0 0
Backpropagation 2MN + 2N + 1 2MN + 5N + 2 0 4MN
RLS Feedforward N − 1 N 0
Error 1 0 0
Adjustment 2N2 + 3N + 1 7N2 +N + 1 0 4N2 + 4N
for testing of their suitability and operation. For the neural network, it was assumed
that the number of hidden neurons was equivalent to the number of inputs (i.e. M = N ).
It can be seen that as the number of weights increases, the training time of the RLS
algorithm increases rapidly, whereas the training time for the LMS algorithm increases
linearly. The RLS algorithm is more efficient than the backpropagation algorithm if the
number of weights is less than five.
The memory requirements of the RLS algorithm are much greater than the LMS and
neural network algorithms, as the N × N matrix of the autocorrelation of the input
vector has to be stored between iterations. A floating point number (32 bit) requires 4
bytes of RAM to hold. Thus, the RLS algorithm requires a static buffer of 4N2 bytes.
As an example, if the RLS algorithm has to train a model with 10 weights, 400 bytes of
dedicated RAM are required, which is a large proportion of a low cost microcontroller’s
available RAM (in this case, 3986 bytes [303]). In addition, the RLS algorithm requires
an additional 4N2 bytes for temporary storage during the training phase. The LMS
algorithm does not require that any data (other than the coefficients of the model) be
stored between iterations, relaxing its memory footprint.
Convergence speeds
As the RLS algorithm keeps a recursive memory of all past samples (without having to
store them all), it converges to an accurate solution much more rapidly than the LMS
algorithm. For this application, the model must incorporate new data rapidly, whilst
still retaining old data, so that an accurate mapping between acceleration profile and
speed can be rapidly constructed. The difference in convergence speeds is shown for the
normalised LMS and RLS algorithms in Fig. 5.11 for a simple linear function corrupted














































Figure 5.10: Number of cycles for one training iteration of the various algorithms for vary-
ing number of coefficients.
The plot shows that the RLS algorithm converges rapidly in comparison to the LMS al-
gorithm. The simulation time-step is 1 second, and training is performed online at each
iteration. Noise is gaussian with a variance of 0.1. After approximately 15 iterations,
the RLS algorithm has reached a stable value, whereas after 100 iterations, the error
in the LMS algorithm is still decreasing. This is as a result of the LMS algorithm not
storing the autocorrelation matrix but estimating it from the instantaneous value of the
input vector.
5.3.5 Learning performance of the algorithms with various models
The performance of the various learning methods were tested on real data acquired from
a human walking. The inputs applied to each model were the acceleration range and jerk
variance, as computed using the method described in Section 5.2. The sampling rate of
the GPS receiver was 0.5 Hz, and the 1.2 s acceleration snapshot was taken in between
GPS samples. The speed (as reported by the GPS unit) was used to train the model and
to determine prediction performance.
To fairly compare the linear/polynomial models to the neural network, the inputs and
outputs were scaled to be in the range [−1 : 1]12. A simple linear model (with a bias term)





































Figure 5.11: Convergence speeds of LMS and RLS to linear function y(t) = 9t + 7 + n(t),
where n(t) is random noise with variance = 0.1. LMS parameter κ = 0.6 and RLS forgetting
factor ρ = 0.9. A simple linear model was used for both RLS and LMS training methods.
was compared against the neural network model. The linear model used was
y[n] = c1x1[n] + c2x2[n] + c0,
where y is the predicted sp ed, x1 is the acceleration range and x2 the jerk variance.
Coefficients c1 and c2 are the coefficients for the range and jerk variance respectively
and c0 is the bias coefficient.
The neural network model used was







where y is the speed as predicted by the model, bi represents the weight from the hidden
layer neuron i to the output layer and aij is the weight from input neuron j to hidden
neuron i. The bias term is given by b0.
Both the LMS algorithm and the RLS algorithm were used to train the linear model,













neural network was configured to have two input neurons and three hidden layer neu-
rons with a bias term, resulting in nine weights, whereas the linear model has three
weights. The learning rates for the neural network were chosen to be µ0 = 0.6 and µ1 =
0.5, as these were found to result in the best performance. The step size factor for the
LMS algorithm was set as κ = 1.0. For the RLS algorithm, δ = 0.01, but this value was
not found to be critical, as long as it was made small. The forgetting factor, ρ, for the
RLS algorithm was set to 0.99. The algorithms were trained for 250 samples of the input
data (sampled at 2 s intervals and thus the training phase took 500 s to complete). It
should be noted that this does not mean that 250 samples were applied to the learning
algorithm, as the GPS filter removes samples that could be in error. After this time, the
model were used to predict the speed of the host (that is, no further training occurred).
The results of this test are shown in Fig. 5.12.
The test results show that the LMS algorithm on a simple linear model tracked the
speed of the human subject very well during the training phase, but the error during
the prediction phase was large (Mean Square Error (MSE) = 0.041). The neural network
performed badly, but showed a smaller prediction error than the LMS model (MSE =
0.036) as its mean value is similar to the mean value of the actual speed. The RLS algo-
rithm demonstrated excellent tracking and prediction performance (MSE = 0.010), as it
converges rapidly to an accurate estimate of the process. In addition, it does not require
careful setting of parameters, unlike the LMS algorithm where the choice of step size is
critical. Lastly, it does not require a priori knowledge of the maximum and minimum
ranges of signals as does the neural network. Thus, in spite of its complexity and in-
creased memory requirements, the RLS algorithm is more suitable for this application
and is thus chosen as the learning algorithm.
The test shown in Fig. 5.12 was undertaken using a simple linear model, which cannot
fit non-linear functions. Higher order polynomial models were considered, both with
and without cross-terms. It was found that a second order model with no cross terms
provided acceptable performance without being excessively computationally intensive:
y = c0 + c1x1 + c2x21 + c3x2 + c4x
2
2 (5.6)
where y is an estimate of the speed, x1 is the range, x2 is the jerk variance and param-
eters ci are the co-efficients associated with each term in the equation. The choice of a
second order model was also guided by shape of the graphs shown in Fig. 5.2, which
show a non-linear relationship between stride frequency and host speed. For the rest of












Figure 5.12: Comparison between the different models and learning algorithms. Top plot:
LMS used to train the linear model. Middle plot: Neural network. Bottom plot: RLS used
to train the linear model. The first half of the experiment was the training phase, where
the model was updated. In the second half of the experiment, the speed was estimated. The
actual speed is that reported by the GPS receiver.
5.3.6 When to train the model
It is not desirable that model updating happens every time the GPS unit is triggered (it
typically takes 10–20 s to acquire the first fix, and to obtain 10 speed–acceleration train-
ing pairs will take a further 20 s, assuming a 0.5 Hz GPS sampling rate). Instead, the
model is only updated if the prediction is no longer accurate13. Training is undertaken
13This would be the case if the host animal undertook a previously unss gait pattern or if the acceleration













abs(d[n]− y[n]) > ad[n] + b, (5.7)
where d[n] is the speed as measured by the GPS receiver, y[n] is the predicted speed, a is
the proportional error to be tolerated and b is the bias. Values that were found to result
in good performance for this application were a = 0.1 and b = 0.2 m/s.
5.4 Real World Testing and Performance of Training Algorithm
To test the suitability of the model and the training method, datasets were captured
from two different dogs (using neck mounted collar) and from a human carrying the de-
vice on different locations of the body. Two variations of the devices were designed and
fabricated by the author in order to test the training algorithm. These are shown in Fig.
5.13. These devices are greatly reduced in size compared to the first prototype shown
in Fig. 5.3. Both units have a triaxial LIS3L02AS4 acceleration sensor[304] and use
256 Mb SD memory cards for mass storage [305]. However, only one axis of acceleration
data was used in the generation of acceleration range and jerk variance. The only real
difference between the two versions is that the newer unit has a more sensitive GPS
receiver (the NEO-4S as opposed to the LEA-4P module[122]) and a more powerful mi-
crocontroller (the PIC18F67J11 as opposed to the PIC18LF4620 for the older unit[303]).
The use of the SD memory card allows for inexpensive storage of vast amounts of data
– an issue with the prototype data logger in Fig. 5.3 was that it could only store 40 kb
of data, leading to rapid memory filling when acquiring and storing acceleration signa-
tures for further analysis. The system design for the tracking device is shown in Fig.
5.14. Code was written in C, and the recursive least squares learning algorithm was im-
plemented on the microcontrollers. The devices automatically uploaded their acquired
data to a Base tag over the wireless network. Further details about the hardware and
the software operation can be found in Chapter 6.
The subjects walked and ran around an urban neighbourhood, with intermittent stops
at road junctions. To show the effectiveness of the learning algorithm in adapting the
parameters of the model to the behaviour of the host, training was explicitly disabled
after a time t = 300 s. The datasets for the two dogs are shown in Fig. 5.15. Dog A was a
35 kg labrador and Dog B was a 22 kg mixed breed. To test whether device location was
critical for a human carried device, the device was carried in the hand and also attached
to a belt. For the hand-carried test, the accelerometer is actually picking up arm-swings.
A uni-axial accelerometer was used, oriented such that it captured acceleration in the
vertical (z) axis. The collar on the dog was prevented from rotating by placing the bat-













Figure 5.13: The different devices used for testing the uniform distance sampling ap-
proach. (a) was equipped with a triaxial acceleration sensor and used an SD memory card
for storage of the raw acceleration profiles. (b) is the latest version, also with a triaxial ac-
celerometer and an SD memory card, but uses a high sensitivity GPS receiver with a helical
stub antenna.
Figure 5.14: System diagram of the uniform distance sampling tracking device.
different summary statistics (acceleration range and jerk variance), yet the learning al-
gorithm was able to train the model in both of these cases. The two human datasets
are shown in Fig. 5.16. These speed-time datasets are those produced by the micro-
controller. These demonstrate that the microcontroller is able to train the model and
estimate speed online14. No post-processing has been undertaken on this data.
Figs. 5.15 and 5.16 demonstrate that the model is able to learn and predict the speed
of different hosts, even with a very short training set. Quantifying error performance
is problematic because the speed measured by the GPS unit is itself corrupted by noise.
However, to provide a metric of prediction accuracy, the cumulative distance measured
by the GPS unit was compared to the cumulative distance estimated by the trained
model, for the time period from 300 s to 1000 s. Model training was explicitly disabled
14For the microcontroller used, speed prediction takes less than 1 ms and training approximately 60 ms.











































Figure 5.15: Speed-time plots illustrating the predicted and measured speeds for two dif-
ferent dogs. Dog A was a 35 kg labrador and Dog B was a 22 kg mixed breed. At time t = 300
s, further training was disabled. Note the large training errors at the start of the dataset.
for the 700 s interval. The results are shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Difference between distance measured by GPS unit and predicted by model after
1000 s
Test Measured [m] Predicted [m] Percent Difference
Dog A 915 914 0.1%
Dog B 837 967 15.5%
Human (Hand) 674 624 -7.4 %
Human (Belt) 861 882 2.4 %
The results demonstrate that this system is capable of adequately estimating the speed
for different animals from a short snapshot, without being provided with prior knowl-
edge about the way the host moves. The percentage differences compare favourably
with PDR systems with quoted errors in the region of 2% [282] to 10% [283], especially
considering the simplicity of the chosen statistics15.
15The reason why the error for Dog B is so much larger than the other tests is unclear. It is thought that
this could be due to the fact that the collar did not fit this animal as snugly as the collar on Dog A, leading to

























Human (Device carried in hand)














Human (Device attached to belt)
Measured
Predicted
Figure 5.16: Speed-time plots illustrating the predicted and measured speeds for human
carried device. In the top plot, the device was carried in the left hand of the author, in the
bottom plot, worn on a belt. At time t = 300 s, further training was disabled. Note the large
training errors at the start of the dataset.
Fig. 5.17 show the fitted polynomial surfaces in terms of the two variables (acceleration
range and jerk variance) for the various subjects. Any negative speed predictions have
been clamped to zero in the plots. These surfaces show the large variation in the pre-
dictors between the different tests. In particular, note the different shape of the surface
for the different attachment methods to the human. These surfaces, coupled with the
speed-time plots shown in Figs. 5.15 and 5.16 demonstrate that the algorithm is able
to accurately learn the relationship between the summary parameters and the speed of
the host.
The next section discusses how to schedule GPS fixes based on the estimated distance
travelled.
5.5 GPS Triggering
To achieve the aims of distance based sampling, the GPS unit is triggered (that is, woken














Figure 5.17: Surface plots of the generated model surfaces for the various tests. (a) and (b)
are for dog A and B respectively. (c) is for the hand carried human device and (d) for the belt
worn device.
the last fix exceeds a certain threshold distance. Two different methods of determining
what threshold distance to use are compared, one based on a preset threshold distance
and another that alters the threshold distance in relation to the habits of the host. Both
perform uniform distance sampling.
5.5.1 Constant Threshold Distance Activation
The threshold distance can be specified prior to attaching the collar on the animal (for
example, one fix to be taken every 500 m), resulting in the number of attempted fixes
being proportional to distance travelled. However, the choice of this threshold distance
is critical, being dependent on the way the animal moves. If the threshold distance
is set too high, the GPS unit will rarely be triggered, resulting in a sparsity of data.
Conversely, if the threshold distance is made too low the GPS unit will fire often which












of the animal is often unknown (hence the necessity of equipping it with a tracking
collar) and so choosing a fixed distance threshold is somewhat a matter of trial and error.
The lifetime of the device is also unpredictable, as it depends on how far the animal has
travelled. The firing patterns of constant distance activation for two different simulated
animals are shown in Fig. 5.18, over a 60 hour period. Both hypothetical animals are
inactive for a portion of the simulation. The animal in the bottom graph moves faster
than that in the top, resulting in a higher firing rate (43 fixes over the time period, as































































Figure 5.18: Comparison of firing rates for two different simulated animal patterns using
constant threshold distance activation. The horizontal grey line is the threshold. Note that
a constant threshold results in an animal dependent firing rate, with the implication that
collar lifetime is somewhat unpredictable. For each simulated animal, the top graph is the
speed of the animal, the middle graph is the cumulative distance travelled since the last












5.5.2 Adaptive Threshold Distance Activation (ATDA)
Due to the difficulties of choosing a threshold distance, an adaptive threshold is pro-
posed. Instead of choosing a constant threshold distance, the user specifies a desired
average fix rate (number of fixes per unit time) over a period of time. As an example,
assume that the desired rate is 48 GPS fixes over a 24 hour time period. At the start of
each day, the collar determines a threshold distance to be used for the rest of the day.
At the end of the time period, the total distance travelled in the prior 24 hour period is
used to update the average distance travelled per day. Based on the updated average,
a new threshold distance is calculated for the next day. Thus, the threshold distance
is dynamically adjusted over time in order to achieve the desired daily number of fixes,
whilst still performing uniform distance sampling within each day16. In addition, as the
average fix rate is pre-specified, ensuring that the collar achieves a certain lifetime is
made easier, and the volumes of data generated by the collar are more predictable.
To adjust the threshold or trigger distance an exponentially weighted moving average
filter is used to ‘learn’ the cumulative distance travelled over the time period. The long
term estimated cumulative distance Dk is updated with the cumulative distance from




yi + (1− δ)Dk (5.8)
where 0 < δ < 1 is the adaption rate, N is the number of speed estimates taken in
the time period and yi is the estimated distance travelled ( discussed in Section 5.3).
The estimated distance is summed over an interval which is chosen to be long enough
to capture the typical behaviour of an animal. The adaption rate controls how rapidly
the long term estimated distance is updated with the new cumulative distance. Large
values of δ result in a high rate of adaption, but correspondingly short memory of prior
data. It was found in practice that a value of δ = 0.05 provides a good long term estimate
with sufficient adaption to variations in the host creature’s behaviour.






In this way, the GPS fixes are uniformly spaced in distance over a time period so as to
achieve a preset fix budget.
There are however some practical concerns with uniform distance sampling with regard
to the operation of the device. GPS units typically need to be powered up at least once
every four hours or the ephemeris data becomes invalid, resulting in a much longer ac-












quisition time (cold start) [289]. Thus, this implies that even if the animal is stationary,
there should still be a minimum fix rate.
Another issue is that if the animal’s behaviour suddenly changes (such as altering from
a sedentary state to long distance migration pattern), the GPS unit will be triggered
frequently until the threshold is updated. This will have a detrimental effect on the
lifetime of the device, but will capture interesting information. If device lifetime is the
primary concern, an upper bound on the fix rate can be specified such that the minimum
lifetime of the device can be predicted. For animal tracking, a suitable upper bound is to
take fixes no more often than once every five minutes. This figure could be very different
for a mobile device carried by a person. It should be noted that by setting the maximum
and minimum fix rates to be the same, it is possible to make the system act as a uniform
time sampling device if so desired.
Firing patterns for the same two simulated animals in Section 5.5.1 are shown in Fig.
5.19, using the same simulation parameters and random seeds. The time period over
which the threshold is adjusted is made to be three hours long, in order to highlight the
way the threshold changes. The fix rate, R, was chosen to be two (that is, one fix every
90 minutes). The maximum fix rate was unlimited and the minimum fix rate was set so
that the GPS unit would be triggered at least once every four hours.
The threshold distance (shown on the graph as a light grey line) dynamically alters ac-
cording to the distance travelled in each time window, resulting in similar firing pattern
for both animals. The animal in the top graph acquired 35 GPS fixes, whereas that in the
bottom graph acquired 38 GPS fixes. Also note that when the animal is stationary, fixes
are still taken to satisfy the minimum firing rate, even though the threshold distance
has not been exceeded. This avoids having to perform a cold-start on the GPS unit.
These simulation results demonstrate why adaptively altering the threshold distance is
a valid approach to undertaking uniform distance sampling when the average distance
travelled by the host animal is not known prior to deployment.
5.5.3 Constant vs Adaptive Thresholds
The two methods of scheduling fixes have different merits and drawbacks. A summary
of these are shown in Table 5.3. Which method to choose depends on the wildlife study
in question and what the requirements for the data are.
In most cases, adaptive threshold distance activation (ATDA) would be the most suitable
as the behaviour of the animal does not need to be known in advance and the collar
adapts to each individual in order to satisfy the pre-specified average number of fixes










































































Figure 5.19: Comparison of firing rates for two different simulated animal patterns using
adaptive threshold distance activation (ATDA). The grey line is the threshold. Note that
with ATDA, the threshold is updated according to the behaviour and habits of the host. Even
though these animals have different activity profiles, it can be seen that the firing profile
is similar, with the implication that collar lifetime is more predictable. For each simulated
animal, the top graph is the speed of the animal, the middle graph is the cumulative distance
since the last GPS fix and the bottom graph indicates when GPS fixes are taken.
However, as the threshold distance changes over the course of the study, not all data
points will be equally spaced in distance. For animals with regular activity patterns,
once the threshold distance is established, data points will be spaced at approximately
equal distance intervals17.
Constant threshold distance activation would be useful in research on well-studied an-
imals where a threshold distance can be intelligently specified. The main advantage
of this method is that GPS data points over the entire study will be equally spaced in
distance.
17A third approach could be undertaken, which is a hybrid of both techniques. When the collar is first
placed on the animal, ATDA is used to learn a suitable threshold distance. Once the threshold distance is












Table 5.3: Comparison between the two methods of choosing the threshold
5.6 Energy Comparison of Sampling Strategies
To demonstrate the usefulness of acquiring GPS fixes based on uniform distance sam-
pling (using either constant or adaptive threshold activation) over uniform time sam-
pling, the energy usage of the two methods are compared for a hypothetical animal.
The animal is assumed to be diurnal, spending approximately ten hours sleeping and
fourteen hours grazing/running. Average energy usage is calculated for constant time
sampling and ATDA (Section 5.5.2) for a total of 100 simulated days. The parameters
used in calculating the energy expenditure of the two methods are shown in Table 5.6.
The time window is how often the threshold is updated, and the learning parameter is
the innovation rate, δ. The training frequency is the percentage of GPS fix attempts
that result in updating the model via the learning algorithm. The training GPS on-
time is how long the GPS unit has to be active to acquire enough fixes and acceleration
snapshots to train the model. The prediction duty cycle is the proportion of time that
the unit is predicting the speed – for the rest of the time it will be in a low power sleep
mode. This duty cycle corresponds to acquiring an acceleration snapshot (which takes 2
s including calculation and storage of the estimated speed) every 30 s.
The results of the simulation for a maximum fix rate of 60 minutes for ATDA are shown
in Fig. 5.20. The diagram (see Fig. 5.20 (a), middle plot) shows how the uniform time
sampling method takes needless fixes when the animal is stationary. This is made ev-
ident in the cumulative density function of the distance between successive fixes (see
Fig. 5.20 (b), top plot). This demonstrates that for approximately 50% of the fixes, the
distance travelled between successive fixes does not exceed 100 m. Over the 100 day
simulation time, the uniform time method acquired 2400 GPS fixes, whereas the ATDA
method only took 1411 fixes. However, they both capture the same information, as 50%
of the uniform time GPS fixes are in fact redundant and unnecessary as they correspond
to repeated fixes in the same location. In addition, it must be noted that detailed speed-
time profiles are also generated by the ATDA method. Over the 100 day simulation












Table 5.4: Parameters used in the simulation to compare energy usage of constant time and
Adaptive Distance Activation
Constant Time Activation Adaptive Distance Activation
Sampling Period 60 minutes Time Window 24 hours
Average GPS acquisition time 25 seconds Learning Parameter 0.05
Active GPS current 35 mA Minimum Sampling Interval 4 hours
Desired Sample Rate 60 minutes
Average GPS acquisition time 25 seconds
Active GPS current 35 mA
Training GPS on-time 45 seconds
Training frequency 10%
Accelerometer current 0.6 mA
Prediction Duty Cycle 6.70%
of ATDA is 0.19 mA. This implies that for the same capacity battery, the lifetime us-
ing the adaptive method will be approximately 25% greater than that of constant time
activation whilst delivering more information (equivalent GPS locations and also the
speed–time profile).
The sampling pattern of ATDA sampling with no limit on the maximum sampling rate
is shown in Fig. 5.21. This shows that over 85% of GPS fixes are taken at a uniform
distance interval. The number of fixes taken by the adaptive method slightly exceeds the
desired rate – this is due to the effect of the minimum sampling interval which is used to
prevent cold-starts. The energy usage of unbounded ATDA is 1.4 times as large as that
of uniform time sampling, but the information acquired by the module is far richer. The
maximum distance between fixes does not exceed 1 km for adaptive activation, but for
constant time activation, some fixes are taken which are 3.8 km apart. This means that
the accuracy of path reconstruction for ATDA will be greater than that of the standard
method of acquiring GPS fixes at uniform time intervals.
5.6.1 Effect of animal activity patterns on collar lifetime
The example from the prior section is now generalized to examine the energy savings for
different animal activity patterns. Animals are often stationary for a large proportion of
time. This proportion varies with different species of animal, and also with environmen-
tally related effects (such as winter hibernation or migration). The behaviour of lions
for example, is characterised by large periods of inactivity followed by brief periods of
intense activity [30]. Lions are active for only approximately 40% of the time [30].
During these periods of inactivity, a conventional uniform time sampling GPS unit





















































Constant Time Activation (N =2400)


















Uniform Distance Sampling (N =1411)
(b)
Figure 5.20: Simulation comparison with a maximum fix interval of 60 minutes for ATDA.
(a) shows the speed of the animal with time and the corresponding GPS fix times for the two
methods. (b) shows histograms of the distance between successive fixes. Average current
consumption of constant time activation is 0.24mA and that of ATDA is 0.19mA.
amounts of energy. The uniform distance sampling strategy (whether constant or adap-
tive threshold distance activation is used) will keep the GPS unit in a low power sleep
mode, prolonging the overall device lifetime with no loss of information.
In order to quantify the expected improvement in device lifetime, a simulation was per-
formed with the following assumed parameters, using ATDA. The uniform time sam-





















































Constant Time Activation (N =2400)


















Uniform Distance Sampling (N =2699)
(b)
Figure 5.21: Simulation comparison with an unlimited maximum sampling rate. (a) shows
the speed of the animal with time and the corresponding GPS fix times for the two methods.
(b) shows histograms of the distance between successive fixes. Average energy usage of
constant time activation is 0.24mAh and that of ATDA is 0.34mAh.
sample locations with a maximum interval of 4 hours and a minimum interval of 15
minutes. It is assumed that when the animal is moving the minimum sampling interval
will be used, and hence a desired fix rate does not need to be specified. The lifetime is
calculated for a device that is equipped with a 3 V, 1000 mAh source of energy.
Fig. 5.22 shows device lifetime for the two different sampling strategies, plotted against












is substantially greater than the uniform time sampling strategy when the proportion
of time that the host is active is low. As the percentage activity increases, this difference
reduces until a point when the animal is 90% active, when the uniform time sampling
strategy is actually slightly superior in terms of lifetime. This difference is due to the
energy consumed by ATDA in training the model and acquiring snapshots in order to
schedule fixes. Thus, the presented sampling strategy can extend the lifetime of the
tracking device by a factor of 2.4 compared to conventional tracking for an animal which
is only moving around for 30% of the time, whilst reproducing the path taken with equal
fidelity. This is of great importance in particular to wildlife researchers due to the costs
and logistics involved in capturing, sedating and collaring an animal.




































Figure 5.22: Comparison of device lifetime for the two different sampling strategies for
different fractions of time that the host is moving around.
5.7 Path Reconstruction
Figs. 5.23 and 5.24 highlight the difference between conventional uniform time sam-
pling and the proposed method of ATDA with an upper and lower bounded fix rate (in
one spatial dimension only, so that time dependency can be shown). Fig. 5.23 is the re-












(shown by the dark line). The ‘actual’ path taken by the animal is shown by the lighter
line. It can be seen that although the unit often takes GPS fixes (once every 15 minutes)
it is unable to capture the high speed foray of this creature, effectively undersampling
the actual distance travelled. Over this time interval, a total of 13 fixes have been taken.
















Figure 5.23: Reconstruction of path taken by a simulated host using uniform time sam-
pling, with a sampling interval of 15 minutes. A total of 13 fixes were taken in this path
reconstruction. The actual path taken is shown in grey, the reconstructed path overlaid in
black.
Fig 5.24 shows a path reconstructed by ATDA, with a maximum time between samples
of one hour. Whereas conventional sampling misses the high speed trip of the animal
(which would be likely to be of great interest to a researcher) ATDA is able to accurately
capture the path taken by the animal. Furthermore, only 6 GPS fixes were taken as
compared to the 13 of the uniform time sampling method, resulting in a significant
power saving.
5.8 Related work
The focus of the work in this chapter is different to that of pedestrian dead reckoning




























Figure 5.24: Reconstruction of path taken by a simulated host using ATDA, with a maxi-
mum time between fixes of 1 hour. A total of 6 fixes were taken in this path reconstruction.
The actual path taken is shown in grey, the reconstructed path overlaid in black.
signal is not available (indoor environments in particular), whereas the aim of the uni-
form distance sampling approach is to intelligently schedule when to take GPS fixes.
PDR systems operate continuously, as they need to constantly detect strides of the host
[280]. In the presented methods for uniform distance sampling, the accelerometer is only
powered up for a brief period of time in order to acquire an acceleration snapshot before
returning to sleep mode. In addition, PDR typically uses two sensors (one for heading
and another for pedometry), whereas a single uniaxial accelerometer is required for the
method presented here, although accuracy could possibly be improved by using a triax-
ial accelerometer to compensate for collar tilt and orientation [280, 282]. Thus it can be
seen that this work addresses a different goal to PDR. In fact, existing PDR systems can
utilise the uniform sampling approach proposed in order to intelligently schedule times
to acquire a GPS fix and calibrate the PDR model.
Acceleration sensors are used in wildlife research to determine animal activity and kine-
matics [306, 307]. Many tracking collars are already equipped with multi-axis accelera-
tion sensors which measure neck tilt angles to determine if an animal is feeding or not












mate the speed of the host in order to acquire GPS fixes at uniform distance intervals.
Thus, to implement this method on traditional tracking collars will in most cases merely
be a matter of upgrading the firmware, rather than involve a radical hardware change.
The work closest to ours is the recent (2007) classifier system presented by Schwager et
al.[308]. In this, a magnetometer is used to assess the head tilt of a cow. A K-means
classifier is trained using location data from the GPS receiver to determine whether the
animal is active (i.e. moving) or inactive. The authors demonstrate that the classifier is
robust and is able to correctly cluster head-tilt into the two classes of either active or in-
active. The classification was performed off-line, although they mention that, in theory,
it would be possible to perform on-line training. The work in this chapter demonstrates
on-line training of data and was implemented on low cost microcontrollers. The authors
mention that dual rate sampling would be desirable, with low rates when the animal is
inactive, and high sampling rates when the animal is active, but do not provide details
on practical implementation. The dual rate sampling approach assumes that the animal
either moves at a constant speed or is stationary. In reality, an animal’s speed can take
on a wide range of values, and thus dual rate sampling, whilst better than uniform time
sampling, still will not adequately reproduce high speed forays as it assigns the same
sampling rate to both high and low speeds. In our work, gait analysis, rather than tilt,
is used to estimate speed. This is more reliable, as there is not necessarily a correlation
between tilt and speed, whereas locomotion inherently causes acceleration of the host.
As a case in point, consider a human tracking device mounted on a belt. Whether the
user is standing still or moving, the tracking device will still be oriented vertically and
register the same angle of tilt. However, when the person is moving, the tracking device
will experience a displacement and hence have a time varying acceleration signal. Their
proposal is not a uniform distance sampling scheme, but rather a dual-rate method.
5.9 Discussion and Summary
In this chapter, it was demonstrated that the standard method of obtaining location
fixes at periodic intervals is simplistic as it does not take into account the non-uniform
motion of the animal/human that the device is attached to. It was shown how this results
in redundant fixes whilst the animal is stationary and the possibility of under-sampling
high speed information. A shift from the traditional fixed rate (uniform time) sampling
to uniform distance sampling is advocated, using an adaptive dual sensor approach. This
approach has the added benefit of generating a detailed speed-time profile which can be
used to assess animal activity and behaviour on a finer scale. The adaptive scheduling
system, ATDA, is simple to implement and adapts to the habits and behaviour of the












the tracking device was able to accurately recreate the path of the host, whilst using less
energy. This strategy has the potential to vastly improve on the lifetime and the amount
of information delivered by animal tracking collars and for devices worn or carried by
people. The algorithms described were also programmed and implemented by the author
on PIC microcontrollers, demonstrating their real world suitability and application.
It should be noted that the uniform distance sampling system has the added benefit
of being able to store a fine-grained speed-time profile as a byproduct of predicting the
animal’s speed. The speed-time profile is of interest to wildlife researchers as it can be
used to determine the animal’s activity budget [309]. One method of acquiring animal
activity profiles in use at present is to triangulate the positions of radio-tracked animals
and record when their positions vary [30]. This is a highly labour intensive process and
only captures large scale movements, thus limiting its usefulness and accuracy. The
self-calibrating method presented in this chapter is able to automatically generate these
profiles with no labour input.
To demonstrate the validity of the uniform distance sampling approach, gait analysis
had to be performed, based on acceleration snapshots acquired from the animal’s neck.
Simple statistics (namely the acceleration range and jerk variance) were used to train
the model and demonstrated good prediction performance. Some PDR work uses very
sophisticated stride detection algorithms (for example the zero velocity update (ZUPT)
method of Foxlin [280]), and it would be interesting to see if these techniques can be
applied to the animal tracking scenario. This is proposed as a future direction of study.
Additionally, whilst this chapter concentrated on a using a uni-axial accelerometer, in-
vestigating the use of a tri-axial accelerometer is also proposed as a further area of
research. By using a tri-axial accelerometer, acceleration signals can be made rotation-
ally invariant, which will obviate issues introduced by collar rotation. In addition, by
using three axes of acceleration data, it might also be possible to refine the speed esti-
mates by further inference of animal motion. This could help boost accuracy especially
for climbing and jumping animals. Another advantage of using tri-axial accelerometers
is that other information such as tilt and roll of the tracking device could be logged.
In summary, the contributions of this chapter are:
• The introduction of the concept of uniform distance sampling for GPS tracking.
• The ability to create more detailed motion paths, whilst avoiding redundant fixes.
• The proposal of an adaptive threshold to be used on species where choosing a fixed
distance threshold is difficult.













• That this system retrofitted to existing tracking collars equipped with an accelerom-
eter as a software upgrade.
• The generation of a detailed speed-time profile as a byproduct of the scheduling
process.
• That the system can be used on people and animals with no restriction on place-
ment.
• That uniform distance sampling can extend collar lifetime whilst generating more
detailed motion paths.
• That by setting the maximum and minimum fix rates to be the same value, the
collar can be configured to act as a uniform time sampling device.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first presentation of a method that enables GPS
fixes to be acquired at a rate proportional to the distance travelled, without requiring
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6.1 Introduction
In order to test the concepts presented in the earlier chapters, custom wireless sens-
ing devices were designed and constructed. This chapter discusses the structure of the
hardware and software implementation to achieve the aims specified earlier, with a par-
ticular emphasis on modular design. Chapter 7 details some example deployments that
were fabricated and deployed, as well as results that were obtained.
6.2 Hardware Variants
The details of the hardware implementation are discussed in this section. It should
be noted that the prototypes were constructed merely to test the concepts of the prior
chapters. Thus, devices from other manufacturers could be used, and where a particular
device has been chosen, it is usually on the basis of local availability and cost rather
than performance.
As the tracking devices were assembled by hand, packages had to be chosen that were
suitable for manual soldering. This ruled out incorporating devices that were only avail-
able in leadless packages, such as QFN (Quad Flatpack, No leads) or BGA (Ball Grid
Array). In addition, circuit boards were fabricated on a 2.5 axis milling machine which
limited the allowable pitch and track spacing to 10 mil.
In spite of these restrictions, powerful and functional prototypes were designed and fab-
ricated. In general, the devices selected were chosen to run on a 3.3 V supply. The details













The 8 bit PIC 18F family of microcontrollers was used [303]. These are RISC based pro-
cessors that support self-programming of their internal FLASH memory and many low
power operational modes. Built in peripherals include multi-channel 10 bit ADC, PWM,
SPI, UART and timers. A table highlighting the features of the various microcontrollers
used is shown in Table. 6.1.
Table 6.1: Features of the various PIC microcontrollers used in the implementation.
Adapted from [303].
The PIC18LF452 variant was used in early prototypes to test transceiver operation and
perform basic sensing tasks. The PIC18LF4620 and PIC18LF2620 microcontrollers are
functionally equivalent and the only real difference is in the number of device pins,
with the 2620 having 28 pins and the 4620 having 44 pins. It was found in practice
that having only one USART was a drawback for the high end devices (in particular
Base tags) that typically have a serially interfaced sensor (such as a GPS receiver or an
RFID reader) and an external interface (for example, a PC connection). For this reason,
the more functional PIC18F67J11 processor was also used. This unfortunately has a
higher power consumption in standby mode due to the incorporation of an internal 1.8
V regulator. Other processors, such as the PIC18F6723 are pin and code compatible
with the PIC18F67J11 and thus can be used as a drop-in replacement to reduce power
consumption if required [303].
6.2.2 Memory Blocks
Two different memory options were implemented for non-volatile storage and buffering
of sensor and network data, namely internal FLASH and external SD memory card. The
PIC microcontrollers used can read and write their internal FLASH memory and thus
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of memory available to the application depends on the size of the program memory and
the device memory size1. For the microcontrollers used, the internal FLASH is accessed
in 64 byte blocks, except for the PIC18F67J11 which accesses it in 512 byte blocks.
The drawback of using internal FLASH memory is that a number of operations have
to be taken to update the memory. The memory first needs to be read to a buffer, the
particular block erased, the buffer modified with the new data and finally the buffer
is written back to the FLASH. Thus, the PIC18F67J11 requires a 512 byte buffer to
perform this operation, which is a large proportion of the total RAM available.
The other memory option implemented was mass storage using SD (Secure Digital)
Memory cards, which are used in cameras and mobile phones for storing large amounts
of data. As such, they are widely available and inexpensive (in the region of U$10 – U$30
depending on the size of the memory) [305]. They can be accessed using the proprietary
MMC protocol, but they also support SPI access [310]. SPI access was chosen as the
microcontroller has a built-in SPI controller. Data operations are performed in 512 byte
blocks. However, unlike the internal FLASH memory, data can be written without first
performing an erase, simplifying the operation. SD memory cards are available in sizes
from 16 Mb to 32 Gb, although in this implementation, memory sizes of 2 Gb or less are
handled2. Two different form factors were used, the standard size SD memory cards (32
mm × 24 mm) and the smaller Mini size (21 mm × 20 mm) [305]. Also available is the
Micro form factor which is smaller yet (11 mm × 15 mm) [311]. These differ in size and
shape but have an identical electrical interface, albeit with different pin connections.
6.2.3 Power Modules
Three different supply options were implemented. The first was direct connection to a
3V cell or battery. Whilst this is the simplest, it does suffer from the drawback that the
voltage changes over the lifetime of the device, impacting on the transmission range of
the transceiver and also complicating sensing of analog signals. This option was used
for simple tags. Another method was linear regulation of a higher voltage supply. This
was used for devices supplied from a large and stable voltage source, such as those
used in a vehicle or powered from a computer. However, linear regulators are inefficient
in comparison to switching regulators which can efficiently generate a stable output
voltage from a wide range of input voltages. A switching regulator, (L6920DB [312]) was
used to generate a stable supply when supplied from one or two 1.5 V cells. Switching
1Care must be taken to ensure that the data memory does not overlap program memory.
2This is because of issues regarding the block size of 512 bytes and the card ID register. The SD protocol
only supports memory sizes up to 2 Gb, as it is essentially a FAT16 compatible system [305]. The SD-HC
standard is a recent introduction which boosts capacity up to 32 Gb, but is not backwards compatible with












regulators allow the device to be powered at a stable voltage even when the battery
is nearly exhausted. The drawback of switching regulators is that they produce high
frequency transients which can affect the operation of other devices. It was found in
practice that the switching regulator increased the acquisition time of the GPS receiver,
due to its high ripple. Extra filter capacitors had to be added to reduce the noise on the
supply rail.
6.2.4 Network Transceiver
A short range transceiver was used as the network interface. The particular device
selected was the multi-band NRF905 (Nordic Semiconductor [219]). This device comes in
a 32 pin QFN package which makes hand assembly difficult. A commercially available
daughterboard from Polygon Technologies packages all the required components on a
PCB the size of a 14 pin DIP device [313]. This greatly simplified design as specialized
design of matched impedance circuits could be avoided. The characteristics of the device
are shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Features of the Nordic NRF905 radio transceiver. Adapted from [219].
The NRF905 is a single chip communications interface that handles functions such as
radio channel sampling, addressing and error checking. The microcontroller interfaces
with the transceiver via the SPI interface and additional control lines that control modes
of operation (transmit/receive and sleep). The main drawback of the NRF905 transceiver
is that it does not allow received signal strength measurement (RSSI), precluding its use
for signal strength estimation of distance [219]. The NRF905 can be used in the 433,
868 and 915 MHz frequency bands. For this implementation, 868 MHz was chosen as it
resulted in acceptable length antennas. Quarter wave whip antennas, consisting of an
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6.2.5 External Interface
Two external interfaces were implemented.
The first interface was an RS-232 serial interface to a PC. As level translation had to
be performed between the 3 V microcontroller and the ±9 V required by the serial link,
a level shifting chip was used. In early devices, the MAX233A was used and in later
prototypes, the SP3232 which is 3 V compatible [314].
The other interface that was investigated was a long range UHF link, using AC4868
transceivers from AeroComm [315]. These have a transmission power of 250 mW, with
a theoretical range of a few kilometres, but in practice did not perform well with the
maximum distance reliably obtained being a few hundred metres. It is not clear why
their range was substantially less than quoted in the datasheets.
Devices were also equipped with different colored LED’s which ere used to indicate
operation in the field.
6.2.6 Sensing Modules
Acceleration sensors In an early prototype, the ADXL103 accelerometer was used
to measure acceleration [290]. However, this is a uniaxial accelerometer which required
mounting the device orthogonal to the main board to capture vertical acceleration. In
later devices, the LIS3L02AS4 triaxial accelerometer was instead used [304]. This has
a selectable range of either ± 2 g or ± 6 g and a bandwidth of 100 Hz. When active, it
typically draws a current of 0.85 mA. This can be reduced by powering the device down
between samples, reducing its duty cycle. Both these sensors output an analog voltage
which was converted using the microcontroller’s internal ADC to obtain a digitized value.
GPS receivers Two different types of GPS receiver were used, the LEA-4P and the
NEO-4S, both from u-blox [122]. These are 16 channel GPS receivers with a maximum
update rate of 4 Hz. The NEO-4S has a smaller form factor (16.0 × 12.2 mm vs 17.0
× 22.4 mm) and features high sensitivity tracking (tracking down to -158 dBm com-
pared to -150 dBm). These interface to the microcontroller via an asynchronous serial
port. This makes programming more complex than if they had an SPI interface as there
are real time constraints on interaction between the microcontroller and the receiver.
Parameters for the GPS receivers are shown in Table 6.3. Also shown is the new gen-
eration of u-blox receivers, the LEA-5S, which is a 50 channel receiver that is Gallileo
compatible [122]. This device is a drop-in replacement for the LEA-4P, and the NEO-













Table 6.3: Parameters of the various GPS modules. Adapted from [122]
Environmental Sensors Temperature was measured using an STLM20 temperature
sensor, which has an accuracy of ±1.5 ◦C [316]. Ambient light level was monitored using
a light dependent resistor. Both these analog signals were sampled and acquired using
the microcontroller’s on-board ADC.
RFID reader A long range (70 cm) RFID reader, capable of detecting ISO11785 transpon-
ders was used [137]. Due to supplier issues, two different variants had to be interfaced,
one with an RS-232 link and the other with an RS-422 interface. The readers are con-
trolled by the microcontroller’s serial port and can be operated either in continuous or
polled mode. The power consumption of the readers is very high (average current con-
sumption with 10 scans/second is approximately 1.5 A when operated from a 12 V sup-
ply), requiring a large source of energy to provide continual operation. In order that di-
rection of travel could also be determined, an antenna change-over switch was designed
which was controlled via two PWM channels of the microcontroller.
6.3 Firmware Discussion
Software for the tests was written in Microchip C18, Student Edition, which is a free
ANSI C compiler [303]. Code was documented using Doxygen [317]. Existing libraries
were used where possible, but most functionality had to be introduced as and when re-
quired. Rather than using a dedicated operating system (OS), such as TinyOS, a simple
hierarchical finite-state-machine formulation was used. Although there are obvious ben-
efits to having an OS, especially in terms of code reuse with other projects, this was the
simplest approach to test the concepts presented in the prior chapters. The state ma-
chine was implemented using function pointers, as this provided the ability for a central
calling function to alter program flow if so desired.
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ration (whether the node is to be a Marker, Spotter and so forth), different nodes have
different components present. For example, a simple Marker would not have an exter-
nal interface handler or a sensor handler block, whereas a full Base device would have
all the blocks present. These blocks can be regarded as ‘super-states’ in the state ma-
chine based system. Each block has an internal state machine that is used to control
operation. Note that the handler blocks do not communicate with one another directly,
but act in isolation from one another. Linking all the blocks together is the Filesystem
which provides access to the non-volatile memory (whether internal FLASH or exter-
nal SD memory card). The operation of the Filesystem is first discussed, followed by
the functionality provided by each handler. For the sake of brevity, flow diagrams have
been simplified so as to highlight the important features, rather than provide detailed
operation of each state.
Figure 6.1: System flow diagram showing principal components
6.3.1 The Filesystem
The only shared space in the state machine is the Filesystem which the various handlers
can write to and read from. The Filesystem is configured as a number of large blocks3
or bundles of data. Each handler interacts with the Filesystem through an equally sized
shadow buffer. When the shadow buffer is full, it is placed in the external memory. This
lets the handlers fill up the shadow buffer on a byte-by-byte basis without the need for
frequent reads and writes to the external memory and avoids issues with buffer locking.
In addition, it means that any data present in the Filesystem is a full bundle in size.
The Filesystem is configured as a circular buffer that has a write pointer (indicating the
next available location for storing a bundle) and a read pointer (indicating the next avail-












able location to read from). As an example of operation, the sensor handler generates
data and ‘stacks’ it on top of the circular buffer (once it has filled its shadow buffer with
data). The network handler pulls data from the bottom of the circular buffer and sends
it, advancing the read pointer upwards towards the write pointer upon successful trans-
fer. When the read and write pointers have the same value, the network handler would
stop sending data. In a real situation, a network capable device would also stack data
to be routed on top of the circular buffer. This is shown in Fig. 6.2 which demonstrates
the handlers placing and retrieving data from the circular buffer. Note that the data,
whether it is sensor data or network data from other nodes is interleaved on the buffer.
In addition, it can be seen that the network and sensor handlers have no knowledge of
the actions of one another, which simplifies the structure of the program.
It is possible to address individual blocks in a random access manner. However, the
circular buffer is a simple programming concept with regards to asynchronous access to
the external memory, as the handlers merely call push and pop functions which place
and remove data from the next available location, without knowing the address of the
data to be accessed. This leads to modularity, as the handlers do not need to know
the size (or even the physical type) of the memory. It should be mentioned that the
Filesystem provides a transparent interface to the memory chosen, whether it be FLASH
or SD memory card. Upon power-up, the card and its size is detected. If no card is
present, the device is configured to use its internal FLASH memory for data storage.
Figure 6.2: Pushing and pulling data off the circular buffer. In (a), the Sensor Handler
places a completed sensor handler block onto the top of the buffer. In (b), the Network
Handler uploads data to another device and sequentially pulls blocks from the bottom of the
buffer. Lastly in (c), the Network Handler receives information from another node and places
this at the top of the buffer. It can be seen that network and sensor data are interleaved in
the circular buffer.
The functions undertaken by each block are now examined.
6.3.2 Initialise block
This module, common to all nodes, initializes the device and any attached peripherals.
Depending on the processor variant, different functions and pin connections will be ap-
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be polled to see if they are connected and working correctly. If no reply is received, then
functions associated with the devices are disabled. In this way, the tracking device can
automatically configure itself according to the attached peripherals.
6.3.3 Task Manager
The Task Manager is the main system controller that decides what action to undertake,
and also manages role adaption (refer to Section 3.6) in accordance with remaining de-
vice energy. The function handlers communicate through the Task Manager by passing
variables indicating status and operation. The Task Manager also schedules sleep and
wake-up times, so as to reduce the overall power consumption of the device. When a
handler block passes control back to the Task Manager, they schedule a wake-up. There
is obviously an issue of priority, as to which block should be called if there is a simul-
taneous wake-up request. Currently, this is set so the Sensor Handler has the highest
priority, followed by the Network Handler and lastly the Interface Handler.
The Task Manager runs as a state machine, which cycles through the various handlers
that need to be executed. Thus, it acts as a primitive operating system, controlling sys-
tem flow. Each of the other handlers are re-entrant state machines. Thus, when control
is passed to a handler by the task manager (i.e. the function associated with the par-
ticular state machine handler is executed) it will execute the next state in its state list.
Depending on the response from the state, it can either return control immediately to the
task manager such that another handler can be called, or it can block and immediately
execute the next state in the same handler. This means that handlers can handle events
in real-time if necessary. The handlers thus all execute as asynchronous re-entrant state
machines.
If there is a need for precisely specified sampling intervals, this can be undertaken in one
of two ways. If the number of samples to be taken is relatively small (such as acquiring
a 1.2 s accelerometer snapshot every 30 s for the uniform distance sampling scheme in
Chapter 5) the Sensor Handler can simply run the sampling routine as a blocking func-
tion, not yielding control back to the Task Manager until the sampling has completed.
The other way is to use a timer-driven interrupt handler – the drawback of this is that
this can interfere with other processes such as network transfer which have strict timing
requirements.
The Task Manager is responsible for controlling the system behaviour. It does this
through setting variables that are common to both the individual handler and the man-
ager. For example, the Network Handler can share its energy level, as determined by
the ASH ranking scheme (refer to Chapter 4), with the Task Manager. Based on the












by reducing the rate of acquiring GPS location fixes, by decreasing the value of a vari-
able shared by both the Task Manager and the Sensor Handler. In this way, handlers
indirectly influence the behaviour of each other through the Task Manager. However,
the Task Manager has ultimate control over the behaviour of the handlers.
6.3.4 Sensor Handler
The Sensor Handler determines what sensing action to perform and controls the filling
of the sensor shadow buffer. An example of the states required to undertake the uniform
distance sampling method of Chapter 5 is shown in Fig. 6.3. Also included is a tempera-
ture sensing block. The Sensor Handler block decides what action to undertake (whether
to sense the temperature, obtain an acceleration snapshot or relinquish control to the
Task Manager), based on the sensing requirements and the information shared with the
Task Manager. Note that the Sensor Handler is always the terminal state for the sens-
ing components. This enforces modularity, as any arbitrary sensing block commences
and terminates on the Sensor Handler super-state.
Figure 6.3: Sensor handler states: Uniform distance sampling GPS with additional tem-
perature sensor
6.3.5 Network Handler
This handler is responsible for transferring data through the network, as well for send-
ing and receiving beacons. It is in this handler that the main distinction between the
classes of tracking devices discussed in Chapter 3 is effected, and that the modularity
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action should be taken, based on the parameters shared with the Task Manager. For
example, to reduce energy consumption, full network capability can be disabled by the
Task Manager, reducing the size of the state universe. The state machines for the var-
ious functions are discussed in increasing order of complexity, commencing with simple
marking, followed by spotting and lastly, full network operation.
First however, a brief overview of the packet format is provided in Fig. 6.4 which shows
the various packets present in the system. The numbers on top of each field in the packet
represent the number of bytes present in each field. Every type of packet in the network
starts with an ID field. The Beacon packet is 8 bytes long, and is used for nodes to spot
one another and arrange data transactions (Chapter 3) and also so that ASH parameters
can be updated (Chapter 4). Thus, it contains a timestamp, used for beacon records, the
data channel to jump to, as well as the ASH attributes and rank. Beacon packets are
kept short and contain no data so as to not clutter the Beacon channel.
The Bid packet is sent in response to a Beacon packet and contains the sender’s ID and
its ASH attribute and rank so the receiver can update its ASH parameters. If a node
is successful in its bid, an Accept message will be sent back, merely containing the ID
of the winning node. Once this has been received, nodes can start sending their data in
512 byte blocks (which is the same size as a block in the SD card, thus packets can be
shifted directly from memory into the transceiver without having to be repacked). As the
maximum packet size of the Nordic transceiver is 32 bytes, 16 packets have to be sent.
The data packet contains fields which indicate the type of data being sent, its sequence
as well as a longer timestamp. Nodes can append extra information into the packet such
as hop-path if desired. The packets are protected by a checksum which ensures that they
are reassembled in the correct order. Once a Data packet has been succesfully received,
an ACK (acknowledge) packet will be transmitted back to the sender.
In terms of data overhead, this network is designed for transferring relatively large
amounts (a few kbytes at a time) of delay tolerant data, comprising a number of bundle
blocks. Within each bundle, 14 bytes are used for flow identification and flow control,
thus the overhead of this protocol is 14/512 = 2.7%.
Marking
A device that marks periodically transmits a beacon containing its ID and other salient
parameters such as recent sensor data. As such, its state machine is very simple, con-
sisting of a single state in addition to the parent handler. The Network Handler decides
when to trigger this state, and the procedure consists simply of loading the data to be
sent into the transceiver and waiting for it to be sent, before relinquishing control back












Figure 6.4: Packet alignment and structure for the various types of packets in the network.
Figure 6.5: Network Handler for a Marker class tracking device.
6.3.6 Spotting
Spotting refers to the action of scanning the beacon channel for a length of time and
recording the ID’s of the observed nodes. Spotting is also used to discover suitable hosts
for uploading data to and for updating ASH parameters. The possible states for a Spot-
ter class node are shown in Fig. 6.6. Like a Marker class device, the Network Handler
can transmit beacons as well. At random intervals, the device will enter spotting mode
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parameters of the received beacon are used to update network parameters (such as con-
nectivity) and ASH parameters (such as energy rank). The ASH parameters are shared
with the Task Manager. If, at the end of the Spotting window there are no suitable de-
vices in range to upload to, the system transitions to the Network Handler. Conversely,
if a suitable host is found, the Spotter node attempts to upload its stored data. It does
this by examining the host’s beacon and determining the channel that will be used for
data transfer. A short (4 byte) ‘bid’ packet is sent which indicates that the device has
data to upload. If the host responds with an ‘accept’ packet, the two devices exchange
data. Data is sent in 512 byte bundles, which corresponds to 16 32-byte packets sent by
the Nordic transceiver. Data is protected at the link layer with a 16 bit CRC and at the
network layer with a 16 bit checksum that ensures correct reassembly of the packets.
At the end of this transfer, the host responds with an acknowledgment which indicates
that the data was received without error. The transmitting device can now send more
data if required. Note that a Spotter class tracking device never receives data and only
injects data into the network.
Figure 6.6: Simplified Network Handler for a Spotter class tracking device.
Full network functionality
A full network function device, such as a Pack Tag, adds an extra group of states which
are responsible for receiving data in addition to all the other network functions. These
devices set a bit in their Marker packets which indicates that they are capable of receiv-












sending a Marker, they jump to the data channel and wait for a brief time to receive a
’bid’ packet. An ‘accept’ message is then sent back, which informs the other device that it
may commence uploading. In the case of multiple ‘accept’ messages, bids are randomly
accepted, with a bias towards accepting bids from weak nodes. The simplified state flow
for a full network capable device is shown in Fig. 6.7.
Figure 6.7: Simplified Network Handler for a full function network device (Pack)
Modularity
The state flow diagrams illustrate that simpler nodes have a subset of the functionality
of more complex nodes. This however does not mean that multiple sets of code have to
be written, with each class of device having a different network handler. Rather, one
set of code is written for the most complex device, and simpler devices are implemented
by restricting possible state transitions. Restriction can be done at the compiler level,
through conditional compiler switches, which eliminate the unneeded code from compi-
lation. For example, including the code for Spotting in a Marker class node would lead to
unnecessary code bloat, as these states are unreachable. Thus, the code can be removed
from compilation by setting a conditional compiler switch in the code.
State space restriction can also be implemented dynamically by the Task Manager. The
Task Manager can select the class of the node according to information such as the avail-
able energy and the ASH level. This information is shared with the Network Handler
which accordingly prevents certain states from being reached, so as to restrict function-
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by disabling certain states.
Hence it can be seen that modularity is enforced and easily implemented, with multiple
classes of devices sharing the same code.
6.3.7 Interface Handler
This handler controls any external interfaces (such as a GSM modem or serial port)
that are attached to the tracking device. Depending on the interface and the features
supported, this can be a fairly complex component of the system design. Primarily the
interface is used to upload data from the device, but it can also be used to alter the
operation of the device, for example by altering the sampling rate of the GPS receiver.
An example of an Interface Handler is shown in Fig. 6.8. This handler is used to interact
with the device using a PC, for example a laptop in the field. A serial interface is used
as the communications interface. Two functions are supported, Upload Mode and Spot
Mode. The user enters each mode by sending a single character (for example ’U’ to start
an upload and ’S’ to scan the beacon channel), and can also abort the current operation
by sending a break character (e.g. ’X’). Any other commands will be ignored. If the user
enters Upload Mode, the contents of the circular buffer are sequentially sent to the PC,
where they can be stored for further analysis. In Spot mode, the device enters a special
mode where it continually listens to the beacon channel and echoes any received beacon
packets to the PC. This is useful to determine what devices are within range at any point
in time. Each mode can be exited or terminated by sending the break character, at which
point control will be passed back to the Task Manager.












6.4 Typical energy consumption of the various device classes
Table 6.4 shows the typical energy consumption for different classes of nodes. Also
shown is the average battery weight required for a year of operation and the compo-
nent cost of the device. In calculating the battery weight, it has been assumed that an
amp-hour of battery capacity weighs 12g4. To calculate the component cost of a device,
it has been assumed that a transceiver costs U$12, an SD memory card U$15, a micro-
controller U$5, the GPS receiver and antenna U$80, an accelerometer U$8 and a GSM
module U$150. In addition, battery cost is assumed to be U$2 per Ah. Board costs,
packaging and collar material are excluded from this analysis as they are common to all
classes.
For the loggers, it is assumed that they are capturing acceleration samples from a triax-
ial accelerometer at a rate of 32 Hz per axis and storing them on an SD memory card.
The Active Logger also opportunistically uploads a summary of the acquired data. Note
that uploading a small amount of data does not greatly impact the current consumption
of the device. Thus, the expected lifetime for the Active Logger is 42 days as opposed to
the Archival Logger with 45 days. This shows that periodic transfer of summary statis-
tics during the course of the study provides a me ns of obtaining data even if the tag
cannot be retrieved to download its entire dataset, without dramatically decreasing its
lifetime.
The Marker node transmits a beacon (on air time is 6 ms) every 3 s. This results in
an expected lifetime of over a year per Ah of battery capacity. For the Spotter node,
it beacons like the Marker node, but also detects nodes within its radio range every 5
minutes. It also injects stored data records into the network when possible. The action
of spotting dramatically increases current consumption, by a factor of 4, consequently
reducing its lifetime in comparison to a Marker tag.
Pack tags also perform routing tasks in addition to Marking and Spotting. This increases
their current consumption, resulting in a typical lifetime of 54 days per Ah of battery
capacity. To demonstrate the effect of a GPS receiver on a tracking device’s power con-
sumption, the current drain of a GPS equipped Pack tag is shown. It is assumed that
fixes are taken every 15 minutes, and average acquisition time is 20 s. The GPS re-
ceiver is responsible for over half of the device’s energy budget, reducing its expected
lifetime to 24 days per Ah. The current consumption of a GSM enabled Base tag is also
shown. Although the GSM module is only active for 0.5% of the time, the high current
consumption results in a lifetime of only 17 days per Ah of battery capacity.
In terms of device weight, it can be seen that there is a strong correlation between
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functionality and weight. The simplest device, a Marker tag, only requires a 10 g battery
for a year of operation whereas a GPS enabled Pack tag requires a 169 g battery – more
than an order of magnitude difference. The device costs follow a similar pattern, with a
GPS enabled Pack device costing U$140 compared to a Marker which only costs U$19.
6.5 Summary
A modular approach to designing the tracking devices has been followed through this
chapter. Multiple options are available both in terms of hardware and software. The use
of SD memory cards for mass storage provides an inexpensive means of incorporating
vast amounts of memory storage. The main advantage of the SD memory card is that if
the tracking device is retrieved at the end of the study, all the data that was generated
and relayed through the device can be recovered. SD memory cards are small and power
efficient if accessed in a buffered block fashion as opposed to bytewise.
The use of the hierarchical state machine simplifies programming practice, as proce-
dures return control to the parent super-state upon completion. This makes altering the
class and functionality provided by a device simple. However, guaranteeing real time
performance using this approach can be difficult. Simple real time deadlines can easily
be implemented using timer driven interrupts which fill buffers with data to be han-
dled at a later stage by the requisite handler. However, more complex interactions may
require a departure from the hierarchical state machine to an operating system specifi-
cally designed for real time performance. If this is done, the modularity of this approach
should be carried forward into the new design.
It was shown how the curr nt consumed by the devices varied based on the class and
functionality. For example, attaching a GPS receiver to a Pack device doubles the de-
vice weight and triples the device cost. These figures demonstrate why a heterogeneous
system design is necessary – increased functionality dramatically increases power con-
sumption, device weight and cost. By including simple devices in the network, they can
be made lightweight and use the functionality of more complex devices, allowing smaller













































Real World Testing and Results
7.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses real world fabrication and tests of the various classes of tracking
devices1. Tests are roughly arranged in order of tracking device class.
7.2 Spotter Testing
Three Spotter class tracking devices were fabricated and sent to the research centre
at Ongava Game Reserve, Namibia [318], for tests in the field of their suitability and
robustness. A Base station was also fabricated which was used to download data from
the tracking devices.
7.2.1 System Overview and Components
The system configuration of the two different classes of nodes is shown in Fig. 7.1. The
Spotter class nodes were PIC18LF2620 microcontrollers and were powered by a CR123 2
Ah Lithium battery, which provided a 3 V supply. No regulation was used as it was found
that the tags could reliably operate down to 2.2 V. The Base tag was a PIC18LF4620
microcontroller which was powered by a replaceable 9 V PP3 cell, regulated to 3.3 V
using a linear regulator. A serial communications link provided an interface between
the Base tag and the PC.
7.2.2 System Construction and Operation
To construct the Spotter nodes, the PIC18LF2620 microcontroller was attached to the
transceiver board using superglue. Thin wires were used to connect the microcontroller












Figure 7.1: System diagram of the Spotter test. The three spotter nodes had the system
diagram shown in (a), which consisted of a 2 Ah power source, a transceiver and used the
internal memory to store spotter records. The Base station, which extracted data from the
Spotter tags is shown in (b). This is virtually identical to (a), with the exception of a serial
link which was used to communicate with the device.
pins to the corresponding pins on the transceiver board. Temporary wires were also
attached which were used to program the devices and their unique ID’s. A 9 cm length of
0.5 mm diameter steel wire was used as a quarter wave whip antenna. Once the devices
had been programmed and tested, the CR123 battery was attached and the units sealed
using rapid-setting epoxy resin. This provided a rigid and robust encapsulation for the
devices, ensuring that they were weatherproof.
The Base tag was very similar to the Spotter nodes, except it used a PIC18LF4620 mi-
crocontroller and was powered via an LM317L linear regulator which provided a stable
3.3 V supply. The device interfaced to a serial (‘COM’) port on a PC via an RS-232
transceiver. The Spotter and Base devices are shown in Fig. 7.2.
The Base tag was controlled from the PC using a simple text driven command interface
via a terminal program such as HyperTerminal. To obtain a list and explanation of the
commands supported, the user can press ‘?’ which will result in the following being
displayed in the terminal program:
* Wireless Tag Upload Utility
* Version 1.00 build 2007/06/22
* (c) A.C.Markham 2007
* Press ’?’ to get a list of commands
* Command Set:
* ’U’ : Upload Mode
* ’D’ : Dump entire memory (Error Recovery)
* ’E’ : Enter passive listen mode
* ’A’ : Enter active transfer mode (normal mode)
* ’W’ : Wake nodes up
* ’S’ : Shut nodes down (low power mode)
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the circular buffer to the terminal program. In the event of an error, the entire memory
can be uploaded which can be useful to recover stored data. In passive listen mode, the
Base tag scans the channel and echoes any received beacons to the terminal program.
In this mode, the device is a passive network observer and thus cannot obtain data from
the Spotters. To return to normal mode, the ‘A’ key is pressed.
The Spotter units support a special low power sleep mode that is useful for long term
storage. In this mode, the devices wake up every minute for 10 ms to scan the beacon
channel. If a wakeup message is not received, the devices go back to sleep. With such
a low duty-cycle, the power consumption is neglible (average current approximately 40
µA). If a wakeup message is received, then the devices enter full power mode. This avoids
the use of magnets and reed switches that are used in commercial tracking devices to
power devices down [5]. The Base tag can thus be used to place the devices in low power
sleep mode and to wake them up as well.
Data is transferred in ASCII encoded hexadecimal, which is subsequently parsed to
extract each node’s Spotter records. The Spotter devices do not have a real time clock
and thus each device has its own free running clock. Synchronization to real time is
accomplished by the Base station, which reconstructs the Spotter records.
7.2.3 Results
One Spotter was strapped to a vehicle. The other two Spotters were colocated at a
stationary location, close to where the vehicle would normally park. The Base tag was
periodically powered up to download the contact logs from the Spotters. Data from one
of the stationary Spotter devices is shown in Fig. 7.3
This test demonstrates that the Spotter tags are able to detect the proximity of one
another. The colocated tag was correctly detected as being always within range, shown
by the continuous line. The contact log of the vehicle based Spotter shows when the
vehicle was within proximity. As the vehicle was normally parked close to the stationary
Spotter nodes, the absence of a contact indicates times when the vehicle was being used.
The Spotter also records the presence of the Base tag when it was powered up. Similar
contact logs were retrieved from the other Spotter devices used in the test, and from the
Base tag when it was powered.
7.2.4 Summary
This test demonstrated that Spotter class tags are able to detect the presence of one














Figure 7.2: Construction of Spotter Class devices. (a) shows the construction of a Spotter
by attaching thin wires between the transceiver board and the microcontroller. (b) shows
three assembled Spotter tags encased in epoxy resin. (c) Illustrating the size of the Spotter
tag. (d) The Base tag in a weatherproof box. The 9 V battery (left of image) is held in place
with a velcro strip and the RS232 interface is on the right. LED’s on the top of the box
indicate device operation.
contact logs to higher class tags, in this case a Base tag. When instructed by the user,
the contact log was uploaded to the PC, where it could be processed to obtain detailed
proximity information from the nodes. The user interface, being terminal based, was not
user friendly, and data analysis had to be done off-site, as a script had not been written
to process the raw data.
7.3 Range Testing
In order to test the radio range of the devices in a realistic setting, an experiment was
conducted in Rhodes Memorial, Table Mountain National Park, close to the University
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Figure 7.3: Contact logs from the Spotter test, downloaded from one of the stationary nodes.
This shows that the Spotter correctly recorded the presence of the colocated node, shown by
a continuous line. It also detected when the vehicle was parked close by. When the Base
tag was powered up to retrieve the data from the Spotters, the Spotter also recorded the
presence of the Base tag.
ID and a human carried Pack class tag which logged GPS locations and recorded when
the Marker node was within range. At the end of the test, data was uploaded to a Base
station for analysis on a PC.
7.3.1 System Overview and Components
The system overview is shown in Fig. 7.4. The Marker node consisted of a PIC18LF2620
microcontroller and a transceiver and was powered by a CR2450 3 V Lithium coin cell.
The Pack tag used a PIC18LF4620 microcontroller, a 256 Mb SD card and a LEA-4P
GPS module with patch antenna. This unit was powered by 2 AA batteries. The Base
tag was a PIC18LF4620 microcontroller with a serial interface. The Base tag also had
a 256 Mb SD memory card for data storage and was parasitically powered via a USB
connector.
Photographs of the construction of the various devices are shown in Fig. 7.5. The Marker
class tags consisted of a small PCB to which the PIC18LF2620 microcontroller was sol-












Figure 7.4: System diagram of the Radio Range test. The Marker class node is shown in
(a). The system diagram of the GPS enabled Pack tag is shown in (b) and that of the Base
class in (c).
and was mounted onto the main PCB. Short lengths of wire were used as antennas on
the transceivers.
7.3.2 Results
The Marker tag was placed at a fixed location approximately 70 cm off the ground on
a tree stump, with the whip antenna vertical. The Pack class tag was attached to a
backpack, such that the patch antenna was facing skywards. The Marker tag and the
Pack tag were powered up, and once the GPS receiver had successful satellite lock2,
a human subject walked on a hiking trail around the Marker device. The Pack tag
executed a loop which first obtained a GPS fix and then entered spotting mode. In
this way, the spotter record could be correlated with a particular location, allowing the
expected range of the transceiver to be determined. The terrain was mountainous and
there was tall grass but sparse tree cover. Once the test had been completed, the devices
were taken back to the laboratory where the Pack tag automatically contacted the Base
tag and downloaded all its data.
The data was parsed using a Python script to generate both a comma separated value
(.csv) file and a keyhole markup language (.kml) file. KML is a file format which is
compatible with Google Earth and allows for direct import of locations and traces [319]
. Individual locations were colored according to whether the Marker was spotted at a
2To obtain a cold-start fix took three minutes on average, which is significantly longer than the quoted
36 s from the datasheet. This difference is presumably due a reduced signal strength in comparison to the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.5: Construction of devices used in the range test. (a) shows the Pack class tag,
with the SD memory card on the left, the transceiver on the top right and the microcontroller
in the center. (b) shows the patch antenna on the top of the Pack tag. (c) is a picture of two
Marker class tags next to a CR2450 coin cell. (d) shows the Base class tag used in this test
with the serial interface connector on the left and transceiver on the right.
particular location or not.
The results from the test, after importing into Google Earth are shown in Fig. 7.6. The
maximum radio range was found to be 354 m. Radio coverage however was not constant
and varied with topography and vegetation.
7.3.3 Summary
This simple test demonstrated a number of key concepts. Firstly, that a Pack class tag
could be used to record the beacons from a Marker class tag. Secondly, that the Pack tag
could automatically upload its stored data to the Base tag when within range. Thirdly,
that Google Earth provides a simple method of displaying location data and its context












Figure 7.6: Results from the Range test as imported into Google Earth. Locations at which
the Marker could be heard are denoted by light data pointers and points at which no signal
was received by dark points. The position of the Marker is shown by a large icon. The
university buildings can be seen in the bottom right hand corner.
whip antennas could be as high as 350 m, though was reliably approximately 100 m.
Note that the position of the Marker tag (which is not GPS equipped) can be estimated
from the contact log of the Pack tag, knowing the maximum radio range. Thus, this test
also demonstrates that it is possible to determine the position of simple devices using
GPS enabled devices.
7.4 GPS and acceleration testing
In order to obtain data for the uniform distance sampling approach presented in Chapter
5, a Pack tag was equipped with a GPS receiver and a triaxial accelerometer. Some of
the results from the experiments are presented here. The tags that were used in the
study were the same as those in Section 5.4 and thus details of their construction will
not be repeated here.
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availability of GPS location fixes, as it would be expected that location fixes would fail if
there was not a clear sky view. At the same time, the activity profile of the user was also
to be determined by measuring the tag acceleration. The tracking tag was configured
to take a 3.9 s single axis acceleration signature, obtained at a rate of 32 Hz, followed
by a GPS location fix. The total time taken to acquire and store this data was seven
seconds, giving a GPS sampling rate of 0.14 Hz. The tag was strapped to the left wrist
of a human volunteer, and they went on a hike round the base of Table Mountain, Cape
Town. When they returned, the data was automatically downloaded from the Pack tag
through another Pack tag (to test the wireless network) and finally delivered to the
Base tag, and analysis was performed on the acquired data. Similar to Section 7.3, the
obtained data was parsed by a script to generate a keyhole markup file for import into
Google Earth.
7.4.1 Results
The magnitude of the obtained acceleration data was used to add context to the map, by
indicating activity at certain points of the trail. This was done by colorizing the icons
according to the magnitude of the acceleration, with red indicating a high acceleration
and blue a low acceleration. The obtained data is shown in Fig. 7.7. The gap in the
data on the left hand side is presumably due to a loss of satellite lock, due to the effects
of both the mountain and forest. A sample acceleration snapshot is shown in Fig. 7.8
corresponding to the user moving at a speed of approximately 1.5 m/s.
7.4.2 Summary
This test demonstrated that a Pack class tag could obtain GPS and accelerometer data
and relay it through the network to the end user. Although this was only a two hop
network, it still shows that it is feasible to upload information through intermediates to
reach the Base tag. The map shows how context information (in this case acceleration
magnitude) can be added to the location trail to provide additional information about
the behaviour of the host at a point in time.
7.5 Archival Passive RFID logger
An archival type logger was constructed for monitoring the foraging behaviour of African
Penguins (Spheniscus demersus) on Robben and Dassen Islands, South Africa. This












Figure 7.7: Results from the test of the availability of GPS fixes as imported into Google
Earth. The path is colorized according to the magnitude of the tag acceleration, with red
corresponding to a high acceleration and blue to a low acceleration.
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term data about penguin survival. It is envisaged that 500 penguins will be transpon-
dered over the duration of the study. Penguins walk along paths from their nests to the
sea. By recording the time of exit and entry from the nesting colony, the duration of for-
aging trips can be determined. Penguins were injected with 32 mm glass encapsulated
passive RFID transponders (by MCM personnel), which allow them to be uniquely iden-
tified. Passive RFID detectors have a very limited read range (typically 50–70cm) and
thus can only be used for species which regularly pass a fixed point, but allow relatively
inexpensive studies of large numbers of animals.
7.5.1 System Overview and Components
The overview of the system is shown in Fig.7.9. Note that the Archival Logger has
no network functionality as it is not equipped with a transceiver. An Archival Logger is
basically a Base Class tag without a transceiver. The microcontroller used in this project
was the PIC18F67J11 as it has two serial ports (one for the serial link to the PC and the
other to control the RFID reader).
A TI-RFID passive RFID reader was used to detect the transponders [137]. This only
supports reading from one antenna, but to determine direction of travel two antennas
had to be used. This necessitated the design and construction of an antenna multiplexor.
This was controlled by a digital signal from the microcontroller which selected which
antenna to read from. Due to supplier limitations, two slightly different readers were
used – one with an RS-422 interface and the other with an RS-232 interface. Thus, the
system had to support both standards. A wire link on the board was used to select the
type of interface required.
The power consumption of the RFID reader required the use of a large battery reserve.
When reading, the RFID reader unit consumes approximately 20 W. To reduce the power
consumption, the reader is only triggered twice a second (corresponding to a read on
each antenna every second). This reduced the total power consumption of the device to
approximately 10 W. The unit is powered by a 102 Ah deep cycle battery, recharged by an
80W solar panel. The unit had to be solar powered as there is no source of mains power
on Dassen Island and the deployment on Robben Island was far from a mains outlet.
Other sensors installed included a battery voltage monitor and a temperature sensor.
The battery voltage monitor was used to prevent battery failure in the event of a long
period of insufficient sun. It was configured to shut the system down at a battery voltage
of 10.8 V and restart the system at 11.0 V. To accurately time-stamp the data, a battery
backed real time clock was used, accessed via the microcontrollers’s SPI interface. A












Data is recovered off the device via an RS-232 link. As many modern laptops do not
have RS-232 ports, a commercially available serial-USB converter was used to provide
a bridge between the reader and the researcher’s laptop. Operation of the logger is also
indicated with three LEDs, which can be used for quick testing and validation of the
reader’s operation in the field.
Figure 7.9: System diagram of the Archival RFID reader. The unit is powered by a 102Ah
12V battery which is recharged by an 80W solar panel.
7.5.2 System Construction and Operation
The electronic components for the RFID logger were installed inside a weatherproof box.
Cables to the antenna, solar panel, battery and the serial interface were passed through
waterproof glands to prevent water ingress. These were further covered with silicone
sealant to reduce the possibility of a leak. This is especially important as the readers
are placed within a few hundred metres of the ocean, leading to a high risk of corrosion.
An aluminium frame was welded with marine grade filler rods. This frame provided the
support for the large solar panel (dimensions: 1200 (width) × 650 (height) mm) and the
battery and the box of electronics was attached to base of the frame. The solar panel was
placed at an angle of 45◦, as this corresponds to the elevation required for installation
at a latitude of 34◦ South. The panel was oriented so it faced North. The battery was
placed on the frame to provide a counterweight to wind induced moments that would
result in the frame tipping over. This is especially important as winds on the island reg-
ularly reach a speed in excess of 65 km/h. To provide additional support, guy ropes were
attached to the top of the frame and fastened with pegs on the ground. The antennas
were constructed from CAT-5 network cable, as the multi-core cable reduces the impact
of ‘skin effects’ at 134 kHz, which is the reader frequency of operation [137]. Ideally
Litz cable (multiple stands of fine insulated wire) should be used, but CAT-5 provides an
inexpensive substitute [137]. The antennas were buried under a path that the penguins
frequented, and guides fabricated from plastic fencing were further installed to ‘funnel’
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frequency of the antennas. To protect the CAT-5 cable, the antenna was wound inside
40 mm PVC pipe, made into a rectangle of dimensions 600 mm x 300 mm. Photographs
of the various components are shown in Fig. 7.10.
A Graphical User Interface (GUI) was programmed using Python and wxPython (which
is a wrapper for wxWidgets). This allowed the user to download data from the device,
check its operation and alter settings. Data is downloaded from the device and parsed
by the GUI into human readable data. This is saved in a comma separated value (.csv)
file which is compatible with most spreadsheet and database programs. Data is ac-
knowledged and checked with a 16 bit XOR checksum for errors before the next block
is requested. In the event of an error, a block retransmission is attempted. Each block
contains 32 16-byte packets, each of which can contain sensor data (temperature and
voltage), tag data (transponder codes from the RFID reader) or system data (details of
power failures and upload attempts).
Reading data from the logger is undertaken in a slightly different manner to the circu-
lar buffer presented earlier in Section 6.3.1, as data is read from the top of the buffer
downwards. The transfer of data is terminated when the Python program encounters
a record indicating a successful upload. Thus, if an upload fails for whatever reason,
the upload will start again from the most recent record and carry on until a record is
found which indicates that subsequent data has already been transferred. In addition,
a special error recovery mode is supported where the user can request the download of
a number of previous records.
The Archival Logger also outputs the timestamp, ID and antenna of transponders as
and when they are read ia the serial interface. This can be used so that a researcher
can determine when a particular bird has passed through the device in case it needs to
be recaptured. This can also be used to interface with other instruments, for example
visual recognition systems [37], to validate their operation.
The unit was designed such that installation on the islands would be fairly simple and
be able to completed in a few hours. The solar panel was only attached to the frame once
on the island in order to reduce the chance of breakage. All that was required on site
was to bury the antennas, connect the solar panel and battery and then set the system
time via the GUI3.
3In practice, deployment was complicated by the intermittent failure of one antenna due to a temper-
ature related issue on the antenna changeover switch, necessitating three trips to Dassen Island, which













A day’s data is shown in Fig. 7.11. The battery voltage starts off at 12.2 V and slowly
drops until the solar panel starts charging the battery. By midday, the battery is fully
charged and so the panel is disconnected from the battery to prevent overcharging. As
the battery is loaded however, the battery voltage drops until the regulator applies
charge again, rapidly restoring the battery to its fully charged level. This is respon-
sible for the chatter seen in the plot. When the sun sets at approximately 17h30, the
battery voltage reduces again to its overnight value. The temperature sensor inside the
box indirectly measures the ambient temperature, which shows a peak at midday. The
bottom plot shows the times of day when transponders were detected. As penguins are
diurnal predators, this corresponds to an exit from the colony during the early hours of
the day and a return after sunset.
7.5.4 Summary
The Archival Logger allows researchers to monitor the directions and transit times of
penguins as they enter and leave the colony. The use of SD memory enables vast
amounts of data to be stored (over 16 million time-stamped records) which reduces
restrictions on how often researchers have to visit the islands to download the data.
The solar panel, along with the large battery, allows the logger to run continuously,
even through inclement weather conditions. Direct processing of the data downloaded
through the GUI simplifies the procedure required to obtain time and direction of travel,
as a separate parsing step is not required. Avoiding using a terminal program, which
can be quite complex with regards to the correct setting of baud rates further simplifies
the download process.
This test demonstrated that the same architecture used in Pack and Base tags could also
be used for Archival Loggers. The unit is able to obtain data from a number of sensors
and store it in its memory for later retrieval.
7.6 Future Deployment
At the time of writing, a number of tracking devices had been fabricated for field testing.
These are currently being tested to ensure correct operation before they are encapsu-
lated and shipped to Ongava Research Centre. Four GPS enabled Pack class tags, six
Marker/Spotter tags and two Base class tags have been constructed.
The Pack tags consist of a PIC18F67J11 microcontroller, powered by a L6920DB switch-
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1.2-3 V. A 256 Mb SD memory card is used to provide mass storage – the plastic hous-
ing was removed from the card to reduce its size. This is glued directly onto the board
and wires soldered to its terminals provide an interface to the microcontroller. The same
transceiver board is used as for the other tests. Three LED’s are installed for verification
of operation in the field. An LIS3L02AS4 triaxial accelerometer [304] can optionally be
installed for motion and acceleration based studies. A GPS receiver daughter-board can
also be fitted to the main board if GPS functionality is required. The GPS receiver used
in this implementation is the NEO-4S [28], which has increased tracking sensitivity. A
Sarantel GeoHelix-SMP passive antenna is used to receive the GPS signal [320]. This
antenna is less directional than a typical patch antenna, which makes device orienta-
tion less critical [320]. Space is also provided on the board for the installation of a serial
transceiver, which allows for connection to a PC. Thus, this board can be configured
to act as any of the classes presented in Chapter 3, ranging from an Archival Logger
through to a Base tag. The Spotter tags constructed are the same as those that were
used in Section 7.3. Photographs of the various tags and their construction are shown
in Fig. 7.12.
7.7 Discussion and Summary
These real world deployments and tests show that the system design approach is indeed
valid and useful. The same software structure was used in a number of different tests,
with devices of varying complexity and functionality. The Spotter test showed that bea-
cons can be used to detect the presence of other tags within radio range. The range test
showed that the maximum radio range was 350 m, but the typical range was more likely
to be in the region of 100-150 m. The RFID Archival Logger demonstrated that a long
term data logger could be constructed using the EcoLocate system, and that it obtained
useful data on the foraging trips of African Penguins.
The presentation of information is an important aspect of the data analysis. Mapping
software, such as Google Earth, provided the ability to view not only the data, but also
its context, in the form of colored data pointers. In addition, the user interface is an
important aspect of the system, and it was found that a custom GUI was simpler to use
than a terminal program.
















Figure 7.10: Penguin RFID Archival Logger. (a) shows the top side of the main controller
board with the PIC18F67J11 microcontroller in the centre. The 32kHz crystal for time-
keeping is on the top left and connections to the external devices are taken from the screw
terminals on the right. (b) shows the underside of the main controller board, displaying the
256 Mb SD memory card and the battery-backed RTC. (c) The antenna multiplexor which is
used to select which antenna to read from. (d) A screen-shot from the GUI. (e) The devices
installed in the weatherproof box, ready for field installation. Clockwise from top right:
logger board, solar regulator, RFID reader, antenna multiplexor. (f) Field deployment. The
solar panel is mounted on the aluminium frame, and acts as a roof for the electronics box
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Figure 7.11: One day of data from the penguin RFID reader (23/06/2008). The top plot
shows the battery voltage as measured by the unit. Chatter is due to the hysteresis action
of the solar regulator. The middle plot is the temperature inside the Archival Logger box.
The bottom plot indicates times at which transponders were detected. Note that the entry














Figure 7.12: Fabrication of devices for field testing. (a) shows the top side of the Pack tag,
next to an AA battery for comparison. The GPS module, with antenna, is on the left, the SD
memory card in the middle and the transceiver can be seen on the right. (b) shows a selection
of assembled devices. In (c), the underside of a tag is shown. The microcontroller is in the
middle, and on the right is an RS-232 transceiver, which allows this device to be connected
to a PC. The space on the left is for the optional installation of a triaxial acceleration sensor.













Conclusions and Future Directions
8.1 Conclusion
Wildlife tracking using wireless networks has become recently possible due to the in-
creasing minituarisation of electronic technology. This has allowed wildlife tracking col-
lars to form multi-hop networks to transfer information from the field to the end-user.
This is a new way of being able to track and monitor animals automatically. However,
research to date has concentrated on instrumenting a single species of interest, result-
ing in a homogeneous (single tag design) solution. ZebraNet and TurtleNet placed GPS
enabled wireless devices on zebras and turtles respectively. However, in both ZebraNet
and TurtleNet, only one type of device was designed. However, their devices are only
suitable for attachment to larger animals, thus limiting their deployment scope to a
section of the Animal Kingdom.
In this dissertation, the problem of how to track and monitor a wide range of wild an-
imals using wireless networks has been tackled. The literature review in Chapter 2
showed that there are many factors to be taken into account when designing a wildlife
tracking system, some from the biological standpoint (such as tag shape and weight)
and others from the technological standpoint (such as power requirements). As a conse-
quence of the 5% bodyweight restriction, a homogeneous solution is not possible if small
and large animals are to be monitored using the same tag design. This has resulted in
many different solutions, ranging from VHF triangulation to GPS tracking.
The contribution of this work is the design of a wireless network thats bind together
these disparate technologies and unifies them into a single data gathering system, that
allows both small and large animals to be monitored. Thus, a heterogeneous solution
(multiple classes of tags differentiated according to size, weight and functionality) was
proposed, which led to interesting research both in the system design and with regards
to network management and discovery. This research did not solely focus on the net-












well. To validate the research approach, real world testing was undertaken using cus-
tom designed wireless sensor tags. Conclusions on the main areas of this work are now
discussed.
EcoLocate: A heterogeneous wireless network system for wildlife tracking
EcoLocate, which is a modular and flexible approach to wildlife tracking, was presented
in Chapter 3. It was shown how multiple classes of tracking devices could be created that
varied in functionality. Thus, high functionality nodes with large amounts of energy can
obtain information from lightweight nodes with reduced capabilities. Hence, the load of
routing and networking is shifted to devices which are capable of doing so as a virtue
of the larger size of their energy reserves. Typically, large animals (and vehicles and
people) would carry full function nodes, acting as mobile data gatherers through the
network, whereas smaller animals would carry simpler, lightweight devices.
Although multiple classes of nodes were introduced, it was shown how simpler nodes
have a subset of the features of the more complex nodes. Thus, only one set of code
needs to be maintained, simplifying design and maintenance. Determination of the node
class can be performed at the compiler level or it can be dynamically altered in the field
according to energy reserves and rate of consumption. It was shown how altering the
class of the tracking device can result in a longer tag lifetime, at the cost of a reduction
in functionality.
Central to the operation of the network is the beacon protocol, which implements a dig-
ital version of VHF tracking. Thus, many of the methods applicable to VHF tracking
such as triangulation and homing can still be applied in this network. However, the
network approach takes VHF tracking one step further, as nodes can act as receivers
as well. In this way, proximity logs can be acquired by tracking devices, allowing so-
cial relationships to be determined. In addition coarse location can also be determined,
allowing non-GPS enabled nodes to be located.
A modular hardware design was considered that allows for flexible tracking device spec-
ification and implementation. Based on the ‘block’ approach to the design, it was pro-
posed that a graphical tool could be used to aid zoologists in designing their own tags and
assessing the power consumption of the blocks. Example scenarios of the design were
then presented, ranging from the very simple to fully featured networks. This showed
how one system could be used at different levels of cost and complexity to undertake
studies on wildlife tracking and monitoring.
The EcoLocate network design is based on modularity, both in terms of hardware and
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applications, from low power Marker tags to high functionality GPS enabled Pack tags.
By allowing tags to alter their class dynamically at run time, tracking devices can sur-
vive in the network for longer. EcoLocate is not restricted to solely monitoring animals,
and can be used to monitor vehicles, people and environmental data. Thus EcoLocate
allows multiple aspects of the state of a game reserve to be monitored, allowing for in-
depth research and informed management.
The Adaptive Social Hierarchy: A Network Ranking System
The next focus area was in the operation of the network itself in such a resource diverse
environment. The adaptive social hierarchy (ASH) was presented in Chapter 4. This is
a novel approach to network management and routing based on assessing a node’s rank
within the network, based on its attributes or resources. This method is inspired by the
way animals form social hierarchies, where the fittest animal will typically be the leader.
A number of methods were presented with the aim of accurately and rapidly forming a
social hierarchy in a wireless network, only using locally available information.
Pairwise ASH was presented first, where nodes switch their ranks if they are in contra-
diction to the rank order of their attributes. Whilst relatively simple to analyze mathe-
matically, this approach was shown to not be able to adapt to the insertion of new nodes.
In order to equally spread the ranks, a reinforcement method was introduced. This
‘rewarded’ nodes if their ranks were correct in correspondence with their attributes,
driving the rank of the best node towards 1 and that of the worst node towards 0. The
same switching action was still incorporated, as this provides rapid alteration of incor-
rectly ordered ranks. It was demonstrated that this system was able to adapt to node
insertions and removals, and spread ranks equally over the unit domain.
Pairwise ASH imposes an unfair load on the network, as nodes have to exchange data in
pairs. Wireless networks are broadcast (one to many) in reality. The regularly transmit-
ted beacons (used for the EcoLocate scheme to determine proximity) or ‘Hello’ packets of
other network protocols to determine the ranks of nodes within the network can carry
ASH information with minimal impact on bandwidth and network usage. The problem
with the broadcast approach is that although the receivers can all update their rank in
accordance to the newly obtained information, the transmitter will maintain the same
rank, which could be incorrect. One-way ASH using domination was introduced, which
is based on determining a node’s win/loss ratio. Although this method was able to cor-
rectly determine nodes’ ranks within the network, it suffers from slow convergence and
does not incorporate the rank information into its update. The switching method from












with switching. This showed good convergence speed and adaption to insertion and re-
moval.
The prior approaches failed when they were applied to a stationary network, due to the
effect of a limited horizon. To address this limitation, an agent based approach was
presented, which creates pseudo-edges between non-adjacent nodes. Although network
overhead is slightly increased, as ASH parameters and the parameters of the agent also
have to be sent, this allows nodes to determine their ranks in both stationary and mobile
networks. Each node keeps a buffer of agents and transmits these at random. Entries in
the buffer are also replaced at random. Agents are transmitted in the same beacons or
‘Hello’ packets as in one-way ASH. An alternative method of interpolating a node’s rank,
based on estimating the ranks of its closest peers in the rank ordering was introduced.
This showed good convergence and adaption to attribute variation. It was shown that
agent ASH could be used both on mobile and static networks, and that scalability was
good, with convergence time actually decreasing with increasing numbers of nodes in
the same network area.
Suitable attributes to rank were then discussed, ranging from energy to connectivity.
As ASH is a generic ranking system, any attribute which can be measured on a per-
node basis can be used to form a hierarchy. It was then shown how ASH could act as a
network underlay for existing routing protocols, by scaling the spread of the attributes
to the unit domain. This reduces the reliance on tuning factors and allows the system
to dynamically adapt to changes in network operating conditions. A simple cross-layer
network management system was presented, which showed how ranking information
could be used at multiple levels, from the MAC layer to the application itself.
The adaptive social hierarchy is a novel concept that orders nodes’ attributes into a unit
domain, irrespective of the spread of the attribute. This allows a network to dynam-
ically adapt to varying attribute distributions, without requiring the respecification of
network tuning parameters. This simplifies protocol design, as it does not need to be
made application or scenario dependent. ASH is scalable, adaptable and can work in
networks with mixed mobility.
ASH is based on assessing relative differences between nodes, using only locally over-
heard information. ASH does not load the network heavily, as rank information is sent
as part of existing network discovery packets. The ASH concept is not limited to wildlife
network monitoring, and is in theory applicable to any network, whether stationary or
mobile. ASH can be used to improve the performance of existing routing protocols by
allowing them to gracefully handle heterogeneity. In addition, ASH can be used at mul-
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Uniform Distance Sampling
In Chapter 5, the focus was shifted from the network itself to a power hungry sensor,
the GPS receiver. In existing tracking systems, location fixes are attempted at uniform
time intervals. When the animal is stationary (which accounts for a large proportion
of some animal’s behaviour), multiple fixes are taken which add no useful information.
Conversely, when the animal is moving rapidly, there is the possibility of detail under-
sampling. With these two drawbacks in mind, a novel method of scheduling GPS fixes
at uniform distance intervals was proposed.
To estimate the distance travelled, a low power accelerometer was used to measure the
gait of the host, as indirectly inferred from the motion of the neck mounted collar. Short
acceleration snapshots are periodically acquired which are used to estimate the speed of
the host. When the animal has exceeded a certain threshold distance, the GPS receiver
is instructed to take a fix.
However, as there are many different animals, with different gaits and gait patterns,
a self-learning algorithm was used. Summary statistics (acceleration range and jerk
variance) are formed from the acceleration snapshot and used to predict the speed of the
host, using a polynomial model. When the GPS receiver is active, it measures the speed
of the host. This is then used to train the model using the RLS algorithm, such that it is
able to learn the relationship between the speed of the host and the summary statistics.
An adaptive distance threshold adjustment was proposed, so that the motion patterns
of the host do not need to be specified in advance and the typical lifetime of the tracking
collar can be estimated.
Results showed that the learning algorithm was able to accurately predict the speed of
the host from acceleration snapshots, captured both on human and dog test subjects.
It was shown how different placement on the human resulted in vastly different model
parameters. This demonstrates that the learning approach is valid. Simulations were
presented which showed that this method could be used to extend the lifetime of a track-
ing collar by a factor of 2.4 if the host was active only 30% of the time.
The uniform distance sampling approach has the added benefit of being able to gen-
erate detailed speed-time profiles which can be used for energetics studies in order to
characterize the activity of the host at various times of day. Not only can the learning
algorithm be used to alter the GPS fix rate, it can also be used to associate a particular
gait waveform with a certain speed, thus allowing gait analysis to be performed in the
field, using a neck mounted collar. In addition, as many wildlife tracking are already
equipped with acceleration sensors, this sampling method can be easily implemented












microcontrollers and showed that it could realistically be used in an animal tracking
collar.
This research has the potential to increase the amount of useful data obtained from a
GPS collar, whilst using less power. This is a valuable contribution to the field of wildlife
tracking.
Implementation and Results
In order to test whether the proposed methods were realistically implementable, several
prototype classes of tags were designed and fabricated by the author. These used the PIC
family of microcontrollers and were programmed in C. A number of different processor
variants were used depending on the class of the device. In general, PIC18LF2620 de-
vices were used for Marker and Spotter class devices, PIC18LF4620 for Pack class tags
and PIC18F67J11 for Pack and Base class tags. SD memory cards were selected to pro-
vide inexpensive mass storage of large amounts of data.
Modularity was applied at the firmware level by restricting the size of the state machine
universe. Thus simpler devices were made by preventing certain state transitions. This
could be done at the compiler level, using directives, or dynamically by adjusting the
allowable sequence of operations. This demonstrated that the approach of using multiple
classes was easy to implement, as only one master code base (for the most complex tag)
had to be written, and code for the simpler devices derived from that.
Results from some tests were presented in Chapter 7, demonstrating that the devices
were usable in the field and that very different applications could be handled using the
same basic design. In one test, Spotter class nodes were deployed to test their ability
to log proximity to one another. The results showed that they were able to detect one
another and upload their contact logs to a Base tag for analysis. To check the range
of the transceivers, a simple test was performed using a Marker tag, a Pack tag and a
Base tag. This demonstrated that the maximum range was 350 m, but typical distance
was in the region of 150 m. The range of the devices depends greatly on the terrain
and vegetation. Also presented were results from the deployment of an Archival Logger
with RFID sensor, used to monitor the transit times of penguins on two islands off the
coast of South Africa. The logger is essentially equivalent to a Base tag with no net-
work interface, demonstrating that the same firmware can be used for a wide variety of
studies.
Analysis of the power consumption of the various tracking devices demonstrated the
need for a heterogeneous solution, as increased functionality resulted in an increase
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inexpensive, allowing them to be used in a wide range of studies and attached to many
different animal species. High end devices, like GPS enabled Pack tags are heavier and
more expensive, limiting their deployment scope to larger creatures.
8.1.1 Summary
In summary, a wireless network for wildlife tracking was designed that is able to track
and monitor a wide range of animal species, from small to large. Particular emphasis
was paid to modularity and scalability. A novel network protocol was conceived which
is able to determine the rank of a node within the network using local information in a
self-organizing manner. A new method of acquiring GPS samples, using a tracking collar
that learns the gait patterns of the host creature was also developed. Devices were built
and tested in order to validate the design concepts. This work is an initial step to the
realistic monitoring of animals and their habitats using wireless networks, so that users
from all around the world can analyse and observe data as it is collected by the system.
Thus, one could envisage a researcher in America obtaining real-time updates on lion
behaviour from a game reserve in Africa, without having to leave their desk. Ultimately,
it is hoped that this work will help aid in conservation, by providing hard scientific data
on the behaviour and habits of wild animals and their interaction with the environment.
8.2 Summary of Contributions
The principal contributions of this dissertation are as follows:
• The design of a wireless network based tracking solution that can be used on a
wide variety of animals, where small animal collars (with limited functionality
and small energy reserves) use the capabilities of large ones (with high function-
ality and large energy reserves) to send information through the network to the
end user. The network is not restricted to animal deployment, and can be include
environmental sensing and vehicle and human monitoring.
• The proposal of six different classes of tracking devices with varying degrees of
complexity that are based on a unified hardware and software design. Simpler
devices are implemented by limiting the functionality of more complex devices.
This can be done dynamically in the field, allowing devices to alter their class based
on their remaining energy reserve, leading to a longer lived network. Devices were













• Developing a system that allows social relationships (contacts between animals),
location and proximity (presence or absence of the animal within a certain area) to
be determined, without requiring that all devices are GPS enabled.
• Developing a lightweight, adaptive network management protocol that is able to
handle large degrees of heterogeneity in resources, allowing a device to determine
its ranking within the network (which can be fixed or mobile). This provides re-
source scalability and can be used as an underlay to enhance the performance of
existing routing protocols.
• Proposing a novel way of acquiring GPS samples, based on the accelerometer de-
pendent estimate of distance that the host has travelled, rather than at uniform
time intervals, leading to an increase in device lifetime without loss of location
information. A method that learns and adapts to the way the host moves is also
developed. As a byproduct of distance estimation, a detailed speed-time profile is
generated, which can be used to characterize animal behaviour.
8.3 Future Directions
Based on the presented work, a number of interesting research areas for future work
are proposed.
8.3.1 Machine learning of behaviour patterns
In the uniform distance sampling approach (Chapter 5), it was showed how it is possible
for a tracking collar to learn the gait patterns of the host and how these can be used to
predict its speed. Here a sketch is presented on how to expand this idea further, such
that a device is able to learn when to perform actions based on the input it receives
from its sensors. A node adjusts its behaviour based on feedback received from the en-
vironment, so as to decide what action to undertake in the future when presented with
a similar stimulus from its sensors. This is particularly relevant to the wildlife track-
ing scenario, as animals have habitual behaviour patterns, and these can be learned to
automatically schedule certain actions.
As a motivating example, consider an Active Logger attached to a penguin. The Active
Logger has a sea-water sensor and a real time clock (RTC), so the foraging behaviour of
the animal can be determined. The device wakes up every few minutes and determines
whether the device is immersed in water or not, timestamping this information and
storing it in memory. Summary statistics of how long the animal is in the water are to
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presented in Section 7.5. The transceiver in the penguin tag can only upload data to
the Base tag when it is within range, which is generally for a few minutes in the early
morning when it leaves the colony and again in the evening when it returns to its nest.
Due to the power consumption of the transceiver, it cannot be operated continually and
thus must be duty cycled to reduce its power drain. The standard approach to this
problem would be to attempt to contact the basestation every hour or at random points
in time. However, a learning approach is motivated, where the tag learns when is the
best time to contact the Base station. Similar to Chapter 5, a model is constructed that
is dynamically adjusted when new data is encountered. If an upload is attempted by
the Archival Logger and is successful, the model can be updated to reflect that there is
a higher probability of contacting the Base tag at the current time. Over time, it would
be expected that the model would reflect the diurnal nature of the animal, with high
upload probabilities in the early morning and in the evening. The Archival Logger would
preferentially attempt to contact the Base tag at these points in time, saving energy and
reducing latency.
Note that not only is there a correlation between the time of day and possible contact
times, but also that contact is impossible when the penguin is at sea. Thus, this shows
that multiple sensor states should be input into the learning algorithm. The ultimate
aim is for a device attached to an animal to automatically learn possible correlations
between its sensor state (such as time, location, temperature, activity and so on) and the
success of a particular action (such as attempting an upload or acquiring a GPS fix and
so on).
8.3.2 Incorporation of aerial devices
Air based transceivers suffer less from terrain and vegetation induced range reduc-
tion, as compared with terrestrial based communication systems. Aerial tracking is
often used for VHF tracking to boost the detection range [107]. To date, aerial tracking
has been performed using human piloted aircraft. The wireless network design would
be greatly improved with the incorporation of aerial mobile nodes, which could be au-
tonomously controlled. These devices could be used to retrieve data from the network,
and also fitted with cameras to detect and track wild animals. These devices could also
be used to deploy stationary sensors, and possibly even attach sensors to wild animals.
A major benefit of using airborne vehicles is that radio signals are less affected by local













An area that has not been addressed in this work is how to make the system secure to
attacks. For example in the ASH system, it would be simple for a node to misrepresent
its rank and so ‘attract’ packets from nodes in the network. Data can also be overheard,
using scanning receivers. The consequences of such a breach in security could have
serious consequences. This is because wildlife tracking is often undertaken on rare or
endangered species, some of which have obtained their status as a result of poaching.
Additionally, animals are sometimes commercially valuable as a result of their rarity,
implying that live capture of such animals is a possibility. A wildlife tracking system
provides data on the location and behaviour of animals and thus this same information
can be used by malicious parties to kill or steal animals. This suggests that strong
encryption should be used on all data transfers to prevent interception and the use of
frequency hopping or spread spectrum to prevent detection.
Another possible threat is Denial Of Service (DoS) attacks. One scenario is in the compe-
tition between the environment and the economy. As a hypothetical example, consider a
company which is thought to be disturbing the behaviour of a particular animal or group
of animals in the surrounding area, either through competition for resources or through
pollution. Researchers want to show that threats to the animal population are directly
correlated to the actions of the company. Thus they tag a number of creatures with track-
ing devices, in order to prove the impact of the commercial operations and subsequently
halt them. The company is aware that without data, no correlation can be scientifi-
cally proven and thus use high power transmitters to jam the network, preventing data
transfers from being undertaken. Whilst extreme, this scenario is not impossible. Thus,
resistance to jamming and DoS attacks is another area that should be investigated.
8.3.4 Triggered GPS
The uniform distance sampling method presented in Chapter 5 demonstrated that it
was possible to learn the gait patterns of the host and schedule GPS fixes at equally
spaced intervals in distance. The same technique could be used for event triggered GPS,
so that an event of interest (such as a high speed predator/prey pursuit) would trigger
the GPS unit and leave it switched on for a few minutes, acquiring detailed data about
these events. The tag could also enter spotting mode and scan the neighbourhood for
beacons within range. In this way, it could be possible to detect and record predation
events and identify the victim, if it were so equipped with a tracking device. In addition,
for animals that travel in packs, the high speed pursuit event detected by one tracking
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pack predation behaviour could be detected without the requirement that the GPS unit
has to be powered up continually. To detect automatically detect predation events, a
model could be constructed of typical host behaviour, and when unusual events occur
trigger detailed GPS sampling.
8.3.5 Data Analysis, Interpretation and Presentation
A problem that needs to be addressed is how to analyze the vast amounts of data that
will be obtained from a wireless network for wildlife tracking like Ecolocate. Consider
the volume of data generated by a GPS receiver sampling at a rate of 1Hz – in one day,
86400 locations will be acquired. With multiple animals and objects in the network, it
is possible that millions of data points corresponding to location, temperature, accelera-
tion, water-level and so on, will be obtained. The pressing question will be how to extract
useful information from these massive data-sets.
Data mining and machine learning techniques can be used to find patterns in the data.
There are two analyses that need to be undertaken – typical behaviour and anamolous
behaviour. Characterizing the typical behaviour of an animal for example would be de-
termining its typical home range and how this slowly varies over time. New data is com-
pared against the typical behaviour, and if there is a significant departure, anamolous
behaviour can be monitored. Based on the exceptionality of the data compared to the
norm, different levels of alarms can be triggered. For example, if an animal does not
move for 24 hours, then this could possibly generate a high level alarm, alerting the
user that there is a potential problem. A less critical alert could be that the pump on
a waterhole is worki g at an inefficient level. Detecting anamolous data can be un-
dertaken automatically, for example by determining the likelihood of a particular event
given its prior behaviour, or based on manual thresholds (which are based on likelihoods
in any case) such as alerting the user if the level of water in a drinking hole drops below
10%. Either way, it is important that the system detects critical alerts without trigger-
ing too many alerts. This suggests a reinforcement approach, where alerts that should
be displayed in future are rewarded and those which are not critical are penalized by a
user. Thus, with feedback into the model, it can learn what events should be suppressed
and what events warrant triggering an alarm.
A further issue with the huge datasets is how to effectively store and access the infor-
mation. This suggests that compression algorithms will have to be designed that exploit












8.3.6 The Case for Shared Data Repositories
Closely linked to data analysis is the need for wildlife tracking data to be made available
to other researchers. Due to the high costs in obtaining the data, this does not have to
be made free, but data should be shared. The disturbance and possible risk to a wild
animal from the action of attaching a tracking device implies that any data obtained
should be used for as many studies as possible. In fact, it is possible that there can be
a split between the data acquisition component and the data analysis component. Cur-
rently, a single research team is involved in all areas of wildlife tracking, from sedating
the animal and attaching the tracking collar, to downloading the data to performing sta-
tistical analysis upon it. In the future, it would make more sense for these tasks to be
separated, such that one group tags the animals and sells (portions of) the data to other
researchers for analysis. This is especially relevant when one considers the volumes of
data generated and the number of research angles that can be undertaken. In this way,
multiple research teams can essentially pool together to form a richer study than any
one of them could undertake by themselves.
For example, one group could be interested in the behaviour of lions and another in the
behaviour of zebra. They pool their resources and hire a specialized tracking company
to simultaneously monitor lion and zebra in the same area, augmenting the data with
other environmental variables. They can use the data for their own respective stud-
ies. Another group may be interested in the interactions between lion and zebra, and
so obtains and analyzes the same data. Yet another team wants to determine the ac-
tivity cycle of lions in this area compared to another area, and the correlation to water
availability.
In summary, due to the impact of wildlife tracking on animal behaviour, it should be
subjected to the largest scrutiny and analysis possible. Implementing such a model of
data sharing and trading is likely to be a research avenue of the future.
8.3.7 Automatic deployment
Consumer electronics is likely to continue in driving the size and power requirements
for GPS receivers, microcontrollers and sensors downwards. Wildlife tracking, which
is a niche market, will benefit from these reductions, resulting in smaller and smaller
tracking devices, allowing a broader spectrum of animals to be monitored. However,
the fundamental difficulty in wildlife tracking is not in the tag design, but in attaching
the tracking device to the animal. Whilst automatic methods of fastening collars to
animals have been considered, success rates have not been very high, preventing their
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with a vision based system to only tag the ‘correct’ animals and prevent recollaring of
the same individual. If the animal is to be tagged, it could be immobilized in a cage or
net. Some automatic method could be used to fasten the collar around the animal’s neck
before it is released. As capture would be brief, and not involve humans, this may result
in less stress to the animal and reduced deployment costs. Another method of remote
deployment would be to somehow propel a self-affixing tag at an animal. This is an area
which warrants further investigation, as a solution to this problem would greatly aid
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